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Kurzfassung
Wasser ist eine immer knapper werdende Ressource, die als Grundlage fu¨r das Leben
auf der Erde ebenso wie fu¨r die meisten industriellen Prozesse unersetzbar ist. Die
Aufbereitung von verschmutztem Wasser zur Ru¨ckfu¨hrung in technische Kreisla¨ufe,
in Gewa¨sser, oder zur Trinkwassernutzung gewinnt daher immer ho¨here soziale und
wirtschaftliche Bedeutung. Membranbioreaktoren (MBR) stellen in diesem
Zusammenhang eine viel versprechende Technologie zur Abwasseraufbereitung dar.
Sie vereinen die klassische biologische Abwasserbehandlung zum Abbau z.B. von
Substrat, Nitrat und Ammonium mit moderner Filtrationstechnik zur Abtrennung
von Feststoffen wie z. B. Biomasse, partikula¨ren Schmutzstoffen und Bakterien.
MBR erzielen eine ausgezeichnete Wasserqualita¨t und stellen eine physikalisch
sichere Barriere fu¨r Feststoffe dar, die bei den sonst u¨blicherweise eingesetzten
Sedimentationsbecken nicht gegeben ist. Dank dieser Barrierefunktion ko¨nnen in
MBR hohe Biomassekonzentrationen und damit hohe Abbauleistungen auf kleinem
Raum realisiert werden. Ein wesentliches Hindernis fu¨r den fla¨chendeckenden
Einsatz von MBR stellen die vergleichsweise hohen Betriebskosten dar, die vor allem
aus der notwendigen Belu¨ftung der Membranen und ihrer begrenzten Lebensdauer
resultieren.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es daher, die Betriebskosten von MBR in der kommunalen
Abwasseraufbereitung mit Hilfe modell- und optimierungsgestu¨tzter Methoden zu
minimieren und den komplexen Prozess zu jedem Zeitpunkt sicher am o¨konomischen
Optimum zu betreiben. Die gro¨ßte Herausforderung stellt die Unsicherheit dar, unter
der der Prozess betrieben wird: Die Vielzahl von physikalischen, chemischen und
biologischen Prozessen ist heute nur teilweise verstanden, die verfu¨gbaren
Prozessmodelle sind ungenau, Zulaufraten und Schmutzfrachten sind zeitlich
variabel und schwer vorherzusagen, und viele Prozessgro¨ßen sind nicht oder nur mit
erheblicher Ungenauigkeit messbar. Daru¨ber hinaus bedingt die Interaktion von
Biologie und Filtration zwar ein Optimierungspotenzial, aber auch zusa¨tzliche
Herausforderungen.
IX
Kurzfassung
Durch systematisches Vorgehen und die stringente Zerlegung des Problems in
handhabbare Teile und geeignete Koordinationsstrategien soll die Unsicherheit auf
ein minimales Maß reduziert werden. Zuna¨chst wird das System dazu in seinen fu¨r
die Prozessfu¨hrung wesentlichen Eigenschaften beschrieben. Darauf aufbauend wird
ein Prozessfu¨hrungskonzept entwickelt, das auf den Prinzipien der
Zeitskalenseparation und der zuna¨chst separaten Betrachtung von Biologie und
Membranfiltration beruht. Das Konzept wird in einer modularen
Softwarearchitektur umgesetzt. Um es in Simulationsstudien zu evaluieren, werden
komplexe Prozessmodelle fu¨r die Biologie, die Membranfiltration und den
Gesamtprozess entwickelt. Insbesondere fu¨r die Membranfiltration wird ein
neuartiges und umfassendes Modell vorgestellt.
Fu¨r die biologische Aufbereitung werden verschiedene modell-basierte
Regelungsebenen vorgeschlagen, die jeweils auf verschiedenen Zeitskalen arbeiten:
Zuna¨chst werden fu¨r einen la¨ngeren Horizont Planungsentscheidungen u¨ber die
optimale Betriebsstrategie getroffen und simultan optimale Trajektorien fu¨r die
Regel- und Stellgro¨ßen berechnet. Dies bedingt die Formulierung und Lo¨sung von
gemischt-ganzzahligen Optimierungsproblemen fu¨r komplexe nicht-lineare und
dynamische Prozessmodelle. Die Trajektorien werden durch eine modell-pra¨diktive
Ausgangsgro¨ßenregelung unter Einfluss der Prozesssto¨rungen realisiert. Methoden
zur Parameter- und Zustandsscha¨tzung berechnen aus den zur Verfu¨gung stehenden
Messgro¨ßen die aktuellen Systemzusta¨nde und unsicheren Modellparameter, die fu¨r
die Planung, Trajektorienoptimierung und Regelung beno¨tigt werden. Hierfu¨r
werden bestehende Methoden implementiert und erweitert. Das Konzept wird in
Simulationsstudien erprobt und erzielt sehr gute Betriebsergebnisse.
Fu¨r die Membranfiltration wird ein so genannter Run-to-Run Regler entwickelt, der
die zyklische Struktur des Prozesses bestehend aus Filtrations- und
Reinigungsphasen optimal ausnutzt. Dieser Regler wird sowohl in
Simulationsstudien als auch in einer industriellen Pilotanlage umfangreich erprobt.
In beiden Anwendungen beweist er ausgezeichnete Eigenschaften in Hinblick auf
Stabilita¨t und Kostenreduktion.
Die Integration der modell-basierten Regler fu¨r Biologie und Membranfiltration wird
andiskutiert und es werden mo¨gliche Lo¨sungsansa¨tze vorgestellt.
Zusammengefasst ist das wesentliche Ergebnis dieser Arbeit die Entwicklung und
Umsetzung eines systematischen modell-basierten Regelungskonzeptes fu¨r MBR.
Alle Lo¨sungsstrategien werden in Simulationsstudien und teilweise in einer
industriellen Pilotanlage erprobt. Alle Teilbereiche der Arbeit werden in den
Kontext der aktuellen Ergebnisse aus Industrie und Wissenschaft gestellt. Ein
X
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besonderes Augenmerk wird darauf gelegt, sich ergebende offene Fragestellungen
und Anknu¨pfungspunkte fu¨r Folgearbeiten transparent zu machen. Wesentliche
Forschungsschwerpunkte fu¨r die Zukunft sind die abschließende Integration und
Koordination aller Reglerkomponenten sowie ihre konsequente Umsetzung und
Erprobung im industriellen Umfeld.
XI
Chapter 1
Introduction
Water is a global resource indispensable for life on earth. Its responsible and
sustainable use and reuse is a major challenge of the 21st century. The increasing
world population and industrialization lead to a rising demand for potable and
process water, and in many areas existing supplies are diminishing at critical rates.
Untreated wastewater threatens intact biological systems by introducing large
amounts of nutrients, toxic or endocrinous species, heavy metals, and other harmful
components. For these reasons efficient water treatment and reuse have become
decisive social and economical issues. In many countries legal limits on the effluent
concentrations of selected components are tightened, e. g. by the European Water
Framework Directive issued in 2000. Strict effluent constraints however together
with increasing wastewater loads demand efficient treatment processes. At the same
time the increasing privatization of wastewater treatment facilities requires a
stronger focus on their economic performance.
This context provides the motivation for the research presented here. The
technology of interest are membrane bioreactors (MBR) for wastewater treatment,
which have increasingly been employed for the last 15 years and which are expected
to play an important role in future wastewater treatment. MBR combine classical
biological wastewater treatment with subsequent membrane filtration. The
membrane unit separates the biomass of the biological treatment from the water.
MBR offer high effluent quality, reliable biomass separation, and small space
requirements. These properties make them an appealing alternative especially when
effluent constraints are tight, when space is limited, and when existing plants need
to be upgraded. In general, however, MBR operating cost are higher than those of
conventional wastewater treatment plants (WWTP), which employ sedimentation
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basins for the biomass separation.
A large potential to increase the economic feasibility of MBR lies in the
improvement of their operational policy. Until today only simple control strategies
have been employed. Advanced control approaches frequently used in the chemical
process industry have not been applied to MBR due to the large uncertainty in the
biological and the filtration processes, in the inflow prediction, and in the limited
measurement information. While this is not different from the obstacles in regular
WWTP operation, the increased complexity of MBR even more requires efficient
online control to exploit their full potential.
Hence, this thesis focuses on the process control of MBR. It aims at bringing
advanced approaches from many research areas as e. g. modeling, control, and
optimization together to provide a capable, flexible, and generic control architecture
which takes the characteristics and peculiarities of MBR and MBR operation into
account. Due to the process complexity model-based control approaches are
proposed. Time and unit scale separation are performed to obtain subproblems of
lower complexity for different disturbance dynamics and for both the biology and
the membrane system. The subproblems include the scheduling of operational
strategies, dynamic real-time optimization, non-linear model predictive control,
run-to-run control, inflow prediction, and state and parameter estimation. For each
of them suitable models, problem formulations, and efficient solution algorithms
need to be formulated. The coordination between the subproblems on different time
scales and between the units must be considered. Available solutions are discussed
and complemented by new models and algorithms. The framework provides a clear
input-output structure in order to enable researchers to easily incorporate extensions
and modifications. Due to its modular design, the solutions developed can be
applied to WWTP and filtration systems as well as to the MBR process.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the MBR process in more
detail. The biological system, the membrane filtration unit, and the integration of
both to yield an MBR are presented. The control structure as well as its software
realization are developed and discussed in Chapter 3. Following this, all components
of the control architecture are presented and discussed in detail. The rigorous
modeling of the process is considered in detail in Chapter 4. The models are
employed to substitute the real plant in simulation studies. Tailored control systems
for the biology and for the membrane unit are developed in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6, respectively. Possible coordination approaches between the controllers
are discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes the results and stresses current
research needs.
2
Chapter 2
Process description
Wastewater treatment has been practiced for hundreds of years, employing
increasingly complex process technologies and process design. Today it is a pressing
need in view of decreasing surface water resources and falling groundwater levels.
Increasing water consumption mandates the intensified reuse of water and has lead
to increasingly strict legislative limits on effluent concentrations. In consequence,
wastewater treatment has become a large industry with high annual product volume
and financial investments (Gray, 2004). Economical pressure calls for efficient
process solutions. Membrane bioreactors (MBR) are one promising technology in
this context (Wintgens et al., 2005). MBR combine two technologies to efficiently
and reliably purify wastewater up to high quality standards: traditional biological
treatment to remove carbon, nitrate, and phosphorus compounds, and subsequent
membrane filtration to separate the biomass and other particulate matter from the
purified water.
Although each MBR has its unique properties, there are main design features which
are common to most plants. Fig. 2.1 shows a typical plant layout. Wastewater
enters the plant and is temporarily stored in a stormwater tank to level out peaks in
the inflow rate and concentrations. Mechanical units such as sieves and sand filters
remove coarse particulate matter and fat. The subsequent biology is typically
divided into two zones, the denitrification and nitrification, which can each comprise
one or several basins. Here the biological reactions take place, turning the
contaminants into biomass, carbon dioxide, and gaseous nitrogen. The nitrification
basin is aerated to provide dissolved oxygen. Sludge can be withdrawn from the
bottom of the basin. A recirculation stream transports sludge from the nitrification
back to the denitrification. Finally, a membrane unit separates the inert as well as
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the biologically active particulate matter from the product water. The product
water is withdrawn, while the particulate matter is retained in the system. In the
configuration shown here the membrane unit requires an additional air stream,
whose function is discussed later.
In the following sections, the main process units stormwater tank, mechanical
cleaning, biology, and membrane system are discussed. As there are excellent and
extensive textbooks available covering each of the subjects, only a brief overview on
the process is given to recall its main features and implications and to refer to some
recent developments. Finally, the MBR process as a whole is considered,
highlighting its characteristics in comparison to conventional wastewater treatment
plants (WWTP) and the couplings between the biological and the membrane
system. On this basis, the development of advanced model-based control approaches
for MBR is motivated.
sludge
wastewater
air air
recirculation
denitrification nitrification
stormwater tank mechanical cleaning
effluent
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a membrane bioreactor (MBR) with internal
submerged membrane filtration.
2.1 Inflow and stormwater tank
Composition, amount, and the dynamics of the inflow to WWTP are
time-dependent and different at each plant. A major distinction can be made
between industrial and municipal wastewater. Industrial wastewater typically carries
a small nutrient freight, while it can contain high amounts of chemical contaminants.
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2.2 Mechanical cleaning
Also, it may strongly vary in flow rate and concentration according to the operating
schedule of the connected production site.
Municipal wastewater comprises communal and industrial wastewater. The flow rate
and also the concentrations vary with daily, weekly, and yearly patterns, superposed
by irregular events such as rain and social events. Except for periods with strong
rain, high concentrations of nutrients are typical.
The highly dynamic inputs make it challenging to meet outflow purity requirements
and put high strain on the membranes, which perform best at constant, low to
medium throughput. Stormwater tanks are very useful to level out peaks in the
inflow flow rate and concentrations. An alternative is to vary the levels in the
biological basins within reasonable limits. Some variation additionally benefits the
diversity of the microorganisms, which in turn increases the overall degradation
efficiency.
2.2 Mechanical cleaning
Mechanical pretreatment has gained increasing attention in recent years (Frechen
et al., 2006). The rigorous removal of solid matter especially in form of hairs and
fibers has significant influence on the overall performance of MBR. When not
removed, the biologically inert material inevitably ends up in the membrane filtration
system, causing major clogging and fouling. Hence, redundant sieve systems with an
opening size of 0.5 – 3mm are recommended in addition to sand filters for the
removal of fatty compounds. Current research also examines whether the placement
of sieves between the biology and the membrane system is advantageous.
2.3 Biology
The biology is the heart of the plant. Here the biological conversion of pollutants
into biomass, carbon dioxide, and elementary nitrogen takes place. The allowed
concentration levels in the outflow vary depending on national legislation and local
distinctions, but limits are typically imposed on the concentrations of chemical
oxygen demand (COD), nitrogen compounds, and ammonia. The first two have a
nutritious effect on the flora and fauna while ammonia has toxic properties.
In the following, the main degradation processes are described. The difference
between the denitrification and the nitrification zone is the amount of available
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dissolved oxygen, favoring one or the other biological reaction. In both zones,
particulate substrate is hydrolyzed into soluble components. Heterotrophic biomass
grows on soluble substrate while consuming oxygen. In the nitrification zone, which
is aerated to establish aerobic conditions, the high amount of soluble oxygen is
favoring this process. The aeration is the largest expense factor of the biological
treatment unit. Due to hydrolysis as well as the respiration and decay of biomass,
organic nitrogen compounds are converted into ammonia (NH3), subsequently also
referred to as ammonia nitrogen. Autotrophic biomass is employed to convert these
into nitrite (NO2), which further reacts to nitrate (NO3). This process consumes
dissolved oxygen and takes place mainly in the aerated nitrification zone, too.
The recirculation transports the nitrate back to the non-aerated denitrification. In
the absence of dissolved oxygen the heterotrophic biomass is forced to use the
oxygen from the nitrate to grow on substrate. The remaining nitrogen is reduced to
its elementary form (N2) and leaves the system as gas. The denitrification zone is
typically located before the nitrification in order to limit the amount of oxygen
carried over.
In principle the concentrations of dissolved oxygen, ammonia, nitrate, alkalinity,
chemical oxygen demand (COD), and solids’ concentration can be measured online.
Filtered COD (COD without contribution from solids) and biological oxygen
demand (BOD) can be measured quasi-online. However, usually only a limited
amount of measurement hardware is available in industrial practice, and a high level
of measurement noise must be expected.
Although biological treatment is a long-established process, it is challenging in many
aspects. The reaction kinetics depend on various factors such as temperature,
alkalinity, biomass age and composition, and hydrodynamics. The reactions are
interrelated; thus, specifically influencing one concentration by some means usually
affects all others. The system has stiff dynamics with the time scales varying from
minutes to days. Due to the dynamic inflow conditions, steady state is never
attained. At the same time, only few of the process states can be measured online,
and especially data on the component concentrations and on the biomass
characteristics is sparse.
2.4 Membrane system
Membrane filtration is an established technology for the separation of particles,
macromolecules or dissolved molecules from fluids. Many applications have emerged
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in water and wastewater treatment, ranging from coarse pretreatment up to reverse
osmosis plants. To separate purified water from biomass and other particulate
matter, micro- and ultrafiltration (MF/UF) are employed.
The separation principle in MF/UF is based on the different diameters of the
macromolecules/particles and the membrane pores (Fig. 2.2). A transmembrane
pressure difference between the feed pressure pslug and the permeate pressure pf
pushes the water and very small particles through the membrane pores, whereas
particles larger than the pores are rejected. While the biomass flocs in biological
basins have typical diameters of at least several micrometers, the membrane pore
sizes range between 0.1 and 1µm. In cross-flow filtration the feed velocity has a
component parallel to the membrane surface, while in dead-end filtration there is
only flow in the direction of the pores. Since the membranes reject most particles
including inert matter and active biomass, the permeate is almost completely free of
solid components and especially of bacteria.
permeate
feed
pores
pslug pf
Figure 2.2: Membrane filtration principle. A pressure difference ∆p = pslug−pf drives
fluid through the membrane pores, while particles are rejected.
The performance of the membranes decreases with time due to membrane fouling
(Chang et al., 2002). Many mechanisms contribute to membrane fouling, and their
relative importance depends on the specific application. In most applications, the
repelled particles concentrate on the feed side of the membrane and build a filter
cake (organic fouling). Furthermore, pores are blocked by intruding particles (pore
blocking). Microorganisms build biofilms on the membrane and pore surfaces, which
decrease the performance and potentially damage the membrane (biofouling). When
inorganic soluble substances are repelled by the membrane, they concentrate on the
feed side of the membrane, and after reaching the limit of solubility, they crystallize
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and add to cake layer formation (scaling, inorganic fouling). The concentration
gradient of retained substances induces backdiffusion away from the membrane
(concentration polarization). All of these phenomena reduce the process efficiency
and can be counteracted by membrane and module design as well as by the
operating conditions.
Three countermeasures are employed to decrease fouling during operation: First,
cross-flow along the membrane surface reduces several fouling effects. Second, the
flow direction through the membrane is periodically reversed and the membrane
pores are flushed with permeate. Third, the membranes are cleaned chemically or
mechanically.
The main operational cost of the membrane filtration unit stem from the energy
consumption, especially for cross-flow, and from membrane replacement. The
lifetime of the membranes depends on the operating conditions and ranges between
one and more than ten years. Depending on the process, the cost for chemical
cleaning may also play a significant role. Together with the aeration of the biology,
membrane fouling control, and eventually membrane replacement are key cost
drivers in MBR.
Three different process configurations are common, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. One
option is to pump the wastewater through an external membrane system, where
tubular membranes are fed from the inside and the permeate is withdrawn from the
outside of the tubes (Fig. 2.3a)). Tubular membrane modules are depicted in
Fig. 2.4a). Depending on whether the end of the tubes is open or sealed, cross-flow
or dead-end operation results. Inside-out tubular membranes are advantageous when
the suspended solids’ concentration is high, but they require a relatively high
amount of energy. Fig. 2.3b) and 2.3c) show submerged membranes located in a
separate basin (external configuration) and in the biology (internal configuration),
respectively. In both cases flat sheet or hollow-fiber membranes can be employed.
Hollow-fiber membranes are much thinner than tubular membranes and are operated
in outside-in mode, i. e. that the feed is at the outside and the permeate is withdrawn
from the inside of the fibers. A hollow-fiber membrane module is depicted in
Fig. 2.4b). Air bubbles are injected at the bottom of the membrane modules to
create a two-phase flow alongside the membrane surface to decrease fouling.
Submerged MF membranes employed for wastewater treatment have large specific
surfaces and operate at low transmembrane pressures (Husain and Coˆte´, 1999). They
are more vulnerable to high solids’ concentrations, but they require less energy than
tubular membranes (Gander et al., 2000). It is not yet commonly agreed on whether
the internal (Fig. 2.3b)) or external configuration (Fig. 2.3c)) is advantageous.
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While the internal solution requires less space, the external configuration reduces the
risk of exposing the membranes to potentially harmful substances. The latter may
happen due to hydraulic shortcuts from the wastewater entry to the membrane.
This thesis focuses on submerged hollow-fiber membrane installations, as they are
most common in municipal WWTP installations. However, many results can readily
be transferred to MBR with different membrane configurations.
permeate
biology
permeate
biology tank
permeate
biology
c)b)
a)
Figure 2.3: MBR configurations. a) external inside-out tubular membranes, b) exter-
nal submerged membranes, c) internal submerged membranes.
2.5 Membrane bioreactor
Traditionally the solid/liquid separation following the biological treatment is
achieved in sedimentation basins, where the particulate matter sinks to the bottom
and the effluent is withdrawn from the top. In comparison membrane technology
offers a number of advantages. Membranes provide a physically guaranteed
separation, which is independent of the sedimentation properties of the sludge.
Unfavorable sedimentation properties or foaming have in many cases lead to the
shutdown of conventional treatment plants. For the same reason MBR can operate
at higher biomass concentrations of 10–20 g/l as compared to 3–5 g/l in conventional
plants and therefore realize the same treatment capacity with less space
requirements. The total biomass rejection also allows for the concentration of slowly
9
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a) b)
Figure 2.4: Membrane modules. a) tubular membranes for inside-out filtration, b)
aerated hollow-fiber membranes for outside-in filtration (pictures provided
by KOCH Membrane Systems).
growing specialists among the microorganisms. Depending on the process
configuration, no or only a small basin is required subsequent to the biology. Finally
the product quality is generally better, since all particulate matter is safely removed
including bacteria and partly viruses.
While MBR are comparable to conventional WWTP in terms of investment cost, the
operational cost are higher due to the energy demand and membrane replacement
cost (Visvanathan et al., 2000; Lesjean et al., 2004). Today MBR are already
profitable in the upgrading of existing plants and in environments with tight limits
on effluent concentrations. Due to continuous technological advances with respect to
the design and operation of MBR, decreasing membrane prices, and increasingly
strict effluent requirements, MBR are expected to play an increasingly important
role in wastewater treatment (Engelhardt et al., 1998; Stephenson et al., 2000; Yang
et al., 2006).
It is important to realize that an MBR is more than the sum of its parts due to the
intriguing interdependencies between the two units. As these interactions represent
great challenges as well as opportunities in MBR design and operation, they have
increasingly moved into the focus of academia and practitioners. Some major
couplings are listed in the following:
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• The higher the solids’ concentration in the biology, the higher is the fouling
potential in the membrane unit. The resulting increase in viscosity additionally
increases the filtration resistance.
• The properties of the particulate matter are of crucial importance for membrane
resistance and fouling. While it is not yet clear which properties are decisive, it
is agreed that they can be influenced by the operation of the biology.
• The total retention of biomass by the membrane alters the sludge age and
thereby the composition of the biomass. Typically, much higher sludge ages
can be achieved in MBR, although the expectation that plants with zero sludge
surplus would be possible has not been realized in practice. The increased sludge
age influences the degradation kinetics and leads to the cultivation of specialists
among the microbes, which enhances the overall degradation efficiency. The
altered properties of the biomass in turn affect membrane fouling.
• An important issue in the composition of the biomass is the concentration of
so-called EPS (extracellular polymeric substances) and SMP (soluble micro-
bial products) in the suspension. These polymeric by-products of the microbial
metabolism play a crucial role in long-term, irreversible membrane fouling. Their
concentrations are strongly coupled to the operating conditions of the biology.
• The aeration of the submerged membrane modules increases the dissolved oxy-
gen concentration in the biology.
While it is reasonable to consider biology and membrane separately to limit the
complexity and understand the major individual process mechanisms, it is accepted
today that the interaction between the two systems must be understood and
exploited in order to maximize MBR performance. From today’s perspective it may
be expected that optimal MBR performance is a compromise between highly
efficient biological degradation and low membrane fouling. In order to find this
optimum in dynamic and uncertain process conditions, the deployment of advanced
and robust control techniques is inevitable.
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Model-based control of MBR
Efficient control of membrane bioreactors (MBR) is a challenging task. The
uncertainty in the process kinetics and mechanisms, the stiff process dynamics, the
lack of meaningful and reliable online measurements, the highly dynamic and
uncertain inflow, and the hardly understood relationships between the biology and
the filtration system pose significant difficulties. The objective of advanced control
approaches for MBR is to realize a reliable and cost efficient purification of
wastewater up to specified standards in spite of these challenges.
State-of-the-art of MBR control is based on the experience in controlling
conventional biological treatment plants. The MBR biology is controlled in the same
fashion as regular biologies, though partly at different setpoints, e. g. at higher
biomass concentrations. Typical control schemes are PID type control of the
dissolved oxygen or ammonia concentrations. The membrane system is operated
according to the setpoints suggested by the manufacturer or by experienced
operators. Fixed setpoints for the controlled variables are common, with some
variation to meet the required net flux.
Scientific literature offers several advanced control concepts for the biology, but very
few approaches for the membrane system. These will be discussed in the related
Chapters 5 and 6.
Reports on control approaches for entire MBR systems are also scarce, although
their importance is increasingly recognized. Rosenberger et al. (2005) present 6 case
studies from European MBR plants highlighting the influence of liquid phase
properties on the filtration performance. The aeration of a submerged filtration
system adds to the dissolved oxygen concentration, thus there is some potential to
reduce the aeration of the nitrification (Krause and Cornel, 2004). Drews et al.
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(2005) examine the influence of discontinuous sludge withdrawal on membrane
fouling. The influence of different sludge ages is also examined by Masse´ et al.
(2006), who find significant changes in the component concentrations especially of
colloidal and macromolecular components with changing sludge age. These
components are known to substantially contribute to biofouling (Section 4.3.1.7).
3.1 Concept
Although these results give good reason to develop integrated control concepts for
MBR, the work of Cruse (2006) appears to be the only systematic approach
currently available. This thesis is the continuation of his work. The main challenge
is to deal on the one hand with the high uncertainty and stiff dynamics of the two
complex systems, and on the other hand with their interaction. Given this situation
together with the high number of controlled and manipulated variables, constraints,
and objectives, a model-based approach to the problem seems inevitable.
Model-based control approaches offer the advantage that they
• can accommodate process and input constraints,
• can incorporate economic objectives in addition to setpoint control,
• can deal with high process complexity, and
• consider past, present, and predicted future process behavior.
The task is hence to design a model-based control system for MBR. One option is to
develop an overall control model of the process and one central controller. This
approach is however infeasible for various reasons. The process dynamics are very
stiff, and recalling the cyclic behavior of the filtration system there are considerable
structural differences between the operation of the biology and of the membrane
system. It is therefore expected to be highly impractical or even impossible to
describe the entire system with one model that provides sufficient prediction quality
and at the same time is identifiable, observable, and computable online.
An alternative approach is to divide the MBR control problem into several
subproblems, which can be approached with tailored methods. Some kind of
communication and/or coordination needs to assure that the solution of the
subproblems leads to overall optimality. The separation of the control problem is
performed with respect to the unit scale (biology/membrane) and the time scale.
The key idea of the latter is to separate the disturbance and process dynamics
according to their relevant time scales and to assign them to different interrelated
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operational layers (Helbig et al., 2000; Diehl et al., 2001; Kadam
et al., 2003; Du¨nnebier et al., 2005). These thoughts lead to a generic control system
which is depicted in Fig. 3.1.
biology membrane
D-RTO
coordination
NMPC NMPC
(base control) (base control)
membrane bioreactor
state and para-
meter estimation
state and para-
meter estimation
D-RTO
coordination
coordination
planning/
scheduling
coordination
planning/
schedulingdays
hours
minutes
seconds
Figure 3.1: Control system – initial approach. The vertical axis represents the time
scales of the disturbance and process dynamics, starting with the slowest
dynamics from above. The horizontal axis shows the separation according
to units.
On the left and right of Fig. 3.1, the control system for the biology and the control
system related to the membrane unit are depicted, respectively. Various
coordinators are suggested between the two systems. The vertical axis represents the
time scales on which the control layers operate, starting with the slowest dynamics
from above. The operational layers depicted in Fig. 3.1 are planning/scheduling,
dynamic real-time optimization (D-RTO), non-linear model predictive control
(NMPC), base control, and state and parameter estimation. The base control and
the estimation layers are connected to the controlled unit, which can be the real
plant or a plant simulation layer.
On the planning/scheduling layer fundamental planning decisions about the
operation of the plant are made (Shah, 1998). In the context of this thesis this layer
determines the objectives φˇ as well as the path inequality constraints gˇ and equality
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(hˇeq) and inequality (hˇ) endpoint constraints of process operation (Section 5.1). The
objectives may e. g. include economical and ecological objectives, and the constraints
may refer to effluent concentration limits or tank holdups.
Based on the information from the planning/scheduling layer, the optimal
trajectories of the inputs uˆ and outputs yˆ are computed on the D-RTO layer by
solving a non-linear, constrained, dynamic optimization problem (Helbig
et al., 2000; Diehl et al., 2002; Kadam et al., 2003). The prediction horizon is
comparatively long (e. g. 2 or 3 days for the biology). Accordingly, complex models
with good predictive capabilities have to be employed.
If the inputs uˆ were implemented as such, plant model mismatch and disturbances
would inevitably lead to divergence of the optimal (yˆ) and the real (y) output
trajectories. Typically the computation of the D-RTO problem is too demanding to
be performed on the time scale of these disturbances. Hence the NMPC layer is
required for adequately fast responses (Section 5.2). In NMPC (Rawlings, 2000), an
optimization problem is solved again, but now the objective is not an economical
one anymore, but the minimization of the difference between the optimal and the
real input and output trajectories. The model employed on the NMPC layer may be
of less complexity, as the prediction horizon is smaller and the model only needs to
be accurate in the subspace around the real and optimal trajectories. The NMPC
layer provides corrected inputs u. If the process deviates too far from the optimal
solution, the NMPC layer will not be able to realize the desired behavior anymore,
therefore periodic or intelligently triggered updates of the D-RTO trajectory are
required (Section 5.1.3.4).
The inputs computed by the NMPC layer u are realized by PID type base
controllers, which reject disturbances on the fastest time scale. The base control
layer is assumed to be available and to function perfectly, i. e. the inputs u of the
NMPC layer equal the inputs ubc of the base control layer, which are realized at the
plant without offset or delay. The base control layer is typically already available at
real plants and hence not part of the controller design task considered in this thesis.
Lee et al. (2000) examine the interaction between MPC and base control layers and
discuss possible options when implementing an MPC controller on top of an existing
base control layer. Their suggestions should be considered when realizing the
controller at a real plant. The industrial evaluation of the membrane control system
(Section 6.4) shows that the base control in practice does not work perfectly, which
even requires some modifications of the control approach for practical applications
(Section 6.4).
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A crucial component of the control architecture is the estimation of states and
possibly model parameters. To solve any dynamic model on the
planning/scheduling, D-RTO or NMPC layer, the respective initial model states
x0 = x (t0) are required. Since these states are either not measurable or their
measurements are distorted by noise and errors, the initial values have to be
reconstructed from historical measurement data y˜ (t). This reconstruction represents
a considerable challenge considering the complexity of MBR processes and the fact
that only few of the relevant component concentrations can be measured. The
problem complexity increases if not only process states x but also model parameters
p have to be estimated. With respect to the biology, the parameters consist of
stoichiometric and kinetic variables, part of which have to be considered to be time
dependent (Dochain, 2003). The same holds true for the membrane system. The
problem of state and parameter estimation is thoroughly discussed in Section 5.3 for
the biology and in Section 6.2 for the membrane system.
There are different possibilities to design the horizontal coordination between the
operational layers of each unit. A basic solution is the exchange of predicted state
trajectories, which are then treated as inputs and constraints by the receiving layers
(Cruse, 2006). The D-RTO layer of the membrane system would e. g. take the
predicted solids’ concentration cN,XTS as an input and the permeate flow ZP as an
equality constraint. On the D-RTO layer of the biology the membrane could be
modeled as an ideal splitter with an upper bound on the throughput. This approach
would be reasonable only if the time scales of the processes were very different,
which is only partly true for MBR systems. In more advanced approaches solving
the optimization problems can be coordinated by exchanging state and gradient
information between the optimization iterations of the subproblems. The issue of
control system integration is discussed in Chapter 7. Note that the design of the
control system according to Fig. 3.1 allows the independent design of controllers for
the biology and for the membrane system, hence the experience in controlling each
subsystem can be fully exploited before a coordination scheme is applied.
Fig. 3.1 provides a very general concept. However, MBR plants possess unique
features, which allow to simplify the concept at some points and require extensions
at others. Fig. 3.2 depicts the control concept as it has emerged over the years,
reflecting today’s perspective on the problem.
With respect to the biology, the planning/scheduling and the D-RTO layers have
been merged into a dynamic predictive scheduling layer. On this new layer the
scheduling of operational strategies (objectives and constraints) is solved
simultaneously with the D-RTO problem (Section 5.1). For the membrane system
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Figure 3.2: Control system – current perspective. The vertical axis represents the time
scale separation, and the horizontal axis shows the separation according
to units. For the membrane system a run-to-run controller replaces the
hierarchical control approach.
the classical layers planning/scheduling, D-RTO, and NMPC have been replaced by
a run-to-run control layer, which employs a prediction horizon of only one filtration
cycle. The main reason to do without a long-term prediction of the membrane
system is the lack of suitable process models which at the same time have a decent
prediction quality on long time horizons and are identifiable and observable. Instead
an approach based on run-to-run theory is developed, which exploits the almost
periodic sequence of filtration and backwashing phases. This controller is not only
successfully performing in simulation environments, but has also been shown to yield
significant savings at an industrial pilot plant (Chapter 6). The development of
control models and control layers with longer prediction horizons remains an
interesting research opportunity, which becomes more urgent considering the
increasing long-term operational experience in MBR systems.
The components depicted in Fig. 3.2 have been developed and evaluated individually
and are successively merged into an integrated simulation and control environment.
At this point, only two steps are missing for the total integration of the control
framework: first, the coupling of the DPS layer of the biology to the NMPC and
estimation layer; second, the horizontal integration of the controllers for the biology
and the membrane unit.
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3.2 Software implementation
The software implementation of the control architecture needs to exhibit a modular
structure, so that individual components can easily be replaced, added, and
removed. Furthermore, the integration of several units with possibly different control
schemes must be feasible. In order to facilitate the implementation of the controllers
at plant installations, it should easily be possible to replace the plant simulation
component by the real plant. The process models used for plant substitution are
implemented in gPROMS (Process Systems Enterprise, 2007), while the control
components are realized in MATLAB (The MathWorks, 2007).
Fig. 3.3 depicts the software architecture for the control of the biology. It is based
on the generic control architecture developed in the EU-project INCOOP
(2000–2003). The OPC server in the middle is a pure read/write data server. It is
based on standard OPC technology, which enables easy communication with
relevant software tools such as MATLAB and gPROMS as well as with commercial
process control systems. Therefore, both the real plant as well as the rigorous plant
simulation can be connected to the control framework. The scheduler determines
when and in which order the control components are activated. When a component
has finished its task, e. g. state estimation, it returns a termination signal to the
OPC server, which is monitored by the scheduler. The NMPC and the estimation
layers have already been added to the software architecture. The integration of the
DPS layer is subject to current work. Finally, one or more control models are
connected, which can be used by all control layers. The control model for the
biological system is implemented in gPROMS.
Similarly, the software architecture for the membrane systems is centered around an
OPC server. Since the estimation layer is tailored to the requirements of the control
model and the run-to-run approach, it has been merged with the control layer and
the scheduler into a run-to-run control + estimation component. The membrane
control model is implemented in MATLAB. Again both the rigorous model for plant
simulation as well as a real plant can be connected.
In the following chapters, each of the operational layers presented in Fig. 3.2 as well
as their connections are discussed. First, the rigorous modeling of MBR is
considered in order to establish plant substitution models (Chapter 4). After this,
the control components for the biology (Chapter 5) and for the membrane system
(Chapter 6) are developed and evaluated. Finally, possible approaches for the
coordination of both units are discussed (Chapter 7).
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Figure 3.3: Software implementation of the control architecture – biology.
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Figure 3.4: Software implementation of the control architecture – membrane.
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Chapter 4
Process modeling
For process engineers mathematical process models present a fundamental
knowledge basis. In the context of model-based control, process models are essential
for the prediction of a system’s future behavior.
There are various ways of classifying process models e. g. according to their purpose,
level of detail, time and length scales or mathematical properties. A distinction is
made between models which serve the purpose of substituting the real plant and
models which are used in the framework of model-based control. In the context of
this thesis, models of the first type are referred to as rigorous models, while models
of the second type are called control models.
Rigorous models can e. g. be used to study a system without the need for real
experiments or to test control algorithms in a simulation environment. They contain
all process knowledge available and necessary to represent the phenomena of interest.
Typically, rigorous models are complex and contain a high number of mechanistically
motivated equations. Control models on the other hand can be of mechanistic or
empirical nature and are typically of lower complexity. The complexity of control
models is limited by the time required to solve the models online and by the
necessity of updating their state and parameter values from online measurements.
However, rigorous and control models need not be completely independent. E. g.,
control models can systematically be derived from rigorous models (Section 5.2).
This chapter focuses on the rigorous modeling of the membrane bioreactor (MBR)
process. The proposed models are intended to deepen process understanding and to
replace the real plant in simulation studies. Rather than providing a model of an
individual MBR plant, this chapter describes the model components from which
MBR plant models can be built in general. An MBR plant model requires the
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description of the process configuration including mass and possibly energy balances,
and it is complemented by constitutive submodels describing the biological
degradation, the membrane filtration, and the inputs. For each of these subsystems
different models with different properties are available; they can be employed or
discarded depending on the modeling purpose. When, e. g., the influence of the
biomass concentration on a biological degradation process is of interest, while the
membrane system is not, modeling the membrane as an ideal splitter may suffice.
When, on the other hand, the focus is on the influence of the biology on membrane
fouling, a more complex membrane model must be employed.
Modeling biological wastewater treatment is an exciting and ongoing field of
research. Its history is interesting as well: despite the complexity of the process, a
mature standard model, the Activated Sludge Model No. 1 (ASM1), has been
published two decades ago (Henze et al., 1987), which since then has been subject to
improvements and extensions as well as several commercial implementations. With
increasing academic and industrial interest in MBR, extensions of the ASM models
have recently been worked on to account for the special characteristics of MBR as
compared to standard wastewater treatment plants (WWTP). Differences are found
especially in the degradation kinetics and in the influence of microbial byproducts on
the filtration performance (Ng and Kim, 2007).
In membrane filtration literature, dozens of models are provided at various levels of
detail, and the list is growing continuously. However, none of the models has
emerged as a commonly accepted standard. The main reasons are the great
complexity of the physical, chemical, and biological phenomena in membrane
filtration, the large variety of process configurations and operating conditions, and
the lack of an adequate understanding of the major mechanisms. The membrane
filtration model proposed in this thesis is based on the fundamental work of Cruse
(2006), who describes a submerged membrane filtration system at high level of detail.
Modeling the inflow of MBR or WWTP has not received much attention. It is
generally assumed that the input trajectories are available from historical data or
can be represented by some trigonometric or polynomial function, possibly with an
online update of the model parameters. In Section 4.4, a modeling approach based
on cubic splines is proposed, which is especially well-suited for online control
applications.
Finally, the integration of the models to obtain a full MBR model is discussed in
Section 4.5, before some conclusive remarks are given in Section 4.6. All symbols
employed are listed in Appendix D.1.
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4.1 MBR model structure
As described in Chapter 2 there are numerous MBR configurations, which rather
differ in details than in fundamental concepts. When a model for a specific plant is
required, the model structure has to be adapted according to the layout of the
respective plant. Fig. 4.1 depicts an exemplary model structure, which corresponds
to the plant layout depicted in Fig. 2.1. The notation follows the guidelines of
Marquardt (1995). The box with round edges represents the environment,
rectangular shapes represent units with storage capacity for mass and energy, and
the arrows represent connections between units and the environment.
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Figure 4.1: Model structure for the MBR layout depicted in Fig. 2.1.
Units are defined by balances and constitutive equations. Among all possible
balances, this thesis restricts itself to the formulation of the mass balances and
assumes isothermal conditions. Cruse (2006) has shown how to augment the
resulting system by an energy balance and further constitutive equations to calculate
the MBR water temperature, which influences the degradation kinetics and viscosity.
The following simplifying assumptions are made for the biology model:
• All units are well-mixed.
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• No reactions take place in the stormwater tank.
• The holdups of the denitrification and nitrification basins are constant.
• The membrane is modeled as an ideal splitter.
• The fluid’s density is constant.
The mass and component balances for the stormwater tank are then
dVT
dt
= Zin − ZTD , (4.1)
d (cT,i · VT )
dt
= Zin · cin,i − ZTD · cT,i . (4.2)
VT is the volume of the fluid stored in the tank, Zin is the plant inflow rate, and ZTD
is the flow rate of the sludge stream connecting the tank and the denitrification. cin,i
and cT,i refer to the concentrations of component i in the inflow and in the
stormwater tank, respectively.
The mass balances for the denitrification include the reaction flux RD,i describing
the volume specific mass flux due to biological degradation processes. The fluid
volume VD in the denitrification zone is assumed to be constant, which is often the
case in real plants, so that
0 = ZTD + ZND − ZDN , (4.3)
dcD,i
dt
=
1
VD
· (ZTD · cT,i + ZND · cN,i − ZDN · cD,i) +RD,i . (4.4)
cD,i and cN,i are the concentrations of component i in the denitrification and in the
nitrification, respectively, where ZDN is the flow rate of the stream flowing from the
denitrification zone to the nitrification zone, and where ZND is the flow rate of the
recycle stream from the nitrification zone back to the denitrification zone.
The balances for the nitrification zone with a constant fluid volume VN are similar.
When the mass of the inflowing air is neglected, the overall mass balance is
0 = ZDN − ZND − ZS − ZP , (4.5)
where ZS and ZP are the flow rates of the sludge withdrawal and of the membrane
permeate. The component mass balances need to consider the aeration as well as the
selectivity of the membrane. The membrane is only penetrated by water and by
soluble components. The mass balance for oxygen in the nitrification zone is
dcN,O
dt
=
1
VN
· (ZDN · cD,O − (ZS + ZP + ZND) · cN,O)
+ kla · (cs,O − cN,O) +RN,O .
(4.6)
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cN,O is the oxygen concentration in the nitrification zone, kla is the oxygen transfer
coefficient, cs,O is the saturation concentration of dissolved oxygen, and RN,O is the
volume specific reaction flux of oxygen in the nitrification.
The concentrations of the remaining substances cN,i, i 6= O, are
dcN,i
dt
=
1
VN
· (ZDN · cD,i − (ZS + ZND) · cN,i −MP,i) +RN,i , (4.7)
where MP,i is the mass flow of component i through the membrane. It is zero for
particulate components; for soluble components MP,i = ZP · cN,i.
The connections between the units are defined implicitly by assigning the same
variables to selected inflows and outflows, as e. g. ZDN to the inflow of the
nitrification and to the outflow of the denitrification. The remaining task is to define
the reaction fluxes Ri. Possible modeling approaches are discussed in Section 4.2.
So far the membrane has only been modeled as an ideal splitter and has been
represented by the connection permeate (Fig. 4.1). However, the connection can also
be interpreted as a composite connection, as e. g. depicted in Fig. 4.2. It then
possesses the capacity to store energy and mass, and more complex models as well
as couplings to the biology as suggested in Section 4.3 can be accommodated.
membrane
pores
boundary layer
feed sideinside of fibers
membrane
Figure 4.2: Modeling the membrane as a composite connection.
The inflow rate and concentrations from the environment also need to be specified.
Suitable modeling approaches are introduced in Section 4.4.
The model parameters employed so far are the denitrification and nitrification basin
volumes VD and VN . Model analysis reveals that there are four remaining degrees of
freedom, which are chosen to be the oxygen transfer coefficient kla, the recycle flow
rate ZND, the sludge withdrawal rate ZS, and the permeate flow rate ZP . They
represent the input variables of the system and are summarized as
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u = [kla, ZND, ZS, ZP ]
T. The oxygen transfer coefficient kla is not directly
manipulable but depends on the aeration flow rate, the bubble sizes, the sludge
properties etc. According correlations for real plants need to be obtained
experimentally (Gray, 2004). However, for simplicity kla is typically treated as a
manipulated variable in simulation studies.
The proposed MBR model is then complete. The proper formulation of the
remaining constitutive equations has to ensure that the resulting model is of
differential index 1 (Gear and Petzold, 1984). Proper initial conditions have to be
specified, and it must be ensured that the model can be solved. Depending on
whether or not the model for the membrane unit involves locally distributed
variables, a PDE or a DAE system is obtained which is solved using simulation
environments such as MATLAB (The MathWorks, 2007) or gPROMS (Process
Systems Enterprise, 2007).
4.2 Biology model
This section covers the modeling of the biological degradation processes. The
proposed models correspond to standard models from literature; therefore their
description is kept brief. Although many models have been published on biological
wastewater treatment (cf. Gernaey et al. (2004) for a review), the family of activated
sludge models (ASM) has dominated academia and industry since the ASM1 was
published by Henze et al. (1987). Up to today the ASM1 is the standard choice both
for academic as well as for commercial software tools. Phosphorous removal has been
included in the ASM2d (Henze et al., 1999). Gujer et al. (1999) published the ASM3,
which is the direct successor of the ASM1 with various improvements. Although
widely accepted, the ASM3 has not gained the popularity of the ASM1 yet.
In this thesis, the ASM1 and the ASM3 are employed as rigorous process models. In
the following, the ASM1 is described first, and then differences to the ASM3 are
highlighted. The influence of the water temperature on the degradation kinetics is
discussed shortly, and some comments on the identifiability of the models are made.
Finally, very recent advances concerning modified ASM models for MBR are
highlighted.
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4.2.1 ASM1
The mass balances formulated in Section 4.1 include volume specific reaction fluxes
R. The latter are a linear combination of the reaction rates r defined by the
stoichiometry matrix S according to
R = S · r , (4.8)
r = r (k, c) , (4.9)
where R is a vector containing nC reaction fluxes and where r is a vector containing
nR reaction rates. The reaction rates r are a function of the kinetic parameters k
and the concentrations c.
The ASM1 describes 13 components:
• soluble inert organic matter (SI),
• readily biodegradable organic matter (SS),
• particulate inert organic matter (XI),
• slowly biodegradable substrate (XS),
• active heterotrophic biomass (XB,H),
• active autotrophic biomass (XB,A),
• inert particulate matter from biomass decay (XP ),
• dissolved oxygen (SO),
• nitrate and nitrite (SNO),
• ammonia (SNH),
• soluble biodegradable organic nitrogen (SND),
• particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen (XND), and
• alkalinity (SALK).
Except for the inert matter, the species are involved in the following 8 reactions:
• r1: aerobic growth of heterotrophic biomass: heterotrophic biomass (XB,H)
grows on soluble substrate (SS), oxygen (SO), and ammonia (SNH);
• r2: anoxic growth of heterotrophic biomass: heterotrophic biomass (XB,H) grows
on soluble substrate (SS), nitrate/nitrite (SNO), and ammonia (SNH);
• r3: aerobic growth of autotrophic biomass: autotrophic biomass (XB,A) grows
on ammonia (SNH) and oxygen (SO) while producing nitrate/nitrite (SNO);
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• r4: decay of heterotrophic biomass: heterotrophic biomass (XB,H) converts into
particulate substrate (XS), particulate organic nitrogen (XND), and inert par-
ticulate matter (XP );
• r5: decay of autotrophic biomass: autotrophic biomass (XB,A) converts into
particulate substrate (XS), particulate organic nitrogen (XND), and inert par-
ticulate matter (XP );
• r6: ammonification: soluble biodegradable organic nitrogen (SND) converts into
ammonia (SNH);
• r7: hydrolysis of organic matter : particulate substrate (XS) converts into readily
biodegradable organic matter (SS);
• r8: hydrolysis of organic nitrogen: particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen
(XND) converts into soluble biodegradable organic nitrogen (SND).
The constitutive equations for the reaction rates are mostly of Monod type and are
given in Table A.1. The stoichiometric coefficients Sij are stated in Table A.2, where
i is the component and j is the reaction index. The values of the kinetic parameters
and stoichiometric coefficients are taken from Henze et al. (1987).
4.2.2 ASM3
Twelve years after the introduction of the ASM1, Gujer et al. (1999) published its
successor, the ASM3. The ASM3 presents major advances responding to two major
issues: First, experience had shown that some relevant mechanisms observed in
practice are not considered in the ASM1, while others are overemphasized. Second,
the ASM1 exhibits shortcomings with respect to computability, identifiability, and
observability. The following list details the problems encountered in the use of the
ASM1:
• The ASM1 does not include kinetic expressions for nitrogen or alkalinity limita-
tions of heterotrophic organisms, thus negative component concentrations can
be computed under certain conditions.
• The ASM1 components biodegradable (SND) and particulate nitrogen (XND)
are difficult to measure.
• The ammonification kinetics of the ASM1 cannot be quantified in practice.
• The differentiation between inert matter from the influent (XI) and from biomass
decay (XP ) is not feasible in practice.
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• Hydrolysis as modeled in the ASM1 dominates the oxygen consumption and
denitrification, but its kinetic parameters are difficult to estimate.
• Decay combined with hydrolysis and growth are used to describe the lumped
effects of endogenous respiration of e. g. storage compounds, death, predation,
lysis, etc. of the biomass. This leads to difficulties in the evaluation of kinetic
parameters.
• It has been observed that the microorganisms store substrate internally before
growing on it. This important process in not considered in the ASM1.
• The ASM1 does not differentiate between the decay rates of biomass under aer-
obic and anoxic conditions, which has led to wrong predictions of the maximum
nitrification rates.
• The ASM1 does not allow the prediction of the easily observable solids’ concen-
tration.
The ASM3 describes 13 components as the ASM1, but some have been replaced. It
considers the soluble components dissolved oxygen (SO), inert soluble matter (SI),
soluble substrate (SS), ammonia (SNH), dinitrogen (SN2), nitrate/nitrite (SNO), and
alkalinity (SALK). As particulate components, it considers inert particulate matter
(XI), slowly biodegradable substrate (XS), heterotrophic (XH) and autotrophic
biomass (XA), internal storage products (XSTO), and total suspended solids (XTS).
The first process considered in the ASM3 is the hydrolysis of particulate substrate
(XS) into soluble substrate (SS). There are four processes related to the activity of
the heterotrophic biomass, each of which is described for aerobic and anoxic
conditions. The first is the storage of soluble substrate (SS) by heterotrophic
biomass (XH) as internal storage products (XSTO). The second is the growth of
heterotrophic biomass (XH) on storage products (XSTO). The third is endogenous
respiration, which includes all losses of heterotrophic biomass (XH), e. g. decay,
maintenance, endogenous respiration, and lysis. Finally, the parallel respiration of
storage products (XSTO) and biomass (XH) is considered. To complete the picture,
the behavior of the autotrophic biomass is described by three reactions. Autotrophic
biomass (XA) grows on ammonia (SNH) and produces nitrate/nitrite (SNO) as a
byproduct. Finally, the loss of autotrophic biomass (XA) due to aerobic and anoxic
endogenous respiration is captured.
The constitutive equations describing the reaction rates and the according
stoichiometric matrix stem from Gujer et al. (1999). They are not repeated here but
are structurally similar to those of the ASM1 (Appendix A.1). The parameters are
also taken from Gujer et al. (1999). It should be highlighted that these parameter
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values are not meant to be standard values, but rather represent one reasonable
exemplary set. For each real plant, the parameters have to be identified and
regularly updated to correctly represent plant behavior.
Within this thesis no preference is given to either the ASM1 or the ASM3. The
ASM1 presents the advantage that more experience is available concerning its use
and the experimental determination of its parameters. Due to the improvements
realized in the ASM3, it is expected that the ASM3 will increasingly replace the
ASM1. Accordingly both models have been implemented and used in this thesis.
The model and parameter sets used are highlighted in the respective sections.
4.2.3 Temperature-dependency
The degradation kinetics depend on the water temperature. Gujer et al. (1999)
present a simple rule to adapt the kinetic parameters of the ASM3 based on the
water temperature T for a range between 10 and 20℃:
k (T ) = k (T2) · exp
[
θT · (T − T2)
]
, (4.10)
θT =
ln
[
k (T1) /k (T2)
]
T1 − T2 . (4.11)
k(T ) is the kinetic parameter of interest, T1 = 10℃, and T2 = 20℃. The values of
the parameters k (T1) and k (T2) are given by Gujer et al. (1999). A similar
approach can be developed for the ASM1.
Temperature-dependency is an important factor and needs to be considered when
implementing model-based control systems for the biology. Cruse (2006) has
developed a model to predict the water temperature based on the weather forecast.
However, for simplicity, the aspect of temperature dependency has been neglected in
this thesis. The model of Cruse (2006) can easily be added when the online
implementation of the presented approaches is realized.
4.2.4 Model identifiability
The exemplary set of parameters for the ASM3 provided by Gujer et al. (1999) is
sufficient to use the ASM models in offline simulation scenarios. However, if the
models are to describe the characteristics of a specific plant, it will be inevitable to
identify the correct parameter values. This is not yet referring to the online
adaptation of parameters as discussed in Section 5.3, but to the offline fit of the
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parameters to historical plant data. Obviously, this is not a trivial task for either the
ASM1 or the ASM3 due to the considerable number of components and kinetic and
stoichiometric parameters. Still, a number of authors have shown that it is possible
to identify a meaningful subset of the parameters in systematic ways. Since this
requires a complex experimental setup, this area has not been a focus of this thesis.
However, the offline model identification is a basis for the online adaption developed
in Section 5.3, as it provides reasonable initial values of the model parameters.
Weijers and Vanrolleghem (1997) present a procedure to select the best identifiable
parameters of the ASM1 for a given set of measurements based on the analysis of
parameter sensitivities and the Fisher information matrix. Petersen et al. (2003)
examine the structural identifiability of ASM models given respirometric and
titrimetric data. They develop a simple test to determine the set of identifiable
parameters for ASM models and a given measurement configuration. Similar
approaches for the identification of the ASM2d have been reported by Brun et al.
(2002). The usefulness of respirometric batch experiments for the identification of
the ASM1 and the ASM3 are demonstrated by Brouwer et al. (1998) and Avcioglu
et al. (2003), respectively. A detailed calibration of the ASM3 for a pilot WWTP is
provided by Makinia et al. (2005).
4.2.5 Biology models for MBR
Within this thesis the ASM1 and the ASM3 are employed to model the biology.
However, the ASM models have been developed for regular WWTP and not for
MBR. Two questions have to be investigated when using the ASM family for MBR
modeling: Are the degradation kinetics really the same, even though the component
concentrations and the hydraulic and sludge retention times are different in WWTP
and MBR? How can the production of microbial byproducts, which severely
influence membrane fouling, be incorporated? A recent review on these topics is
given by Ng and Kim (2007).
Concerning the validity of the ASM models for MBR, only preliminary results are
available. While some results show a decent accuracy of the ASM models for MBR
(Wintgens et al., 2003), it is well recognized that deviations from the typical
parameter values or even kinetic models must be expected. First experimental
findings and suggestions for parameter adaptation have recently been proposed by
Spe´randio and Espinosa (2007).
More results have been obtained concerning the production of microbial byproducts
(SMP), whose role in membrane fouling is discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1.7. On
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the one hand, some authors (e. g. Urbain et al., 1998; de Silva et al., 1998; Laspidou
and Rittmann, 2001) have developed and validated highly complex and detailed
models focusing on the production of biomass and SMP. On the other hand, simple
extensions to account for SMP have been introduced to the ASM model family (Lu
et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2002) and have recently been validated
experimentally (Sarioglu et al., 2007; di Bella et al., 2007).
From a control perspective the modified ASM models present a more attractive
choice than the consideration of much more complex specialized models with a high
number of unknown parameters. There is large experience using and identifying the
simpler ASM models, and including the SMP extensions is quickly accomplished (Ng
and Kim, 2007). However, the advances in SMP modeling should be observed
closely, since SMP and biomass concentrations represent the most important
couplings between the biology and the membrane system.
Within this thesis SMP production is not yet included in the biology model. The
membrane filtration model proposed in Section 4.3 however considers the influence
of SMP, so that the coupling to the biology can follow in the near future.
4.3 Membrane filtration model
In the following, the modeling of the membrane filtration system is treated.
Membrane filtration is a highly complex process, in which a variety of physical,
chemical, and biological phenomena take place on different time scales. In contrast
to the comfortable situation for biological systems, no standard filtration model is
available. Thus, the development of a rigorous process model represents an
important part of this thesis (Broeckmann et al., 2005; Glaeser
et al., 2005; Cruse, 2006; Broeckmann et al., 2006; Busch, Cruse and
Marquardt, 2007a). The integrated model
• covers all effects that are relevant to practical process operation,
• reflects the knowledge currently available from different fields of science,
• offers insight into the process and the interaction of various effects, and
• sheds light on the interaction with the biological system.
The model is developed for two reasons, first, to increase process understanding
especially by studying the interplay between various phenomena on different time
scales, and second, to be used for the validation of control approaches in simulation
studies (Section 6.3).
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Many approaches are available for modeling membrane filtration in MBR on various
levels of detail. Some recent approaches are briefly discussed in the following.
Wintgens et al. (2003) present a semi-empirical model for submerged hollow-fiber
membrane filtration in MBR, which considers cake layer formation, concentration
polarization, and irreversible resistance. The pressure gradient across the membrane
is described locally along the membrane’s length axis. The filtration model is linked
to a biology model. It is able to reproduce main trends of full-scale plant
measurements. A model covering reversible and irreversible cake layer formation,
pore blocking, and in some detail the feed side hydrodynamics for submerged
membrane filtration is introduced and thoroughly discussed by Li and Wang (2006).
However, the model shows substantial deviation from experimental data. Polyakov
(2006) shows that filtration processes with hollow-fiber modules operated in series
can be described by depth filtration theory. Cushion modules operated in cross-flow
are described by Gehlert et al. (2005). The influence of the hydrodynamic conditions
in- and outside the membranes are accounted for, and cake layer formation is
described by a specific local filtration resistance. Plate modules are also considered
by Liu et al. (2003), whose model has similarities to the control model proposed in
Chapter 6. The model can be fitted well to experimental data, but due to the fixed
set of parameters it does not yield satisfying results in changing operating conditions.
Katsikaris et al. (2005) introduce an ultrafiltration model for spiral wound modules.
It incorporates a high number of empirical correlations, whose parameters are
obtained from experiments. A purely empirical approach is presented by Chellam
(2005), who employs artificial neural networks to describe the microfiltration of
polydisperse suspensions with hollow-fiber membranes. Despite the black-box nature
of the model, it is shown that some mechanistic insight can be obtained from the
weights of the trained neural network. A semi-empirical and a data-driven approach
for hollow-fiber membrane modeling are presented by Geissler et al. (2005). Marriott
and Sørensen (2003a; 2003b) introduce a general modeling approach for hollow-fiber
and spiral wound membrane modules based on mass, momentum, and energy
balances for generic separation applications. This is exemplified by a gas separation,
a pervaporation, and a reverse osmosis example. They further show how to employ
the models for optimal process design by applying a genetic optimization algorithm.
Finally, Mangold et al. (2004) propose a model library comprising modular
components from which generic membrane models can be synthesized.
All of these approaches describe the membrane filtration process as a whole by means
of mechanistic or empirical correlations. The list could easily be extended. In all of
these models, many biological, chemical, and physical effects are lumped, so that
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even when a model is able to reproduce some trends in experimental data, it is not
possible to analyze the influence of the individual mechanisms and their interplay.
In contrast to these works there is a great number of publications dealing with the
more or less detailed modeling of single phenomena such as cake layer properties or
biofilm evolution. However, since only selected phenomena are considered, these
models provide no information on the filtration process as a whole.
The model proposed in this thesis fills this gap by describing the entire filtration
process for low-pressure, hollow-fiber submerged MF/UF membranes in outside-in
operation, and at the same time by clearly distinguishing between all main
individual phenomena and considering their dependencies. It differentiates from
previous work in so far, that it describes a variety, if not all of the dominant process
phenomena on a high level of detail. In particular, it includes the geometry, the
hydrodynamics inside and outside the fiber, cake layer formation, pore blocking,
polydisperse particles, concentration polarization, and biofilm formation. Most of
the effects are described locally along the membrane’s length axis. Filtration as well
as backwashing are considered. The high model complexity stemming from
first-principles modeling allows for a detailed analysis of the process and its
interdependencies.
Section 4.3 is organized as follows. The proposed model is introduced in
Section 4.3.1; it is analyzed and applied to two case studies in Section 4.3.2. Some
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.3.3. The submodels describing the geometry as
well as the hydrodynamics outside and inside the fibers result from rigorously
applying state-of-the-art approaches to the system under consideration. Except for
some minor corrections and remarks, they have already been presented by Cruse
(2006). To increase the readability, they are stated in Appendix A.2.
4.3.1 Process model
The proposed model is separated into the following submodels:
• geometry,
• hydrodynamics feed side,
• hydrodynamics permeate side, and
• resistances, namely cake layer formation, pore blocking, concentration polariza-
tion, scaling, and biofouling.
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Each of the submodels is treated in the next sections, followed by a discussion on the
choice of uncertain parameter values.
4.3.1.1 Geometry and hydrodynamics
Hollow-fiber low pressure membranes in submerged operation for wastewater
treatment are considered. In one module, many fibers are placed close to each other
at uniform distance. This enables the development of a geometric model, which is
applicable to a variety of modules with only small modifications. It is assumed that
the permeate is withdrawn from the top of the fibers. It is further assumed that the
fibers are loosely fixed at the top and at the bottom so that a regular geometry
results. Some module designs allow for a stronger movement of the fibers by not
fixing them at the sealed end. The resulting irregular movement of the fibers cannot
be accounted for by the proposed model, but would need to be addressed with an
empirical correction term for the shear stress on the membrane surface. However,
recent experimental findings suggest that the additional shear stress due to fiber
movement may not be decisive (Be´rube´ et al., 2006).
The models describing the geometry and the hydrodynamics inside and outside the
fibers follow state-of-the-art approaches, which are rigorously applied to the system
under consideration. They are presented in Appendix A.2.
The geometric model (Appendix A.2.1) describes the module layout as a regular
structure of horizontally aligned fibers. This allows the formulation of the
hydrodynamic models for a single fiber. The resulting flux is then multiplied by the
number of fibers in the module. The feed side hydrodynamics (Appendix A.2.2) are
modeled as a two-phase slug flow consisting of bulk phase and air bubbles
(Wallis, 1969; Ghosh and Cui, 1999; Chang and Fane, 2000). The model computes
the resulting shear stress on the membrane surface and the local pressure outside the
fibers. The model describing the hydrodynamics within the fiber (Appendix A.2.3)
computes the local axial pressure gradient, the transmembrane pressure, and the
resulting flux.
4.3.1.2 Filtration resistances
The missing link between the hydrodynamics in the bulk phase and in the fibers is
given by two fundamental relations, which are frequently employed in membrane
modeling. As pointed out in Section 2.4, the transmembrane pressure difference
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(TMP)
∆p(z) = pslug(z)− pf(z) (4.12)
is the driving force for the bulk phase liquid to penetrate the membrane pores, while
particles larger than the pore diameter are held back. pslug and pf are the pressure
outside and inside the fibers, respectively, and z is the axial length coordinate. The
second relation is Darcy’s law, which links the TMP to the flux across the membrane
surface J(z):
∆p(z) = J(z) · ηw · Rtotal(z) . (4.13)
Since the flux J (z) and the viscosity of water ηw are determined in the
hydrodynamics model, the total membrane filtration resistance Rtotal(z) is the only
remaining unknown variable. It comprises all individual resistances that are
observed in the process. For each of the individual filtration resistances it has to be
decided if and how detailed they are considered, depending on the knowledge
available as well as on the modeling purpose. The filtration model intends to
improve process understanding and is used as part of the model-based control
framework. It therefore aims at describing all phenomena which have an observable
effect in industrial applications with a level of detail balancing available knowledge,
prediction quality, model complexity, and identifiability.
A common approach is to interpret the overall resistance Rtotal(z) as a sum of
individual resistances. The number and type of considered resistances varies. For
the model proposed here, the expression
Rtotal(z) = Rm +Rc(z) +Rp(z) +Rb(z) +Rcp(z) +Rsc(z) (4.14)
is employed as a starting point, where Rm is the constant resistance of the clean
membrane, Rc is the cake layer resistance, Rp is the resistance due to pore blocking,
and Rb is the resistance of the biofilm. The resistances due to concentration
polarization Rcp and due to scaling Rsc are considered, but are shown to be
negligible. The axial distribution of the biofilm resistance is assumed to be of minor
influence and is not modeled (Section 4.3.1.7). Therefore, the final description of the
filtration resistance is
Rtotal(z) = Rm +Rc(z) +Rp(z) +Rb . (4.15)
In the following, each of the resistances is detailed by constitutive equations.
Filtration as well as backwashing phases are treated.
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4.3.1.3 Membrane resistance Rm
The resistance of the clean system is a membrane and module specific constant.
Since each fiber is assumed to be manufactured uniformly along its length axis, local
dependencies are neglected. Rm can easily be determined by filtrating pure water
with a clean module, measuring the fluid’s viscosity, integral flux, and TMP, and
evaluating Darcy’s law (Eq. (4.13)), since all other resistances are zero.
4.3.1.4 Pore blocking Rp(z)
Pore blocking essentially results in a decrease of membrane porosity ε (z) and an
increase in resistance Rp (z). It is caused by bulk phase particles that are small
enough to enter the membrane pores and to deposit on their surface. In contrast to
e. g. cake layer and biofilm resistance, pore blocking is not really an additional
resistance in series with the other resistances. Rather, it is an increase of the
hydraulic resistance of the membrane due to a decrease in pore diameter. Both
membrane and pore blocking resistance could be summarized as Rp(t) with
Rp (0) = Rm. However, the formulation employed here follows the typical notation in
literature which regards pore blocking as an additional resistance which is zero for a
completely clean membrane. The following model is based on the idea that the
particles in the bulk phase can be separated into two fractions. One fraction
comprises the particles that are retained on the outside of the membrane, and the
other fraction comprises the particles that enter the membrane pores and contribute
to pore blocking. The division into the two fractions is determined by the particle
and pore size distributions.
The membrane porosity ε (z) is related to the membrane resistance by the
Karman-Kozeny equation
Rp (z) +Rm =
(1− ε (z))2 ·Kp
ε (z)3
, (4.16)
where Kp is a membrane specific constant that is calculated from the initial porosity
and resistance of a new membrane. It is assumed that Kp does not change with ε.
This seems justified, as the disposal of particles in the pores does not fundamentally
affect the pores’ characteristics. Since Rm is assumed to be known from experiments
or from literature, Eq. (4.16) can be used to calculate Rp (z) if ε (z) is known. ε (z)
decreases when particles enter the pores. It is therefore derived from a mass balance
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around the membrane,
ρp,m · Vm · dε (z)
dt
= −ηp · J (z) · cbm · Am , (4.17)
where Vm is the total membrane volume, Am is the outer membrane surface, ρp,m is
the particle density in the pores, cbm is the mass concentration of those particles in
the bulk phase that penetrate the membrane, and ηp is the fraction of particles being
retained inside the membrane pores. The density of particles in the pores ρp,m has to
be determined experimentally. If incompressibility of the particles is assumed, it will
equal the density of the bulk particles ρp. c
b
m is a function of the particle and the
membrane pore size distributions. The bigger the particles and the smaller the
pores, the less pore blocking occurs. In other words, for a given particle size
distribution (PSD), the distribution of the membrane pore sizes determines the pore
blocking intensity. The particle population is therefore divided into two fractions,
namely the fraction related to the particles entering the membrane pores and the
fraction related to particles being retained on the surface. The mass concentration
cbm is related to the fraction entering the membrane pores, while c
b
c is the mass
concentration of the fraction being held back on the surface. The sum of cbm and c
b
c is
the overall mass concentration of particles in the bulk phase cb. This idea is
schematically depicted in Fig. 4.3.
bb
m
b
c ccc =+
b
cc
b
mc
Figure 4.3: Division of the particles into two fractions. cb is the particle concentration
in the bulk phase. cbm and c
b
c are the concentrations related to the particles
that enter the pores or remain on the surface, respectively.
In order to describe this effect mathematically, the bulk particle size and membrane
pore size distributions are modeled as Rosin-Rammler-Sperling distributions. For
the membrane pore sizes, the distribution is formulated as the retained weight
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fraction curve
Wpore (x) = exp
[
−
(
x
dpore
)npore]
, (4.18)
where x is the diameter, dpore the mean pore diameter, and npore the width of the
distribution. The distribution of the bulk particle sizes is described by the PSD
density gb (x),
gb (x) = −dWb
dx
=
nb
db
·
(
x
db
)nb−1
· exp
[
−
(
x
db
)nb]
, (4.19)
which is determined by differentiation of the respective retained weight fraction
curve Wb (x) with respect to x and multiplying by minus one. db is the mean
diameter of the particles in the bulk phase, and nb is the according width of the
distribution. Note that by definition∫ ∞
−∞
gb (x) dx = 1 . (4.20)
The key idea is to combine the information on Wpore (x) for the membrane pores and
on gb (x) for the bulk particles. Considering a particle of a given diameter x
approaching an arbitrary membrane pore, then Wpore (x) expresses the probability
that the respective pore is larger than the particle and therefore that the particle
enters the pore. This also implies that Wpore (x) divides the PSD density into two
fractions: one describing the particles entering the pore and one describing those
retained on the surface. In mathematical terms,
gm (x) = Wpore (x) · gb (x) (4.21)
is the modified PSD density for the particles entering the membrane, while
gc (x) = (1−Wpore (x)) · gb (x) (4.22)
is the distribution density for the particles being retained on the surface. Fig. 4.4
shows Wpore (x), gb (x), and gm (x) for one pore size distribution and two different
PSD densities. gm (x) is significantly larger in Fig. 4.4, left, since the mean particle
diameter is smaller and consequently more particles are able to enter the membrane
pores.
The idea that each particle reaches the membrane only once is a simplification of the
real behavior. However, it seems justified, as large particles continue to have a small
probability of entering the membrane. Smaller particles approaching the membrane
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Figure 4.4: Size distributions and distribution densities for two different mean particle
sizes db. The mean pore size dpore is 5µm, and the pore and particle size
widths of distributions are 2.5.
and not entering a pore have a higher chance of attaching to the membrane or the
cake layer. This effect is shown in the following section treating cake layer formation.
A more critical simplification is neglecting the pore size distribution of a possible
cake layer. Cake layers are known to decrease the effective pore size and to increase
the selectivity of the membranes. If significant cake layer formation is expected in
the filtration application, this should be treated more rigorously. In MBR, cake layer
formation is limited due to the high induced shear stress. Modeling cake layer
formation and characteristics is undoubtedly essential, e. g. to describe the
turbulence required to limit its negative influence. However, its influence on the
effective pore size distribution can be expected to be less critical than e. g. in dust
filtration applications.
An interesting feature of the proposed formulation is derived from combining
Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.21):
0 ≤
∫ ∞
−∞
gm (x) dx ≡ Gm ≤ 1 . (4.23)
Gm is the mass fraction of the bulk phase particles that enter the membrane pores.
A value close to 1 implies that most of the particles enter the pores and therefore
that intense pore blocking occurs. In contrast, a value of Gm close to 0 means that
almost all particles are retained on the membrane surface and are possibly
contributing to cake layer formation. This case is the typical situation in MBR,
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where the almost complete rejection of biomass is a key characteristic. However,
even if only a small portion of the particles enters the pores, they can significantly
contribute to pore blocking on a longer time scale, since their removal during back
flushing is usually incomplete and they can accumulate over time.
The previously obtained results together with the commonly available measurement
of the bulk particle concentration cb are now used to calculate cbm and c
b
c from
cbm = Gm · cb , (4.24)
cbc = c
b − cbm = (1−Gm) · cb . (4.25)
Having obtained cbm, the evolution of the membrane porosity ε (z) is computed using
Eq. (4.17). The pore blocking resistance Rp (z) is then obtained from Eq. (4.16).
The concentration of particles cbc (z) approaching the cake layer is used in the
calculation of the cake layer resistance Rc (z) (Section 4.3.1.5).
During backwashing the process of particle deposition is only partly reversed. If the
porosity of the new membrane is ε0, then the maximum porosity εmax that is
attainable by backwashing will reduce during the filtration phases according to
dεmax (z)
dt
=

ν ·
dε(z)
dt
if J (z) > 0 ,
0 if J (z) < 0 ,
(4.26)
εmax (z)
∣∣∣
t=0
= ε0 , (4.27)
where ν ∈ [0, 1] determines the fraction of pore blocking that is irreversible. Removal
of particles is only possible when the porosity is below the maximum porosity, which
results in the switching mass balance for the backwashing phase
ρp,m · Vm · dε(z)
dt
=

−J(z) · c
b
m · Am if ε < εmax(z) ,
0 if ε = εmax(z) .
(4.28)
The initial porosity of the backwashing phase equals the final porosity of the
preceding filtration phase. The schematic evolution of the porosity during filtration
and backwashing is depicted in Fig. 4.5.
4.3.1.5 Cake layer formation Rc(z)
The particles retained on the membrane surface either attach to the membrane and
contribute to cake layer formation and resistance Rc (z), or they return to the bulk
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filtration filtrationback-
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Figure 4.5: Schematic evolution of maximum membrane porosity εmax and true mem-
brane porosity ε during filtration and backwashing.
phase. Which of the two happens depends on the forces that act upon the particle.
Among these, the forces due to the flux, the cross-flow, and the surface friction are
usually employed in rigorous filtration models (e. g. Foley et al., 1995). This idea is
pursued in the following, yet the two most influential intermolecular forces are also
taken into account due to their recognized role in cake layer formation
(Kaulitzky, 1999; Hwang et al., 2001). These are the Van-der-Waals forces and the
repelling electrostatic forces. A balance of forces together with a mass balance
around the cake layer and the Blake-Kozeny equation to describe the fluid dynamics
yields a dynamic model for the cake layer formation and resistance.
The phenomenon of cake layer formation strongly depends on the question which
particles from the bulk phase adhere to the membrane surface and which are
transported back to the bulk phase. It is examined by formulating a balance of
forces around a particle at the membrane/cake layer surface (Fig. 4.6).
In z-direction, the tangential force
F t = τw · d2p (4.29)
results from the shear stress τw induced by the surrounding flow conditions (Foley
et al., 1995). dp is the particle diameter. F
t is balanced by the friction force:
F r = µ · F y , µ ≤ µmax . (4.30)
F y is the net force that draws the particle onto the membrane surface, µ is the
friction coefficient, and µmax is the maximum friction coefficient. As suggested by
Foley et al. (1995), a common µmax is assumed for both the membrane and the cake
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Figure 4.6: Normal force FN , tangential force F t, friction force F r, and adhesion force
FA for a particle on the membrane surface.
layer surface. In y-direction, usually only the normal force FN resulting from the
flow through the membrane is considered (e. g. Kaulitzky, 1999; Ferrer et al., 2000).
In the model proposed here, adhesion forces FA between the particles and the
membrane are also considered. This follows an idea of Hwang et al. (2001), who
consider adhesion forces in their work on the simulation of microbes’ trajectories in
membrane filtration. The condition for particles to stick to the membrane is
τw · d2p − µmax ·
(
FN + FA
) ≤ 0 . (4.31)
In the following, Eq. (4.31) is solved for dp in order to determine the maximum
particle diameter dcutoffp of adhering particles. d
cutoff
p is referred to as the cut-off
diameter. τw is supplied by the multi-phase flow model (Appendix A.2), and F
N is
computed from
FN = kS · ηl · dp · J ·
(
d2p
κ∗
)0.4
, (4.32)
where kS is an adjustable parameter, J is the flux, ηl is the viscosity of the liquid,
and κ∗ is the mean permeability of the cake layer (Foley et al., 1995; Ferrer
et al., 2000; Hwang et al., 2001). The latter is modeled by means of the well-known
Blake-Kozeny equation (e. g. Foley et al., 1995; Kaulitzky, 1999; Melin and
Rautenbach, 2004):
1
κ∗
= K∗c =
kkozeny · 90(
d
∗
p
)2 · ε2c(1− εc)3 . (4.33)
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kkozeny is an adjustable parameter, d
∗
p is the mean particle diameter averaged over
the cake layer, and K∗c is the specific cake layer resistance. εc is the cake layer
porosity, which is assumed to be constant. It is related to the mass concentration of
the cake layer cc and the particle density ρp according to
εc =
cc
ρp
. (4.34)
d
∗
p is the volume-to-surface mean diameter. The simple assumption
d
∗
p ≈ 0.5 · dp (4.35)
leads to an analytical expression for the cut-off diameter dcutoffp . Alternatively, d
∗
p
must be integrated along with the cake layer growth, leading to an implicit
expression for dcutoffp . However, the error induced by introducing Eq. (4.35) is found
to be negligible. Concerning the newly introduced adhesion forces FA, several
authors have suggested a model of the form
FA = kFA · dp , (4.36)
which is also employed here (Kaulitzky, 1999; Sommer, 2004). A physical
interpretation of FA and some comments on kFA are given below. Substituting
Eqs. (4.32)–(4.36) into Eq. (4.31) and considering the axial dependency of the flux
J (z) yields
dp (z) ≤ µmax · k
FA + kcutoff · ηl · J (z)
τw
·
(
ε2c
(1− εc)3
)0.4
= dcutoffp (z) , (4.37)
where
kcutoff = 360 · kkozeny · µmax · kS . (4.38)
Eq. (4.37) allows to calculate the maximum diameter dcutoffp (z) of particles adhering
to the cake layer or the membrane surface under consideration of adhesion forces. In
order to calculate the resistance of the cake layer by means of the Blake-Kozeny
equation, the particle specific mean volume-to-surface diameter dp of the adhering
particles must be obtained. It is calculated using the results from Section 4.3.1.4.
The mass specific distribution gc (x) is transformed into the particle specific
distribution
gc,p (x) =
x−3 · gc (x)∫∞
−∞
x−3 · gc (x) dx
. (4.39)
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The volume-to-surface mean diameter of attaching particles dp is calculated from
dp =
∫ dcutoffp
−∞
x3 · gc,p (z) dx∫ dcutoffp
−∞
x2 · gc,p (z) dx
. (4.40)
d
cutoff
p is the mean cutoff diameter averaged over the membrane length. This
simplification is introduced to avoid the computation of Eq. (4.40) with z-dependent
integration bounds. Having obtained dp, the calculation of the cake layer resistance
Rc is fairly straightforward. The Blake-Kozeny equation is used again to calculate
the specific resistance Kc of the top particle layer according to
Kc =
kkozeny · 90
d
2
p
· ε
2
c
(1− εc)3
. (4.41)
Assuming a negligible curvature of the cake layer, the cake layer resistance Rc can
be obtained from
dRc (z)
dt
=
dLc (z)
dt
·Kc , (4.42)
where Lc (z) is the cake layer thickness. A mass balance of the cake layer yields an
equation for the missing dLc
dt
. For an incompressible cake layer the balance can be
stated as
cc · dLc (z)
dt
= J (z) · Ω · cbc , (4.43)
where Ω is the fraction of cbc that actually contributes to the cake layer. It is given by
Ω =
∫ dcutoffp
−∞
gc (x) dx∫∞
−∞
gc (x) dx
. (4.44)
By introducing the adhesive forces to the model, two new parameters have appeared,
µmax and k
FA (Eq. (4.37)). Their values must be determined from experiments, since
they depend on the respective system’s properties. However, although especially for
biological wastewater treatment applications very little is reported about
experimental values for µmax and k
FA, an estimation of the order of magnitude can
be obtained.
The friction coefficient µmax is assumed by Jeon and Jung (2004) for dust cakes from
gas/solid-filtration to be between 0.1 and 0.3. Radjai et al. (1996) try to predict the
friction force using mathematical models. They assume µmax to be between 0.05 and
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0.1. It is difficult to translate these values for the wet friction occurring in MBR, but
since the friction in solid systems is usually about one order of magnitude higher
than in partially liquid systems (Czichos, 1996; Stieß, 2004), µmax is expected to be
around 0.03.
Adhesion forces are a combination of several intermolecular forces, namely
Van-der-Waals(VdW)-forces, electrostatic forces, and capillary forces (Jeon and
Jung, 2004). The latter can be neglected in aqueous solutions. The electrostatic
forces can be subdivided into attractive and repelling forces. In most MBR
applications, the repelling forces dominate and the attractive part can be neglected
(Kaulitzky, 1999). This leaves the VdW- and the repelling electrostatic forces, F V dW
and F rp, as the dominant intermolecular forces, which are therefore included in the
model.
The proposed modeling approach follows Sommer (2004), who extends the
sphere-plate-model of Hamaker (1937):
FA = F V dW − F rp , (4.45)
F V dW =
H · dp
12 · Z2 , (4.46)
F rp = p · dp . (4.47)
H is the Hamaker constant, Z is the distance between the surface and the particle,
and p is a system dependent constant. With the values taken from Table 4.1
(Sommer, 2004; Jeon and Jung, 2004; Stieß, 2004) and with Eq. (4.36),
kFA =
H
12 · Z2 − p ≈ 0.03125
N
m
− p (4.48)
is found. For p, no appropriate values have been found in literature. However,
Sommer (2004) states that especially in aqueous solutions the repelling forces may
not be neglected. For glass particles he finds adhesion forces between 0.01µN (metal
surface) and 0.03µN (plastic surface), while the theoretical value is 3µN. The
reasons are thought to be surface roughness, polydisperse particles, and the only
approximately known Hamaker constant H . With the questionable assumption that
Sommer’s findings for glass particles may be transferred to MBR particles, a kFA in
the order of 10−3N/m can be expected. A more specific determination seems only
possible by experimentally identifying kFA.
The influence of the adhesion forces is analyzed in simulation studies. Fig. 4.7 shows
the trajectories of the specific cake layer resistance Kc, of the cake thickness Lc, and
of the cake layer resistance Rc for two different values of k
FA. During the depicted
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Parameter Symbol Value
Hamaker constant H 6 · 10−20Nm
distance Z 4 · 10−10m
friction coefficient µmax 0.03
Table 4.1: Parameter values for the determination of kFA.
filtration cycle, the filtration flux is kept constant by increasing the TMP. As can be
seen, kFA has great influence on the cake layer characteristics. An increase of kFA
leads to smaller specific resistances, because the larger adhesion forces allow bigger
particles to attach to the membrane. At the same time more particle mass is drawn
to the cake layer, causing an increase in cake layer thickness. Looking at the total
cake layer resistance both effects balance each other. However, the increase of cake
layer thickness slightly dominates the decrease in specific resistance, leading to an
increase in the overall cake layer resistance.
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Figure 4.7: Influence of the adhesion forces FA on cake layer properties for kFA1 =
0.0012N/m and kFA2 = 0.0008N/m.
Although the influence of the adhesion forces on the overall cake layer resistance is
not very strong, its influence on the specific resistance and the cake layer thickness
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certainly is. This will become the more important, the more backwashing effects are
understood and sophisticated models become available, as the cake layer
characteristics severely influence the backwashing efficiency.
Today no sophisticated backwashing models are available, since the hydrodynamic
effects on the partially adsorbed particles and the biofilm offer even more challenges
than the filtration process. Hence, a simple exponential model is employed to
empirically describe the removal of cake layer during backwashing:
dLc (z)
dt
= −Lc (z)
τb
, (4.49)
dRc (z)
dt
=
dLc (z)
dt
· Rc (z)
Lc (z)
, (4.50)
τb (z) = τ0 ·
(
J (z)
J0
)b
. (4.51)
τb (z) and τ0 are time constants, J0 is a reference flux, and b is a model parameter.
The overall cake layer resistance Rc (z) is assumed to decrease proportionally to the
decrease of the cake layer thickness Lc (z).
4.3.1.6 Concentration polarization Rcp(z) and scaling Rsc(z)
Concentration polarization describes the increase of concentration of dissolved and
solid particles close to the membrane as compared to the bulk phase. This
concentration gradient causes a diffusive flux back towards the bulk phase and
thereby a resistance Rcp(z). According to Melin and Rautenbach (2004), diffusion
dominates processes with particle sizes smaller than 0.1µm, while processes with
larger particles are characterized by hydrodynamic effects. Considering the high
amount of solids in MBR with a mean size above 1µm and also the high mixing in
the turbulent bulk phase (Polyakov, 2006), it is assumed that concentration
polarization is negligible.
The same conclusion is obtained by comparing the resistance due to shear induced
diffusion 1 of solid particles against the resistance of the cake layer. Reducing the
three dimensional mass balance of the substance in radial direction leads to an
expression for the diffusive resistance, which is several orders smaller than the one of
the cake layer (Kail, 2002).
1Shear induced diffusion is a concept commonly employed in cross-flow filtration. It describes the
experimental observation that in systems with flow tangential to the membrane surface particles
diffuse away from the membrane at a higher rate that can be explained by concentration polariza-
tion and Brownian back diffusion alone (Zydney and Colton, 1986).
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Intensified experimental research concerning the role of macromolecules in MBR
especially with respect to EPS/SMP might lead to the conclusion that diffusive
backtransport of these substances should be considered. The diffusion itself might
not strongly hinder the filtration, however the concentration of these components at
the surface of the cake layer or biofilm might have noticeable effect. In this case
standard diffusion models such as those given by Melin and Rautenbach (2004)
present a suitable starting point.
The resistance due to scaling is also neglected, as the model is primarily developed
for municipal WWTP, in which concentrations of anorganic substances close to
solubility are rare. However, scaling can be a major issue in certain industrial
WWTP depending on the composition of the wastewater. One possible approach is
to employ standard models describing concentration polarization to calculate the
concentration profiles perpendicular to the membrane and to consider crystallized
substances in the cake layer and pore blocking models. The consideration of scaling
would represent an additional complex submodel.
4.3.1.7 Biofilm formation Rb(z)
Maybe the most actively discussed question at the time is the role of soluble
microbial products (SMP) in MBR (Lee et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2005; Rosenberger
et al., 2006; Drews et al., 2007). Even the definition of the SMP is controversial.
SMP are often also described as extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Rittmann
and McCarty (2001) present a convincing approach to combine the two viewpoints.
A detailed discussion of the topic is beyond the scope of this thesis. Roughly
speaking, EPS are polymeric substances such as polysaccharides, which are
produced during the feeding and the decay of microorganisms. Although it is well
recognized that EPS/SMP can have major influence on the MBR performance, it is
neither clear which factors influence EPS production in which way, nor under which
conditions they increase or even decrease membrane fouling. Drews et al. (2007)
present a good summary on the topic. Since validated quantitative results on the
exact mechanisms are not available, the model proposed in the following limits the
consideration of EPS to two aspects, which are commonly accepted today: First,
since EPS particles are small, they contribute to pore blocking, which is captured in
the pore blocking model (Section 4.3.1.4). This assumption is supported by Drews
et al. (2007), who find a larger influence of EPS on membranes with larger pore
sizes. Second, EPS are vital in the formation of biofilms (Costerton, 1995), therefore
their role in cross-linking and stabilizing the biofilm matrix is considered. When
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further results on the role of EPS/SMP are available, they will be integrated into the
filtration model.
The formation of biofilms in aqueous environments is a well-known phenomenon. As
soon as microorganisms attach to a surface, biofilm formation begins. Due to the
high concentration of microorganisms and EPS in membrane bioreactors, biofilm
formation is always present. Biofilms (Fig. 4.8) are structured habitats of
microorganisms within a polymer-(EPS)-matrix, which is produced by the
microorganisms themselves (Costerton, 1995). More than 90% of a biofilm consists
of water. The cross-linking between the components is achieved by weak bonds
between polymer side groups and simple knots between polymer chains. EPS are
occurring in two different forms: bound EPS, which are attached to cells and build
capsules around the microorganisms, and free EPS, which are not bound to cells.
Both types are present in WWTP applications. Laspidou and Rittmann (2001) give
an excellent overview on the formation and types of EPS.
Figure 4.8: Biofilm structure (Yasuda, 1996).
Biofilm formation usually involves the following stages, which are reflected by the
model structure (Glaeser et al., 2005; Busch, Cruse and Marquardt, 2007a):
• reversible attachment of microorganisms and EPS,
• transition to irreversible attachment,
• EPS production and growth of microorganisms, and
• detachment of biofilm components.
Biofouling is an increasingly active area of research (Lee et al., 2004). In the field of
biofilm modeling, several publications from different fields of science have proposed
detailed models of certain phenomena of biofilm formation, e. g. the formation of
EPS (Laspidou and Rittmann, 2001) or the forces acting within biofilms
(Flemming, 1996). Nagaoka et al. (1998) present a simple approach for biofilm
modeling based upon a mass balance around the film and a description of its specific
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resistance. The approach is conceptually similar to the one presented here, but it is
limited to fouling due to EPS.
The biofilm model presented in the following aims at a simplifying, yet
mechanistically motivated and consistent description of biofilm formation. Mass
balances are formulated for the components water, biomass, and EPS. Growth of
biomass and production of EPS within the film are considered as well as the
attachment and detachment of both components. The biofilm model is
time-dependent, yet not distributed along the length axis as the biofilm
characteristics are assumed to be less dependent on the hydrodynamic conditions.
Furthermore the significant model uncertainty makes the use of a detailed spatial
resolution questionable.
The resistance of the biofilm Rb is described as the product of its thickness Lb, its
density ρb, and its specific resistance αb:
Rb = αb · Lb · ρb . (4.52)
In the following, models are developed for all three contributions.
Specific biofilm resistance αb Nagaoka et al. (1998) describe the dependency of
the specific biofilm resistance αb on time and on the TMP according to
dαb
dt
= kα · (α∞ − αb) , (4.53)
α∞ = α0 + αp ·∆p , (4.54)
where kα, α0, and αp are empirical parameters. The specific resistance αb converges
to a maximum resistance α∞, which depends on the TMP. This relationship has
been developed according to experimental findings for EPS biofouling and is adopted
here for biofilms in general. Although the non-linear dependency of the specific cake
layer resistance on the TMP (Hwang et al., 1998; Hwang et al., 2001) supports the
assumption that a similar approach is useful for the description of the biofilm, the
linear time-lagged model is employed here as a reasonable approximation.
Biofilm thickness Lb The thickness Lb of the biofilm depends on the attachment
and detachment of matter to the biofilm, while growth and decay within the biofilm
only influence the biofilm density. This separation of effects is in line with the
“unified multi-component cellular automaton”model by Laspidou and Rittmann
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(2004b). The thickness Lb is computed from
dLb
dt
=

uf if J (z) > 0 ,−ub if J (z) < 0 , (4.55)
uf = uf,a − uf,d , (4.56)
where uf,a and uf,d are growth rates due to attachment and detachment and uf the
resulting net growth rate during filtration. During backwashing only detachment
occurs with the rate ub. Next, models for the attachment and detachment rates are
formulated.
During filtration it is assumed that those particles of the cake layer, which are in
direct contact with it, irreversibly attach to the biofilm with the rate uf,a. The time
for one particle to attach to the biofilm τirr is quantified by Chmielewski and Frank
(2003) to the range between 20min and 4 h. The attachment rate is described by
uf,a =
d
∗
p
τirr
, (4.57)
where d
∗
p is the mean particle diameter in the cake layer and stems from the cake
layer formation model.
Biofilm detachment during filtration is hardly understood today and little
experimental data is available (Wilson et al., 2004). Often, a detachment rate rd is
employed, resulting in
uf,d =
rd
ρb
. (4.58)
Kommedal and Bakke (2003) introduce and compare several models for rd. It is
assumed that due to the protective cake layer the biofilm is not affected by shear
stress. The specific growth rate of the microorganisms ω, the biofilm thickness Lb,
and the concentration of microorganisms in the biofilm ρMO are the significant
factors for biofilm detachment, and the correlation
rd = kd0 ·
(
ω
)kd1 · (Lb)kd2 · (ρMO)kd3 (4.59)
is chosen for the MBR application, where kdi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} are parameters.
The removal of the biofilm during backwashing is described analogously to the
removal of the cake layer (Eq. (4.49)):
ub =
Lb
τb
· γ . (4.60)
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τb stems from the cake layer formation model (Eq. (4.51)). The internal cross-linking
of the biofilm slows down or prohibits the removal of the biofilm, which is expressed
by the factor γ ∈ [0, 1]. A biofilm with little cross-linking has similar properties to a
cake layer and is removable, while a fully cross-linked biofilm cannot be removed by
backwashing. γ is therefore modeled as a function of the cross-linking degree
n ∈ [0, 1] and the critical cross-linking degree ncrit, above which the biofilm cannot
be removed by backwashing:
γ =
[
1− 0.5 ·
(
tanh
(
ns · n− ncrit
ncrit
)
+ 1
)]
. (4.61)
ns defines the sharpness of the transition as depicted in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Biofilm removal rate during backwashing ub depending on the cross-linking
degree n.
Since rigorous modeling approaches for the cross-linking degree n are not available, a
simple model is employed to describe this property. n is given by
dn
dt
=


neq−n
τnet,0
if J (z) > 0 ,
1−n
τnet,1
· γ if J (z) < 0 ,
(4.62)
neq = min
(
1,
ρEPS
ρMO
· nref
)
, (4.63)
n (t = 0) = n0 . (4.64)
nref , τnet,0, and τnet,1 are parameters. n0 is the initial cross-linking degree. During
filtration (J (z) > 0), the cross-linking degree approaches neq, which represents the
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equilibrium resulting from cross-linking and attachment of new biomass. It depends
on the ratio between available EPS and microorganisms, since EPS is responsible for
the cross-linking of the biofilm. When there is no EPS available, the cross-linking
degree approaches 0, while high EPS concentrations lead to a cross-linking degree of
1. During backwashing (J (z) < 0), the cross-linking degree approaches 1, as no
attachment occurs and loose biomass is removed. However, when no biofilm is
removed (γ = 0), the cross-linking degree remains constant, as the internal
cross-linking during the comparatively short backwashing phases is neglected.
The simplifications made at this point are certainly severe, and there are no
experimental findings on reliable values for nref and ncrit. However, since no better
mechanistic description is available, this one is chosen due to its conceptually correct
representation of the dominating phenomena.
Biofilm density ρb After having modeled the specific resistance αb and the
thickness Lb of the biofilm, the biofilm density ρb has to be determined from mass
balances and further constitutive equations. Using the simplifications introduced
above,
ρb =
∑
i
ρi , (4.65)
mi = ρi · Vb , (4.66)
Vb = π · Lb ·
(
df,o + Lb
) · h , (4.67)
where ρi, i ∈ {MO,EPS,W} are the concentrations of microorganisms, EPS, and
water, h the fiber length, Vb the volume of the biofilm, and df,o the outer membrane
diameter. The integral mass balances of the substances are
dmi
dt
=

(ρi,c · uf,a − ρi · uf,d) · Ab + m˙i,J +Ri · Vb if J (z) > 0 ,−ρi · ub · Ab + Ri · Vb if J (z) < 0 . (4.68)
ρi,c is the concentration of component i in the cake layer, and m˙EPS,J is a diffusive
flux of free EPS to the biofilm, while m˙W,J = m˙MO,J = 0. Ri comprises the growth,
decay, and production rate of component i, and Ab = π · (df,o + 2 · Lb) · h is the
surface area of the biofilm. The cake layer concentrations ρi,c are calculated from∑
i
ρi,c = (1− εc) · ρp + εc · ρw , (4.69)
ρMO,c = wMO · (1− εc) · ρp , (4.70)
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ρEPS,c = wEPS · (1− εc) · ρp , (4.71)
where wMO and wEPS are the mass fractions of microorganisms and EPS of a
biomass particle, and where ρw is the density of water. To recognize the important
role of free EPS attaching to the biofilm, the additional mass flow rate is modeled by
m˙EPS,J = ηEPS · cbEPS · J · π · df,o · h . (4.72)
J · π · df,o · h is the mean permeate flux J multiplied by the fiber surface, which
results in the mean volume flow rate. cbEPS is the concentration of EPS in the bulk
phase, and ηEPS describes the percentage of free EPS which passes the cake layer, so
that the mass flow of free EPS from the bulk phase to the biofilm results. cbEPS is
supplied by measurements or a suitable model (Section 4.2.5).
A Monod-type model is employed to describe the growth of microorganisms
RMO,growth in the biofilm (Characklis and Wilderer, 1989):
RMO,growth = ω · ρMO , (4.73)
ω = ωmax · ρS
KS + ρS
, (4.74)
ωmax = qmax · Y · (1− kEPS) . (4.75)
ρS is the concentration of substrate in the biofilm. The Monod constant KS, the
maximum specific substrate consumption rate qmax, and the yield coefficient Y ,
defined as the mass of microorganisms per mass of substrate, are further parameters.
Eq. (4.75) recognizes that part of the substrate consumption is invested into EPS
production (kEPS). Finally, the decay of biomass is included in the growth/decay
rate
RMO = RMO,growth − bdec · ρMO , (4.76)
with bdec being the concentration specific decay rate.
The production of EPS is modeled employing one term related to biomass growth
and one term describing the hydrolyzation of EPS, i. e.
REPS = ω · kEPS
1− kEPS − khyd · ρEPS , (4.77)
where khyd is the hydrolyzation rate. The reaction term RW for water is zero.
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4.3.1.8 Uncertain model parameters
The filtration model involves a number of parameters which are subject to
uncertainty. This includes system dependent as well as empirical parameters. The
experimental determination of the uncertain parameters is not part of this thesis,
but needs to be subject of future research. Still, the model analysis presented in
Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.3 provides several valuable hints for the conduction of
model identification experiments.
First, the sensitivity analysis points out parameters with decisive or only minor
influence. Second, the modular structure of the model allows for an independent
submodel identification. It is well-known that it is difficult to separate the many
phenomena in practice, e. g. to differentiate between resistance due to biofilm or cake
layer formation. Still, considerable progress has been made concerning measurement
techniques and the design of experiments focusing on single mechanisms (e. g.
Chang and Fane, 2000; Hwang et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2004; Chellam, 2005; Be´rube´
et al., 2006). Such techniques and results can be used to identify individual
resistance submodels. Third, the fouling phenomena typically take place on different
time scales. Cake layer formation takes place within minutes and is largely
reversible, while biofilm formation and pore blocking proceed slowly over weeks and
months. Separating the available measurement information according to different
time scales further supports the parameter identification process.
Nevertheless, although quantitative process prediction is only possible after tuning
the parameters to a certain plant, the overall rigorous nature of the model allows for
qualitative predictions and process analysis, which are presented in the following.
For these studies all parameters have been taken from the cited literature, or, where
not available, are estimated to reasonable values. The nomenclature in
Appendix D.1.2 includes all parameter values used in this study.
4.3.2 Model analysis and application
In this section the proposed model is analyzed. First, the model structure is
examined to highlight the interdependencies of the various submodels. Then, a
simulation is performed and the plausibility of the results is discussed. Since the
model contains a number of parameters which are subject to significant uncertainty,
the sensitivity of the key performance variable, the transmembrane pressure
difference, is analyzed against the uncertain parameters. The model’s capability to
predict the filtration characteristics of an industrial pilot scale plant has already been
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Variable Value Input
Jf 30 l/m
2/h filtration flux
Jb 30 l/m
2/h backwashing flux
Q 0.02m3 module air flow
∆tf 180 s filtration phase duration
∆tb 20 s backwashing phase duration
T 15.2℃ feed temperature
cb 12.9 kg/m3 feed solids’ concentration
cbEPS 0.05 kg/m
3 feed free EPS concentration
Rm 1.45 · 1012m−1 clean membrane resistance
Table 4.2: Input parameters for simulation and analysis.
demonstrated by Broeckmann et al. (2006) without considering a biofilm model.
Here the full model is employed to examine two phenomena which are intensely
discussed in industry and science: the influence of the biological stage on the
filtration system, and the influence of the aeration rate on cake layer characteristics.
4.3.2.1 Model structure and dependencies
Fig. 4.10 depicts a simplified model structure which highlights the connections
between the submodels. Given the air flow Q applied, the shear stress on the
membrane surface τw and the feed side pressure pslug are computed. These are
independent of the remaining submodels. The shear stress τw is supplied only to the
cake layer formation model. This structure reflects experimental findings by Chang
and Fane (2000), which state that the shear stress τw has considerable influence on
the reversible resistance, yet little impact on the irreversible resistance. The cake
layer is the main reversible resistance in the proposed model, while pore blocking
and biofilm formation are at least partly irreversible and are indeed much less
affected by the shear stress τw.
The feed side pressure pslug, the pressure difference ∆ppump supplied by the permeate
pump, and the resistances Rp, Rc, and Rb enter the permeate side hydrodynamics
model, where the flux J and the TMP ∆p are computed. The permeate side
hydrodynamics model and the resistance models are interdependent. The pore
blocking and the cake layer formation model are strongly interrelated by the particle
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Figure 4.10: Structure of the rigorous membrane filtration model. The relevant equa-
tions describing the couplings are indicated in brackets.
concentrations and particle size distributions (PSD). The biofilm formation model is
not yet related to the other resistance submodels. Its interpretation and modeling as
an additional particle filter between the cake layer and the pores is a subject for
improvement. Furthermore, biofilm can penetrate the pores and cause additional
pore blocking, which should also be considered in the future.
4.3.2.2 Simulation
In this section it is demonstrated that the proposed model leads to simulation
results which are in line with the typical behavior of membrane filtration processes
for wastewater treatment. The simulation is performed with the parameter values
specified in Appendix D.1.2. The input parameters are chosen according to
Table 4.2. Fig. 4.11 shows the results for the pore blocking, the cake layer, and the
biofilm resistance on a horizon of 24 h. For readability, only the maximum value of
the cake layer resistance before backwashing in each cycle is depicted. The cake is
almost completely removed during backwashing. It is observed that the resistances
are behaving according to expectations – the cake layer resistance is dominating,
while the biofouling and the pore blocking are slowly building up.
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Figure 4.11: Cake layer, pore blocking, and biofilm resistances on a 24 h simulation
horizon.
It is not easy to validate the simulation results against experimental data, especially
from industrial size plants, because the available data are sparse and because it is
very difficult to experimentally differentiate the filtration resistance into its
components membrane, pore blocking, cake layer, and biofilm resistance.
Furthermore there are so many factors influencing membrane fouling, that the
reported values strongly differ and are usually not comparable. Still, by separating
the individual resistances by the order of their magnitude into cake layer resistance
on the one hand and biofilm and pore blocking resistance on the other, evidence can
be found that the depicted model predictions correspond to experimental findings. It
has, however, not yet been possible to validate the effects of pore blocking and
biofilm formation individually.
First, the cake layer resistance is considered. In the survey of Chang et al. (2002),
cake layer resistances between 24 · 1011 1/m and 120 · 1011 1/m and total resistances
as small as 0.2 · 1011 1/m are reported from different references for different
submerged hollow-fiber membranes in different types of MBR. The simulated cake
layer resistance shown in Fig. 4.11 is about 7 · 1011 1/m and therefore fits into this
range. A more convincing validation however is provided by Broeckmann et al.
(2006), who compare experimental data with a high temporal resolution from a pilot
MBR against simulated values. The model is the one proposed in Section 4.3.1
except for the biofouling submodel. Since the cake layer formation is clearly
dominating in their case study, it is concluded that the cake layer formation
submodel is able to correctly predict plant behavior.
What remains is the examination of the pore blocking and the biofilm formation
models. The formation kinetics of the two resistances strongly depend on the process
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characteristics. E. g. small particles increase pore blocking, and biofilm formation is
strongly enhanced by the presence of free EPS in the feed. In order to validate the
submodels, experiments in so-called sub-critical flux conditions are considered. In
sub-critical filtration, cake layer formation is very small due to low filtration flux,
thus only fouling due to pore blocking and biofilm formation is observed. In the
review article of Pollice et al. (2005) two investigations are mentioned in which the
increase of pressure over time for submerged hollow-fiber membranes in MBR is
recorded. In the first study (Bouhabila et al., 2001), an increase of 2 · 10−4 bar/h is
stated at a filtration flux of 12 l/m2/h and a solids’ concentration of 17–27 kg/m3 in
a 20 l basin. In the second study (Guglielmi, 2002), the increase is 9.3 · 10−6 bar/h at
the same flux and a solids’ concentration of 12–19 kg/m3 in a larger basin of 6.3m3.
Fig. 4.12 shows the temporal development of the pressure difference due to
biofouling and pore blocking at a membrane height of 1m predicted from the model
∆pbio+pore
∆t
∣∣∣∣∣
ti,z=1m
=
Jf · ηw
∆tf +∆tb
·
(
(Rb +Rp)|ti − (Rb +Rp)
∣∣∣
ti−1
)∣∣∣∣
z=1m
, (4.78)
where ti indicates the time sampled at the end of the filtration cycles. ∆tf and ∆tb
are the filtration and backwashing phase durations, respectively. Eq. 4.78 evaluates
the Darcy law (Eq. 4.13) for the resistances due to biofouling and pore blocking at
the beginning of two consecutive cycles divided by the cycle duration. After about
half a day, the increase stabilizes at about 2.7 · 10−4 bar/h. The simulated values are
well within the range of experimental findings considering the much higher flux and
the remark by Pollice et al. (2005) that industrial installations typically show less
fouling. While we cannot separate the effects from biofouling and pore blocking, this
is a good indication that the proposed model is a reasonable representation of
submerged hollow-fiber membrane filtration.
4.3.2.3 Sensitivity analysis – membrane
In this section the sensitivity of the simulation results with respect to uncertain
model parameters is analyzed (Frank, 1978). Since the number of possible pairings
of variables and parameters is prohibitively high, only the sensitivity of the TMP as
the most important measurable output is presented. The selected set of model
parameters includes those which are difficult to measure, system-dependent, and not
uniquely quantified in literature.
The computation of the sensitivities follows the suggestions of Franceschini (2007) to
attenuate scale effects due to different absolute parameter values. It approximates
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Figure 4.12: Increase of pressure difference due to biofouling and pore blocking over
time at the membrane height z = 1m.
the exact gradient information ∂∆p
∂p
of the TMP against some parameter p by a finite
difference approach. In order to obtain the results presented in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14,
two simulations for each of the sensitivities are run with the same initial conditions.
The only difference between the two simulations is a change of the respective
parameter by +1%. The remaining parameters are kept at their reference values.
The simulation horizon is chosen to be 1 day. The numbers represent the relative
change of the TMP between the simulation with the nominal and the simulation
with the increased parameter values after the final filtration and backwashing phase,
respectively. Fig. 4.13 depicts the results for parameters mostly related to cake layer
formation and pore blocking, and Fig. 4.14 shows the results for parameters related
to biofilm formation.
The results depicted in Fig. 4.13 are very satisfactory. The main parameters
influencing cake layer formation and pore blocking are the mean particle diameter db
and the width of distribution nb, the Kozeny-parameter kkozeny, the cake porosity εc,
and the particle density ρp. This is very promising, since except for the
Kozeny-parameter these variables can in principle be measured. In terms of model
identification this means that the remaining important Kozeny-parameter can easily
be estimated from experimental data, and together with literature values for the
remaining parameters reliable model predictions can be expected.
The large influence of the particle size distribution and the cake layer porosity is in
line with experimental findings reported by many authors (Mackley and
Sherman, 1992; Foley et al., 1995; Hwang et al., 1998; Chellam, 2005). It stresses the
necessity to consider these properties in rigorous membrane filtration modeling.
Efforts to model the cake layer porosity εc in more detail, e. g. as a function of time,
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Figure 4.13: Parameters related to cake layer formation and pore blocking. Relative
change of the TMP after a parameter change of +1% and a simulation
horizon of one day.
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Figure 4.14: Parameters related to biofouling. Relative change of the TMP after a
parameter change of +1% and a simulation horizon of one day.
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of cake layer thickness, of bulk phase properties or of filtration characteristics (Bai
and Tien, 2005; Kim and Yuan, 2005), are encouraged by these findings. For the
results presented here, εc has been fixed to a value of 0.1. This appears to be rather
low compared, e. g. to the findings of Hwang et al. (2001), which are in the range of
0.4–0.6 with respect to dry biomass. However, it was also found that the resistance
of the cake layer is dominated by the more dense bottom layers. It was therefore
decided in this study to employ the porosity with respect to wet particles, which
leads to a value of about 0.1. This choice gives good overall results and allows for a
reasonable parameter value of 10 for the Kozeny-parameter kkozeny.
It should be noted that the influence of pore blocking becomes more important on
longer time horizons and that related parameters as, e. g., the fraction of particles
getting stuck in the pores ηp play a greater role. Accordingly, they should be
identified from data on longer time horizons.
The sensitivities obtained for the parameters of the biofilm formation model also
allow for some interesting conclusions (Fig. 4.14). High sensitivities of the TMP
against J0 and τ0 are observed. J0 and τ0 are related to the efficiency of backwashing
(Eq. (4.51)). However, since, in the simulation study, the backwashing almost
completely removes the cake layer, the high sensitivities against J0 and τ0 can be
completely related to biofilm removal. This implies that backwashing is an effective
countermeasure against the formation of biofilm. The result also suggests that
experiments with varying backwashing intensities are suitable to identify J0 and τ0.
The next interesting observation is the strong influence of the amount of available
EPS. High sensitivities are observed against ηEPS, which is the fraction of free EPS
penetrating the cake layer, and also against wEPS,c, which is the concentration of
EPS in the biomass. EPS is vital for the cross-linking of the biofilm and therefore its
capability to withstand backwashing. The strong influence of ncrit, nref , and ns,
which relate biofilm cross-linking to biofilm removal due to backwashing, points in
the same direction. The results show that the cross-linking of the biofilm is of great
importance for the structure and resistance of the biofilm, and that the cross-linking
strongly depends on the EPS concentration in the biofilm.
Further important parameters are related to biofilm detachment (kd0, kd2), specific
biofilm resistance (α0, αp), and microorganism growth (qmax, Y ).
4.3.2.4 Sensitivity analysis – biology
It is well-known that some characteristics of the biological stage have considerable
influence on the short- and long-term fouling of the membrane filtration system.
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This is of practical relevance since overall optimal plant performance can only be
achieved by properly considering these interrelationships. It implies that the
operation of the biological process needs to be adapted to the requirements of the
filtration system in a more involved fashion than it is typically realized today.
In order to evaluate the dependency of the filtration system on the biological stage
the sensitivities of the resistances and the TMP with respect to the temperature T ,
the concentration of solids cb, and the concentration of free EPS cbEPS are evaluated
using the same approach as in the preceding section. Simulation is performed on a
horizon of 1 day, and the three biological parameters are altered by +1%. The
relative change of the evaluated states is depicted in Fig. 4.15. The results are taken
after the last filtration phase and before backwashing, since backwashing almost
completely removes the cake layer resistance.
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Figure 4.15: Influence of the biological system parameters temperature T , solids’ con-
centration cb, and EPS concentration cbEPS on the pore blocking (Rp),
cake layer (Rc), and biofilm resistances (Rb) and on the TMP.
The pore blocking and the cake layer resistances Rp and Rc reveal a high
dependency on the concentration of solids in the biological stage. When MBR were
discovered for wastewater treatment, much potential was expected from increasing
the biomass concentrations to high values, since the hydrodynamic limitations of the
sedimentation basins were removed. Today MBR indeed operate at higher biomass
concentrations, however, it is recognized that these lead to higher reversible and
irreversible filtration resistances. The resistance due to biofilm formation Rb also
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increases with higher solids’ and especially with higher EPS concentrations. The
important role of EPS in biofouling has already been observed in the last section.
Although no temperature dependency is considered in the biofilm formation kinetics,
the biofilm resistance Rb decreases with increasing temperature. The reason is the
decrease in viscosity with higher temperatures, from which a decrease in TMP
results. The biofilm is then less compressed and its specific resistance also decreases
according to Eqs. (4.53) and (4.54). The overall TMP is less affected by variations of
cb and cbEPS, since an almost new membrane is assumed and the constant membrane
resistance Rm is still the dominating resistance.
Several conclusions concerning the interplay of the biological and the filtration
system in MBR can be obtained from these results. The operation of the biological
stage should aim at low EPS concentrations. The high conversion rates achieved by
high biomass concentrations need to be balanced with the negative impact on the
filtration system. Finally, filtration systems need to be designed sufficiently large to
account for the performance loss at low temperatures. Though these insights are not
new (Wakeman and Tarleton, 1991; Chang and Lee, 1998; Jiang et al., 2005), the
proposed model is able to quantitatively describe the effects involved and to
estimate the potential of countermeasures.
4.3.2.5 Influence of membrane aeration
The benefits of membrane aeration in MBR are well recognized today (Chang and
Fane, 2000). However, it has been observed that for polydisperse systems, an
increase in cross-flow, as caused by the aeration, has two contradicting consequences.
While the cake layer thickness decreases, a higher specific resistance due to a
decrease in the average particle size is observed. In general the decrease in cake layer
thickness is dominating, thus an overall decrease in filtration resistance is observed.
However, e. g. Wakeman and Tarleton (1991) and Mackley and Sherman (1992)
showed for classical cross-flow MF/UF that the opposite relationship can be
established as well. The model developed by Foley et al. (1995) accounts for
polydisperse particles, but nevertheless always results in decreasing resistance with
increasing cross-flow. In the following, it is shown that the model proposed here can
describe both situations depending on the PSD of the biomass.
Fig. 4.16 shows the cake layer resistance Rc at the end of one filtration phase
depending on the aeration of the module. It is observed that the resistance first
increases with higher aeration and only then starts to decrease.
The reason for this phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 4.17. With increasing aeration
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Figure 4.16: Influence of the aeration Q on the cake layer resistance Rc.
rate and therefore cross-flow, the cut-off diameter, which is the maximum diameter
of depositing particles, decreases. This implies that less particles are deposited,
leading to a decrease in cake layer thickness, and that the mean diameter of
deposited particles is smaller, leading to a higher packing density. Depending on the
PSD of the biomass, which is also shown in Fig. 4.17, the resulting increase in
specific cake layer resistance can dominate over the decrease in cake layer thickness.
Wakeman and Tarleton (1991) explain their experimental findings in the same line
of reasoning and use the term particle classification due to cross-flow. Mackley and
Sherman (1992) show that in their experiment higher cross-flow leads to less chaotic
deposition of the particles. Instead, particles travel along the cake layer until they
deposit at some edge or crevice, which also increases the packing density and the
overall cake layer resistance. However, although it is noted that at high ratios of
cross-flow to filtration flux some particles do not deposit at all, particle classification
is not mentioned.
It must be underlined that in reality many factors influence cake layer formation,
which usually dominate particle classification. This explains why the phenomenon of
increasing resistance with increasing aeration is only occasionally encountered in
practice. In the exact same simulation scenario shown above, but employing
particles with a mean diameter of 20µm, the decrease in cake layer thickness always
dominates. Additionally the aeration in industrial applications is not only necessary
to decrease the cake layer formation, but also to drive biomass out of the module
and avoid its concentration and eventual dewatering. This effect is not captured by
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the model, which assumes a constant biomass concentration within the module. On
the other hand, the aeration can break up biomass flocs and thereby lead to an
increase of small particles and higher cake layer resistances.
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Figure 4.17: Particle size distribution density gb and resulting cut-off diameters d
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for different aeration rates Q.
4.3.3 Discussion
In Section 4.3 a comprehensive model for submerged hollow-fiber MF/UF filtration
systems for wastewater treatment is presented, which is based on rigorous modeling
principles. The model provided by Cruse (2006) already covers the geometry of the
system, the hydrodynamics outside and inside the fibers, cake layer formation for
monodisperse particles, and in very simple terms pore blocking. The model
presented here extends the earlier works by accounting for intermolecular forces with
respect to cake layer formation and by adding detailed descriptions of pore blocking,
of the influence of polydisperse particles, and of biofilm formation.
The model is analyzed by highlighting the interdependencies of the submodels and
by presenting and discussing the plausibility of simulation results. The sensitivity of
the transmembrane pressure prediction against uncertain model parameters is
thoroughly examined. The model is then employed to reproduce and investigate two
phenomena of current interest in industry and science, namely the influence of the
biological stage on the filtration performance as well as of the aeration rate on cake
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layer characteristics. It is shown that high concentrations of EPS strongly increase
biofouling, while high concentrations of solids especially enhance cake layer
formation and pore blocking. Low temperatures lead to poor filtration performance,
which needs to be accounted for early in process design. Several experimental
studies find an increase of the aeration rate leading to a decrease in cake layer
thickness, but also to a possibly dominating increase in specific cake layer resistance.
For the first time this phenomenon is reproduced with the proposed model,
highlighting the role of the particle size distribution in filtration processes.
Future tasks focus on the experimental validation and identification of the
submodels. Also, different operational strategies should be examined more closely.
In industrial practice, linearly increasing the filtration flux during each cycle and
varying the aeration intensity are tried to reduce irreversible membrane fouling, but
no validated results are available so far. The continuously increasing knowledge
especially about biological phenomena should be successively added to the model.
Some further aspects for improvement are the rigorous consideration of the cake
layer and the biofilm as additional particle filters, the penetration of the membrane
pores by the biofilm, and the dynamic properties of the cake layer structure.
4.4 Inflow model
In order to describe MBR behavior, the inflow to the plant must be described as well.
Formally, the inflow rate and inflow concentrations represent model disturbances. In
this section the parametrization of these disturbances by means of empirical models
is treated. Approaches to predict inflow disturbances are discussed in Section 5.4.
As described by Cruse (2006), the daily inflow and inflow concentrations are strongly
varying with time. Typically recurring behavior with yearly, weekly, and daily
patterns can be identified from long term historical data. These recurring trends are
superposed by irregular events such as rain or abnormal upstream plant operation.
Fig. 4.18 shows a typical inflow rate graph covering 50 h, which is part of the case
study for model-based control employed in later chapters. The inflow data consists
of discrete measurements. Hence the question occurs how they should be
parameterized for simulation purposes. Typical approaches are piecewise constant or
piecewise linear functions, high-order polynomials or trigonometric functions. The
parameters of these functions are determined by data fitting algorithms.
Within this thesis the desired properties of the inflow model are
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Figure 4.18: Simulated discrete inflow rate measurements and their continuous ap-
proximation by cubic spline interpolation on a 50 h horizon.
• the accurate representation of arbitrary inflow trajectories,
• the fast parameter adaptation to discrete data sets, and
• the fast computation of output values.
One approach which meets all of the requirements are piecewise cubic splines
(Thompson and Tapia, 1990). When supplied with discrete data points fast linear
parameter estimation algorithms determine the parameters of the splines, which can
represent arbitrary trajectories with high accuracy. Cubic splines have smooth
first-order gradients along the entire trajectory, which are computed as cheaply as
the function values and which facilitate the integration of the model. Fig. 4.18 shows
the interpolation of artificial, typical measurement data by a cubic spline
representation.
Exemplary input data can be obtained from literature (e. g. Jeppson and
Pons, 2004; Cruse, 2006) or from plant data. The proposed model does not yet
exploit the structure of the inflow dynamics. If data from long observation periods is
available, it could be useful to separate the inflow according to the time scales of the
dynamics and identify separate models for yearly, weekly, daily, and irregular trends.
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4.5 MBR model
There are only very few approaches available in literature which describe integrated
MBR models comprising the biological and the membrane system. Lee et al. (2002)
extend the ASM1 model by describing the production of SMP and the solids’
concentration. However, the very simple filtration model is only linked to the solids’
concentration. Likewise, Wintgens et al. (2003) couple the ASM3 to a fairly simple
filtration model via the solids’ concentration and permeate flow with good
experimental results. In a very recent approach, di Bella et al. (2007) combine the
ASM1 and the SMP model of Lu et al. (2001) with a simple filtration model, which
considers the role of the cake layer in the removal of COD. The model is able to
describe experimental data with acceptable accuracy.
From the proposed models described in Sections 4.1–4.4, a complete MBR model is
built according to the model structure depicted in Fig. 4.1. The biology is described
by the ASM3 with parameter values taken from Gujer et al. (1999) for a nominal
temperature of 10℃. The couplings between the biological and the membrane
filtration model consist of the permeate flow, the water temperature, and the solids’
concentration. Fig. 4.19 depicts some simulation results of the integrated system on
a horizon of 2 h. The simulation scenario includes a step change in the permeate flow
to observe the effect of this change on both the biology and the membrane filtration
unit. After 1 h, the permeate flow (Fig. 4.19, top left) is changed from 1200m3/d to
600m3/d. This change affects the stormwater tank volume (Fig. 4.19, top right) and
the ammonia concentration in the outflow (Fig. 4.19, bottom left), but also the
transmembrane pressure difference during the filtration and the backwashing phases
(Fig. 4.19, bottom right).
There are further opportunities to increase the number of couplings of the MBR
submodels in order to better understand their interdependencies. Any type of SMP
production model added to the ASM model can be linked to the membrane biofilm
formation model, which already considers free and bound EPS (Section 4.3.1.7).
Assumptions on the influence of the aeration and of the sludge retention time on the
particle size distribution (PSD) of the biomass can be coupled to the pore blocking
(Section 4.3.1.4) and cake layer formation models (Section 4.3.1.5), which explicitly
account for the PSD. These aspects are promising research opportunities for the
near future. At the same time, experimental validation of the submodels as well as
of the integrated model are vital to underline the potential of rigorous MBR
modeling for process understanding, design, and control.
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Figure 4.19: Simulation results for the overall MBR model. A step change in the
permeate flow ZP (top left) induces an increase in the stormwater tank
holdup VT (top right), a decrease in the effluent ammonia concentration
cN,SNH (bottom left), and a reduction of the TMP in the membrane
system (bottom right).
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4.6 Discussion
Chapter 4 is devoted to the rigorous modeling of membrane bioreactors. It describes
• the model structure comprising mass balances and couplings,
• biological degradation models, focusing on the ASM family,
• a sophisticated membrane filtration model,
• a model describing the inflow rate and inflow concentrations,
• and the aggregation of the model parts to yield an integrated MBR model in-
cluding the couplings between the biology and the membrane.
State-of-the-art approaches from literature are reviewed, and new models are
developed. The main model components are the submodels describing the biology
and the membrane system. The mature, standard ASM models (Henze
et al., 1987; Gujer et al., 1999) are adopted for the biology, as they are well-suited
and much experience has been gained in the past on their identification and use. It
is pointed out that competing approaches centered on the description of biomass and
SMP production should be examined as well, as they might be valuable in describing
the existing couplings to the membrane system (e. g. Laspidou and
Rittmann, 2001; Ng and Kim, 2007). Adapting the ASM kinetic models to MBR is
another important research area.
The proposed membrane filtration model is based on the works of Cruse (2006). The
new model aspects include the consideration of pore blocking, polydisperse particles,
intermolecular forces during cake layer formation, and biofilm formation. The model
is analyzed with respect to uncertain parameters, and its prediction quality is
illustrated. It is able to qualitatively predict several experimental findings that are
discussed today, e. g. the sometimes encountered increase of membrane resistance
despite increasing aeration. Several opportunities for further developments are
pointed out.
The integration of the models to describe the entire MBR including the couplings
between the biology and the membrane is presented. Up to now only very few
lightly coupled models have been published in literature. The model presented here
is to the knowledge of the author the most complex MBR model available. It allows
for the detailed analysis and prediction of MBR behavior. This is a prerequisite for
the development of advanced model-based control approaches in the subsequent
chapters. Since the couplings currently only consider the permeate flow, the water
temperature, and the solids’ concentration, there is room for further improvement.
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By extending the biology models with approaches from literature, more couplings
can be established with relatively little effort, which presents a valuable research
opportunity.
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Chapter 5
Model-based control of biological
wastewater treatment
This chapter deals with model-based control of the biological system. A review of
the main research directions is provided, before the proposed control system is
developed.
Traditionally, simple control loops have been employed in biological wastewater
treatment, among which the control of the dissolved oxygen concentration is the
most common (Gray, 2004; Stare et al., 2007). Increasing process knowledge,
modeling experience, and measurement hardware triggered the development of more
advanced control strategies in the 1990s. Menzi and Steiner (1995) e. g. point out
the superiority of multivariable control approaches and develop an H∞ and a linear
model-predictive controller (MPC) for a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) model
based on the ASM1 (cf. Section 4.2 for an introduction on the biology models ASM1
and ASM3). Good results are obtained in simulation studies. Two main research
directions could be observed later. First, models are used for simulation only to
develop and evaluate model-free control approaches. Second, models are employed as
part of offline optimization or model-based predictive control approaches.
In the simulation area, most researchers have employed offline simulation studies to
develop multivariable control approaches or to determine suitable operating
conditions. Recent examples include the works of Nopens et al. (2007), who examine
a number of different operational parameters for a side-stream membrane bioreactor
(MBR) and achieve a considerable reduction in ammonia and nitrate concentrations.
Devisscher et al. (2006) evaluate the economical feasibility of different base control
approaches with respect to plant size. The ASM models employed are carefully
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adapted to a large number of Belgian WWTP. In another publication by Stare et al.
(2007) various PI and feed-forward controllers are compared in simulation studies
based on the ASM1. A main conclusion of these works is that the larger the plant
and the more challenging the operating conditions, the larger is the margin that can
be exploited by advanced control approaches.
Simulation can also be used online as a decision-support tool for plant operators
(Seggelke et al., 2005). Mulas et al. (2007) propose an interesting approach where a
thorough model analysis is performed to identify controlled variables for
self-optimizing control. The idea is that if the manipulated and controlled variables
are selected carefully, simple control loops can lead to cost-optimal plant
performance. A constant inflow/recycle ratio is suggested in the example given,
while the sludge withdrawal is used to control the biomass concentration in the
plant. This is indeed an accepted control approach in practice (Devisscher
et al., 2006). However, the analysis is limited to a priori selected operational regions.
Optimization-based control is less frequently discussed, and so far only simulation
case studies are available. Rauch and Harremoe¨s (1999) employ genetic optimization
and an extensive model comprising a sewer system model, a WWTP model based on
the ASM1, and a receiving water model. Non-linear MPC (NMPC) is performed to
minimize oxygen depletion in the receiving water. In simulation studies without
process and measurement disturbances different formulations of the control
objectives are tried and evaluated underlining the importance of the careful
modeling of the control objectives. For alternating reactors, Anderson et al. (1999)
and Kim et al. (1999) develop a linear ASM1-based model and an according linear
optimization strategy. Chachuat et al. (2005a; 2005b) propose non-linear dynamic
optimization using the full ASM1. In alternating reactors the nitrification and
denitrification takes place in the same reactor. The periodic aeration of the reactor
leads to alternating aerobic and anoxic conditions. This process variant is not
considered in this thesis, but could be treated with relatively small modifications of
the proposed controllers. Stare et al. (2007) evaluate an MPC in a simulation
scenario and compare the results to base control approaches. They find in case of
setpoint control that MPC is only beneficial in challenging operating conditions such
as high inflow or tight effluent constraints. Cruse (2006) employs the ASM1 as a
controller model in a real-time optimization framework. The ASM3 is used as a
plant substitution model to introduce structural differences between the simulated
process and the control model. Very promising results are obtained in different
simulation scenarios.
All of the approaches referred to above are valid solutions for the purpose and
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operational domain they have been developed for. This thesis wants to summarize
these efforts and to present a control system for the biology, which
• is generic with respect to plant design,
• integrates the optimal choice of operational strategies, economic real-time opti-
mization, and setpoint control on different time scales, and
• considers the important area of state and parameter estimation.
At the same time, the framework allows to easily replace selected layers by
alternative solutions where appropriate.
The structure of Chapter 5 follows the control system design depicted in Fig. 3.2. It
describes each of the control layers related to the biology. Dynamic predictive
scheduling is introduced in Section 5.1. Model-predictive control for the biology is
discussed in Section 5.2, before state and parameter estimation approaches are
presented in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 is devoted to the prediction of the inflow to
MBR. In Chapter 5 the terms MBR and WWTP are used equivalently, since all
control approaches developed for the MBR biology are equally applicable to regular
WWTP.
5.1 Dynamic predictive scheduling
This section is concerned with the dynamic predictive scheduling (DPS) layer
(Fig. 3.2), which comprises the tasks of scheduling and dynamic real-time
optimization (D-RTO). On this layer not only the setpoint trajectories of the inputs
uˆ and outputs yˆ need to be determined, but it must also be decided according to
which strategy these setpoints are chosen. Cruse (2006) has already pointed out that
there may be a number of different strategies in the operation of MBR. Depending
on the inflow situation and the state of the plant, either low operational cost or high
throughput may be desirable. The strategy determines the objectives and constraints
for the D-RTO problem. In the approach of Cruse (2006) the strategy is changed
based on the predicted process behavior. In high inflow situations the throughput is
maximized, and in normal conditions the operational cost are minimized. After the
solution of the optimization problem the predicted state of the process is analyzed
and it is decided whether the strategy should be changed for the next optimization.
The work of Cruse (2006) is extended in this section. The main advancement is the
simultaneous solution of the D-RTO problem and the decision on the operational
strategy, as both are interdependent problems. Also, instead of only one strategy an
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optimal sequence of strategies can be computed on the optimization horizon. The
definition of the strategies is refined, and a third strategy with ecological objectives
is added. The new approach requires the development of a new methodology for the
scheduling of operational strategies (Busch, Oldenburg, Santos, Cruse and
Marquardt, 2007). This approach is first developed for general process models before
it is applied to the MBR process. In order to relate the approach to existing
planning and scheduling methodologies, a brief literature survey is given.
5.1.1 Literature review and motivation
Planning is understood as strategic decision making for the operation of one or
several plants e. g. based on long-term predictions of market prizes or customer
demand. Scheduling on the other hand is concerned with the fulfilment of fairly
specific production requirements on a shorter time horizon (Shah, 1998). In both
approaches, discrete decisions are made concerning e. g. investments, the
employment of certain units or pipelines or the sequencing of production campaigns.
In D-RTO, optimal setpoints or setpoint trajectories for the manipulated and the
controlled variables of the associated process are computed. Obviously planning,
scheduling, and setpoint optimization are interrelated, while the degree of
interdependency is specific to each considered process. It will be seen later that in
biological wastewater treatment the interdependency of the scheduling and the
setpoint optimization problem makes a simultaneous solution mandatory, thus a
scheduling approach always includes the solution of an underlying D-RTO problem.
Typical applications of planning and scheduling methodologies are supply chain
management (e. g. Perea-Lo´pez et al., 2003), distribution network operation (e. g.
van den Heever and Grossmann, 2003), and strategic investment planning (e. g.
Cheng et al., 2003). Another important field is production campaign scheduling
(e. g. Floudas and Lin, 2004), where the production of different products or product
grades is sequenced on the optimization horizon. Much of the computational
complexity depends on the type and size of models employed to describe the
planning and scheduling problem. It is an open research issue which level of model
complexity needs to be employed on the different operational layers for different
problem classes and processes in order to stay feasible with respect to the
computational demand on the one hand and with respect to the usefulness of the
solution on the other. This question is again closely related to the question of the
interdependency of the different control layers. In most approaches presented,
stationary linear process models are employed for the planning task. Different types
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of models are employed for the scheduling task: linear as well as non-linear and
stationary as well as dynamic models are considered in literature.
In earlier scheduling approaches, the process models employed are mainly stationary.
Backx et al. (1998) propose to intentionally make use of the dynamic environment
that plants are operated in. They promote the thesis that in order to optimally
respond to disturbances or even make use of them, plants and supply-chains need to
be operated dynamically as well. The dynamic environment is regarded as an
opportunity to maximize the process performance, rather than an undesired
disturbance whose effect needs to be attenuated. Initiated by these thoughts an
increasing amount of research is published on plant scheduling employing dynamic
models (Bose and Pekny, 2000; Perea-Lo´pez et al., 2003). Discrete-time and
continuous-time models are presented. Floudas and Lin (2004) provide an extensive
review on these two model types and compare their advantages and disadvantages in
the context of plant scheduling.
Uncertainty is a major challenge to all scheduling approaches. It can be shown that
nominally optimal solutions yield suboptimal or even infeasible solutions when
realized under uncertainty. Uncertainty is mostly related to the model structure, the
model parameters, and disturbances. Several approaches have been published on
scheduling under uncertainty. Their classification and terminology in literature is
not unique, but the main directions can be identified as follows (Vieira
et al., 2003; Floudas and Lin, 2004). Dynamic scheduling is considered in this thesis,
which implies that a receding time horizon is considered, where new (forecast)
information arrives as time progresses, as opposed to static scheduling, which
assumes a single, fixed time horizon. Furthermore, the term predictive scheduling
implies that the prediction of the future behavior of the system is considered in the
schedule generation. Three types of approaches to handle uncertainty can then be
distinguished. In stochastic scheduling, the generated schedules have some inherent
robustness against disturbances. In reactive scheduling, rescheduling or similar
appropriate actions are triggered by events. The third option, which is considered in
this thesis, is to generate a new schedule periodically, based upon the newly
obtained information. This approach is referred to as periodic rescheduling.
One promising approach in periodic rescheduling is combining classical scheduling
methodologies with approaches known from model predictive control (MPC)
(Rawlings, 2000), which means that the scheduling problem is repeatedly solved on a
moving horizon. While the term rolling horizon is usually employed in planning and
scheduling literature, in publications on MPC the term receding horizon is preferred.
In this thesis, the MPC terminology is adopted. A key feature of the approach is
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that the optimization horizon is considerably longer than the rescheduling interval.
This way a closed-loop system is obtained which exploits uncertainty, if possible,
and diminishes its negative impact.
All of the approaches which consider environment dynamics assume that the
associated process is always operated under the same operational strategy,
e. g. aiming at maximum profit or maximum production rate. However, depending
on the considered time scale, there is a variety of processes including MBR where
this is not reflecting the true operational objectives. In order to exploit the full
potential of environment dynamics, the operational strategies themselves have to be
adjusted. The operational strategies comprise operational constraints and objectives.
The possibly conflicting objectives need not be of an economical nature, but can also
include among others flexibility, risk, and safety. Depending on the environment
dynamics, which can e. g. include the stocks, the market prices, and current and
predicted demand, the primary objective of process operation or the relative
importance of conflicting goals may change, as may the process constraints. In order
to yield optimal process performance at all times, the operational strategies have to
be optimally adjusted to the environment dynamics. Plant managers and operators
realize this concept by sequentially employing different strategies based on historical
data, experience, and expert knowledge.
In this section, a novel methodology for the optimization-based operation of
continuous processes is presented, whose operational strategies are adjusted due to a
dynamic environment. The operation of a process for a certain time period under a
certain strategy is understood as a production campaign. A framework is then
developed for the optimal scheduling of the production campaigns. Simultaneously,
the setpoint trajectory optimization problem for the manipulated and controlled
variables of the process is solved. The solution of the scheduling problem is
repeatedly performed on a moving horizon. It therefore belongs to the class of
dynamic predictive scheduling approaches with periodic rescheduling. It is shown
that the proposed methodology is closely related to and in fact a generalization of
existing plant scheduling methodologies.
Dynamic predictive scheduling of operational strategies requires a control model as
well as an appropriate solution algorithm. In the proposed methodology the process
is described by a continuous-time dynamic non-linear model, which implies that a
full D-RTO problem needs to be solved (Helbig et al., 2000; Diehl
et al., 2002; Kadam et al., 2003). Since the scheduling of the production campaigns
and the determination of the optimal control actions are strongly interdependent,
both problems need to be solved simultaneously. The resulting combined problem is
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modeled and solved on a moving horizon based on discrete-continuous modeling and
mixed-logic dynamic optimization (MLDO) as introduced by Oldenburg et al.
(2003).
The methodology presented in this section differs from existing plant scheduling
approaches in several aspects. The most apparent difference is that the term
production campaign is used in a much broader sense. In classical plant scheduling, a
production campaign is related to the production of a certain product or product
grade, while here it is related to a certain operational strategy. Different operational
strategies can imply the production of different products or the use of different
equipment, but do not have to. Instead, in addition to different constraints they can
also imply different operational objectives. The sequential employment of the
strategies prevents the application of existing approaches for multi-objective plant
scheduling, as e. g. presented by Cheng et al. (2003), who evaluate the economical
benefit and risk related to design decisions based on the concept of Pareto optimality.
Since the number and type of production campaigns employed on the optimization
horizon depend on the dynamic environment, they have to be determined in the
course of the optimization. In contrast to existing approaches, the number of stages
is not fixed a priori or increased after the solution of the optimization problem until
no further improvement is observed. Rather, an upper bound on the number of
stages is specified, and the exact number of stages is a degree of freedom that is
determined simultaneously as part of the optimization problem.
In this context the conceptually related approach of scenario-integrated modeling
and optimization introduced by Abel and Marquardt (2000; 2003) should be
mentioned. They consider situations where the operational strategy changes due to
sudden, unexpected, and safety relevant incidents like the burst of a rupture disk. A
methodology is developed to enable optimal plant performance while ensuring safe
operation and shutdown even in the worst case scenario. In contrast to their work
this thesis considers regular and predictable environment dynamics and regularly
changing operational strategies.
The modeling and solution approach proposed is closely related to the work on
optimal control of hybrid (discrete-continuous) dynamic systems by Oldenburg
(2005) as well as to similar works in this area e. g. by Bemporad and Morari (1999),
Bemporad and Giorgetti (2006), and Stursberg and Panek (2002). The differences
between the problem formulations proposed in these papers are extensively discussed
by Oldenburg and Marquardt (2008).
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5.1.2 Cost and strategies in MBR operation
The wastewater treatment process considered in the case study corresponds to the
plant layout which is described in Chapter 2 and Fig 2.1. The process model is
described in Sections 4.1–4.2. The ASM3 is employed to describe the biology.
Within this chapter, the membrane separation is not considered in the controller
design. Due to its properties as a physical barrier for particles, it is modeled as an
ideal splitter which does not contribute to the process cost.
The air flow into the nitrification is represented by the oxygen transfer coefficient kla
and assumed to represent the operational cost, as the other contributions to the cost
are negligible (cf. Mulas et al., 2007). More advanced cost functions can be
employed if required (Copp, 2002; Vanrolleghem and Gillot, 2002). As for many
industrial plants, contracts between MBR operators and utility companies usually
involve a critical power consumption level which determines the annual cost. Any
power consumption below this level is covered by the contract, while power
consumption above this level causes high penalty cost. It is assumed that the cost is
insensitive to the power consumption below the critical level, while it increases
quadratically with any consumption above the critical level.
A typical wastewater feed flow rate (Fig. 5.1) as well as the inflow concentrations of
the different species (Fig. B.1) are modeled and parameterized using cubic spline
interpolation (Section 4.4). The wastewater comprises regular municipal wastewater
and rain water. The amount and composition of both are assumed to be predictable
reasonably well from historical data and weather forecasts on a 3 day horizon. The
inflow prediction used on the scheduling layer is assumed to be perfect, which is a
critical assumption. It is crucial to reduce the inflow prediction error as much as
possible by suitable models and algorithms (Section 5.4). The inevitable remaining
uncertainty is considered on lower levels of the control hierarchy (Fig. 3.2) and by
updating the DPS reference trajectories in an efficient manner (Section 5.1.3.4).
In order to make advanced model-based control approaches applicable in industrial
settings, it is vital to not only model the process and the operational constraints but
also the operational objectives accurately. From discussions with plant managers
and operators, it is understood that there are indeed several objectives in MBR
operation. These objectives are not valid simultaneously, but are chosen according
to the current and predicted environmental conditions as well as to the present state
of the plant. To illustrate this, the feed flow rate depicted in Fig. 5.1 is considered.
The choice of an operational strategy strongly depends on the current and predicted
feed flow rate. Different strategies are employed during low feed flow rates and
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during peak flow rates as during day 5.
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Figure 5.1: MBR inflow rate Zin on a horizon of 10 days.
The three main situations and corresponding operational strategies are explained in
the following:
• Flexible Strategy. This strategy is applied at low or medium predicted feed flow
rates and at medium or high holdups in the stormwater tank. The objective is to
empty the stormwater tank in order to increase the flexibility for yet unforeseen
strong rain events. The critical power consumption level may not be exceeded.
• Economic Strategy. This strategy is applied when the constraints cannot be met
without exceeding the critical power consumption level. Such a situation often
occurs during strong rain events. The critical power consumption level may be
exceeded, but the excess consumption is minimized to the absolutely necessary
amount. The prevention of an increase in operational cost is considered to be
the most important objective in plant operation.
• Ecologic Strategy. This strategy is applied at low or medium predicted feed
flow rates at small holdups in the stormwater tank. The operational degrees of
freedom are used to minimize the ammonia concentration in the effluent. The
holdup in the stormwater tank is limited to a low value, and the power consump-
tion may not exceed the critical level. Minimizing the ammonia concentration
beyond the federal requirements is considered the least important objective,
which is only employed when all the other objectives are already fulfilled.
Currently, plant operators decide which strategy is employed on a certain time
horizon on the basis of historical data, experience, current measurements, and
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predictions. This operational task represents a scheduling problem, where
production campaigns with distinct operational strategies are scheduled on a moving
time horizon. The sequence of campaigns and the according control actions are
determined to achieve optimal plant operation with conflicting operational
objectives. The choice of a strategy and the choice of the control actions are
strongly interdependent. Hence, both need to be determined simultaneously. This
problem is not specific to the operation of MBR and WWTP but can be generalized
to industrial production processes in dynamic environments. Therefore, a general
approach to the scheduling problem is developed in the next section. In
Section 5.1.4, the methodology is applied to the MBR process.
5.1.3 Dynamic predictive scheduling of operational strategies
In the following, a framework for the optimization-based scheduling of production
campaigns employing different operational strategies is presented. The key idea is to
preserve the original structure of the operational problem with respect to the
sequential employment of operational strategies and yet to exploit the advantages of
optimization-based methods.
First, the problem characteristics and the motivation to develop a rigorous modeling
and optimization framework are summarized. Then, the modeling of the
optimization problem is treated extensively, concentrating on the logic-based
modeling of the scheduling problem as well as the consideration of logic constraints.
The concept of so-called bypass strategies is introduced to formally remove stages
from the optimization problem. The prioritization of the operational strategies and
the moving horizon implementation of the methodology are presented. Finally the
solution algorithm is briefly discussed.
5.1.3.1 Problem setting
The scheduling and setpoint trajectory optimization problem introduced in the
previous section possesses some distinguishing characteristics:
1. Production campaigns employing different operational strategies are scheduled
on a moving horizon.
2. The different objectives entail different constraints.
3. The different objectives are of inherently different nature.
4. The different objectives are hierarchical with respect to their importance.
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Although the problem description includes several different objectives, it cannot be
described by classical multi-objective optimization approaches. The different
objectives are not valid simultaneously, but are supposed to be considered in a
certain sequence on the optimization horizon. This sequence of production
campaigns needs to be optimized along with the control actions. For this reason the
approach presented by Cheng et al. (2003) to balance different scheduling objectives
by determining the Pareto optimal solution cannot be applied.
Still, for the purpose of comparison, Busch et al. (2005) present a so-called weighted
average approach, which is in fact a multi-objective optimization methodology. The
dynamic predictive scheduling of production campaigns with different operational
strategies is approximated by weighting the different objective functions and
evaluating all of them on the entire horizon. The results show that the solution
differs considerably from the solution obtained by solving the scheduling problem
with the proposed methodology and that the optimization results obtained by
approximating the problem are inferior. Mathematically, the approximation results
in a single stage dynamic optimization problem which is structurally different from
real plant operation, since the conflicting objectives are employed simultaneously
instead of sequentially. In contrast, a rigorous approach is expected to yield the two
following benefits:
1. Expert knowledge concerning the strategies and the heuristics, when to employ
which strategy, can be exactly represented. This might enhance the overall
optimization results.
2. Since the optimization results correspond to well-known strategies in practice,
they are easily interpretable. This is a key factor in enhancing the acceptance
of model-based techniques in an industrial setting.
5.1.3.2 Mathematical representation of the scheduling problem
A modeling and solution framework based on disjunctive modeling and MLDO as
introduced by Oldenburg et al. (2003) and Oldenburg (2005) is adopted. It exploits
the conceptual relationship to planning and plant scheduling problems, which are
widely treated in literature (e. g. Papageorgiou and Pantelides, 1996a; Papageorgiou
and Pantelides, 1996b; Shah, 1998; Floudas and Lin, 2004).
In classical plant scheduling problems production campaigns are sequenced on the
optimization horizon and optimized with respect to a typically economical objective
function. Different production campaigns are related to the production of different
products or product grades. In the scheduling framework proposed here, the
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campaigns are related to different operational strategies. This implies a broader
understanding of the term production campaign, as different operational strategies
can imply the production of different products. However, in contrast to classical
scheduling approaches they may also comprise different operational objectives.
The production campaigns with their specific operational strategy need to be
scheduled on the optimization horizon. For this purpose, each campaign is assigned
to a stage, which is a certain part of the optimization horizon, the length of which
can be either considered as fixed or as a degree of freedom (Fig. 5.2). In classical
plant scheduling, the number of stages (equaling the number of different products) is
typically specified a priori, or it is increased after the solution of the optimization
problem to see whether the solution quality improves. In the problem formulation
considered here, an upper bound on the number of stages is specified; the optimal
number of operational strategies is a degree of freedom, which is determined
simultaneously as part of the optimization problem.
stage 1 stage 3stage 2
production
campaign A
production
campaign B
strategy 1 strategy 2
production
campaign C
strategy 1
time
Figure 5.2: Scheduling of operational strategies. Strategies are assigned to production
campaigns, which are scheduled on the optimization horizon.
Dynamic predictive scheduling of operational strategies for continuous processes can
then be described as
scheduling production campaigns, which are related to different operational
strategies, and simultaneously computing the according setpoint trajectories
for the manipulated and controlled variables on a moving horizon in order
to achieve optimal process performance in dynamic process environments.
The optimization horizon is defined by
t0 ≤ t ≤ tf (5.1)
and divided into M stages j ∈ {1, ...,M}, for which
∆tj = tjf − tj0 , j ∈
{
1, ...,M
}
, (5.2)
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∆tj > ε, ε > 0 , j ∈ {1, ...,M} , (5.3)
tj0 ≤ t ≤ tjf , j ∈ {1, ...,M} , (5.4)
tjf = t
j+1
0 , j ∈ {1, ...,M − 1} , (5.5)
t10 = t0 , (5.6)
tMf = tf (5.7)
hold. tj0 and t
j
f refer to the starting and the final time of stage j. t
j
f can be either
fixed or treated as a decision variable. The duration of a stage is introduced as ∆tj
in Eq. (5.2). When ∆tj approaches zero in the course of the optimization, the
influence of the degrees of freedom uj on the state variables xj is lost. In
consequence, any choice of uj leads to the same optimization result and the solution
of the optimization problem is non-unique. Therefore, Eq. (5.3) enforces ∆tj to take
a non-zero value greater than a positive constant ε. Eq. (5.5) implies that the stages
j and j + 1 are adjacent to each other on the time horizon. The starting time t10 of
the first stage and the final time tMf of the last stage coincide with the starting and
final times t0 and tf of the overall horizon (Eqs. (5.6), (5.7)).
It is assumed that a subset of the model is valid independently of the strategy
employed. If necessary, this assumption can be dropped. For a fixed stage j, this
subset is given by
0 = f
(
x˙j,xj ,yj,uj,dj ,pj
)
, (5.8)
0 ≥ g (xj ,yj,uj ,dj,pj) , (5.9)
0 = heq
(
xj (tf) ,y
j (tf ) ,u
j (tf) ,d
j (tf) ,p
j
)
, (5.10)
0 ≥ h(xj (tf) ,yj (tf ) ,uj (tf ) ,dj (tf) ,pj) , (5.11)
where xj are the differential and yj are the algebraic variables, uj are the controls,
dj are the unknown disturbances, and pj are the parameters of the model on stage
j. The variables y include those variables which are tracked by the lower level
model-predictive controller (Fig. 3.2). They are also referred to as performance
outputs. Eq. (5.9) denotes path constraints, which are valid on the entire
optimization horizon, while Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) are endpoint constraints only to
be fulfilled at tMf = tf . It should be noted that Eq. (5.8) is given in implicit form
only for the sake of the compactness of notation. Semi-explicit DAE with index less
or equal one have to be assumed in order to ensure consistency of the initial
conditions at the junctions between model stages. For details on this subject, the
reader is referred to Cruse et al. (2005) and Oldenburg (2005).
On each stage j, Eqs. (5.8)–(5.11) are complemented with equations related to
operational strategy i ∈ {1, ..., N} of the associated production campaign. These
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equations are given by
0 = f ji
(
x˙j,xj ,yj,uj,dj ,pj
)
, (5.12)
0 ≥ gji
(
xj ,yj,uj,dj ,pj
)
, (5.13)
0 = hjeq,i
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
, (5.14)
0 ≥ hji
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
, (5.15)
φji = φ
j
i
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
, (5.16)
where φji is the objective function related to strategy i on stage j.
The next step is to relate the N strategies to the M stages, or in other words to
choose in each model stage which strategy is employed. Only one strategy can be
active in each stage. With this restriction, there are NM possible sequences of
strategies, from which the optimal sequence has to be determined. The assignment
of the operational strategies to the model stages is realized by introducing Boolean
variables Y ji ∈ {True,False}. Y ji contains the information whether strategy i is
employed on stage j. If Y ji is True, then strategy i is active on stage j. Only one
strategy may be active on each stage, thus only one Y ji , i ∈ {1, ..., N}, for a given j,
may be True, while the remaining ones are False. The Y ji unambiguously define the
set of strategy-related equations employed on a fixed stage j. Formally, this
interrelationship can be expressed by the disjunction
∨
i∈{1,...,N}


Y ji
0 = f ji
(
x˙j,xj ,yj,uj,dj,pj
)
0 ≥ gji (xj ,yj,uj,dj ,pj)
0 = hjeq,i
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
0 ≥ hji
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
φji = φ
j
i
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)


, (5.17)
where the terms in brackets represent the N strategies and are referred to as
disjunctive terms. Eqs. (5.8)–(5.11), which are common on all stages, are not
included in Eq. (5.17).
∨
is understood as an exclusive-or operator. It implies that
only one Y ji on each stage j may be True, or in other words, that only one strategy
may be active. The disjunctive terms, which belong to the active strategy,
complement the process model on stage j. The disjunctive terms which are related
to the inactive strategies are not considered. The φji belonging to the inactive
strategies are set to zero:
φji
∣∣
i6=i∗j
= 0 , (5.18)
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where i∗j is the index of the active strategy on stage j, or equivalently, Y
j
i∗j
= True.
The constraint that only one strategy may be active on each model stage
(Eq. (5.17)) represents a logic constraint and is modeled as a propositional logic
expression. These are expressions which relate logic variables to each other using
logical operators such as ⊻ (exclusive-or), ∨ (logical or), and ∧ (logical and). The
constraint in Eq. (5.17) is equivalent to the expression
Y j1 ⊻ Y
j
2 ⊻ ... ⊻ Y
j
N = True , j ∈ {1, ...,M} . (5.19)
Additional constraints on the logic variables can be imposed by adding further
propositional logic expressions to the model. A set of propositional logic constraints
is typically given in conjunctive normal form, which means that each of the
expressions must equal True:
Ω(Y) = expression 1 ∧ expression 2 ∧ · · · ∧ expression n = True . (5.20)
Y is a vector comprising all Boolean variables, and n is the number of propositional
logic expressions. All propositional logic expressions in this thesis are given in
conjunctive normal form.
It must be realized that every logic constraint limits the number of possible
combinations of the Y ji . For the scheduling problem this translates into a reduction
of the solution space of the logic variables. Process knowledge can be used to
exclude infeasible, meaningless or undesired combinations a priori. This may
considerably speed up the computation time and also increase the numerical
robustness as problems due to infeasibilities in the dynamic optimization problem
are avoided. This is exemplified in Section 5.1.4, where the proposed methodology is
applied to the MBR case study.
Propositional logic expressions of the given type are usually aimed at because they
can easily be transformed into an algebraic representation comprising linear equality
and inequality constraints. For this purpose, binary variables qji are introduced
which are linked to the Boolean variables Y ji . The logical True is related to the
binary value 1, and likewise False is related to 0. Eq. (5.21) translates Eq. (5.19)
into the algebraic constraint
qj1 + q
j
2 + ... + q
j
N = 1 , j ∈ {1, ...,M} . (5.21)
Some typical transformations are given in Table 5.1 (Raman and Grossmann, 1993).
In order to relate the endpoint values of the differential states of stage j to the
initial state values of stage j + 1, mapping conditions
Γj
(
xj
(
tjf
))
= xj+1
(
tj+10
)
, j ∈ {1, ...,M − 1} (5.22)
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Logical relation Boolean expression Representation as linear inequalities
logical ‘or’ Y 1 ∨ Y 2 ∨ ... ∨ Y N q1 + q2 + ... + qN ≥ 1
logical ‘and’ Y 1 ∧ Y 2 ∧ ... ∧ Y N qi = 1, i ∈ {1, ..., N}
implication Y 1 ⇒ Y 2 1− q1 + q2 ≥ 1
equivalence Y 1 ⇔ Y 2 q1 = q2
exclusive ‘or’ Y 1 ⊻ Y 2 ⊻ ... ⊻ Y N q1 + q2 + ... + qN = 1
Table 5.1: Transformations of logical expressions where Y ∈ {True, False} and q ∈
{0, 1}.
have to be formulated. For the problem class considered here, Eq. (5.22) will usually
take the form
xj
(
tjf
)
= xj+1
(
tj+10
)
, j ∈ {1, ...,M − 1} (5.23)
in order to enforce identity of the final state values of stage j and the initial state
values of stage j + 1.
The overall objective function for the optimization algorithm is the sum over all
stage objectives φji∗j :
φ =
M∑
j=1
φji∗j
. (5.24)
The choice of the number of stages M remains to be discussed. Ideally, there should
be as many stages on the time horizon as different production campaigns are
employed. However, since the number of production campaigns depends on the
environment, the number is not known a priori.
One possible approach is to fix the number of stages, and, in case the number of
necessary production campaigns is smaller than the number of stages, to distribute
one or more campaigns on two or more stages. However, this methodology has a
number of disadvantages. First, the choice which campaigns are distributed on
several stages is not intuitively clear. The sequences {Y 13 , Y 23 , Y 31 } and {Y 13 , Y 21 , Y 31 }
yield the same result assuming that the stage durations and control actions are
adjusted accordingly. Hence, the solution is non-unique. Second, considering again
the sequence {Y 13 , Y 23 , Y 31 }, then for a fixed time interval [t0, t2f ] the choice of t1f is
arbitrary, and the solution is again non-unique. Third, when there are more stages
than campaigns, the optimization problem is solved with higher computational effort
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than necessary due to the higher number of discrete and continuous decision
variables.
A much more efficient way to solve the problem is to specify an upper bound for the
number of stages M a priori, to assign a strategy to each of the required stages, and
then to delete unnecessary stages in the course of the optimization. A reasonable
choice for M depends on the process characteristics and on the length of the
optimization horizon. A too low number yields an inferior solution quality, while a
too high number causes unnecessary computational demand. In general, M should
be at least as high as the expected maximum number of required stages.
Unnecessary stages are deleted by assigning the so-called bypass strategy to them
(Oldenburg, 2005). The equations describing the bypass strategy i on model stage j
are defined as
xj
(
tjf
)− xj (tj0) = 0 , (5.25)
∆tj = tjf − tj0 = 0 , (5.26)
φji = 0 , (5.27)
uj (t) = 0 , t ∈ [tj0, tjf] . (5.28)
Eq. (5.25) is equivalent to
x˙j (t) = 0 , t ∈ [tj0, tjf] (5.29)
with a stage length zero and initial values x
(
tj0
)
. The differential model equations
(5.8) and (5.12) are replaced by Eq. (5.29), and the control variables uj of the
associated stage are removed from the vector of decision variables. After these
transformations, only a set of algebraic equations remains to be solved on that stage.
In case only one regular stage is left, the problem is reduced to a single stage
dynamic optimization problem, which can be solved significantly faster than the
according multistage problem. Nevertheless the maximum number of stages M
should be chosen reasonably low according to process knowledge in order to limit the
complexity of the resulting optimization problem.
Three propositional logic constraints ensure the intended use of the bypass strategy
by the optimization algorithm. The constraint
¬Y ji ∨ ¬Y j+1i = True , i ∈ {1, ..., N} , j ∈ {1, ...,M − 1} (5.30)
forces two adjacent stages to employ different strategies. Note that the operator ¬
indicates the negation of a Boolean expression, i.e. not True or equivalently False.
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Consider the sequences {Y 13 , Y 21 , Y 31 } and {Y 13 , Y 21 , Y 3bp}, where the index bp indicates
the bypass strategy. Both of them would yield exactly the same objective function
value and the same solution for the optimal control actions, and the problem would
be non-unique. Hence, the first sequence is excluded from the problem by means of
Eq. (5.30).
It is reasonable to demand that possible bypass stages are forced to the end of the
optimization horizon, as otherwise the solution of the sequencing problem would
again be non-unique. Consider the sequences {Y 1bp, Y 22 , Y 31 } and {Y 12 , Y 21 , Y 3bp}. As in
the previous example, both of them would yield exactly the same optimization
result. Therefore one of the sequences can be excluded. The criteria
¬Y 1bp = True , (5.31)
Y jbp ∨ ¬Y j−1bp = True , j ∈ {2, ...,M} (5.32)
allow bypass strategies only on the last stage or to precede another stage employing
the bypass strategy. Thereby a unique solution is enforced.
The resulting MLDO problem formulation is given by
min
uj ,Y ji ,t
j
f
M∑
j=1
φji∗j
(P5.1)
s. t. 0 = f
(
x˙j ,xj,yj,uj ,dj,pj
)
, (5.33)
0 ≥ g (xj ,yj,uj,dj ,pj) , (5.34)
0 = heq
(
xj (tf) ,y
j (tf ) ,u
j (tf ) ,d
j (tf ) ,p
j
)
, (5.35)
0 ≥ h(xj (tf ) ,yj (tf ) ,uj (tf ) ,dj (tf ) ,pj) , (5.36)
∨
i∈{1,...,N}


Y ji
0 = f ji (x˙
j ,xj,yj,uj,dj ,pj)
0 ≥ gji (xj ,yj,uj,dj ,pj)
0 = hjeq,i
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
0 ≥ hji
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)
φji = φ
j
i
(
xj
(
tjf
)
,yj
(
tjf
)
,uj
(
tjf
)
,dj
(
tjf
)
,pj
)


, (5.37)
tj0 ≤ t ≤ tjf , Y ji ∈ {True,False} , i ∈ {1, ..., N} , j ∈ {1, ...,M} ,
Γj
(
xj
(
tjf
))
= xj+1
(
tj+10
)
, j ∈ {1, ...,M − 1} , (5.38)
Ω(Y) = True . (5.39)
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5.1.3.3 Prioritization
As pointed out in Section 5.1.3.1, the operational strategies are hierarchical with
respect to their importance, and the related operational objectives can be of
different nature. Consider e. g. the economical and the ecological strategy. Their
hierarchical nature implies a clear order defining which strategy is more favorable
than other. Here, the ecological strategy is more favorable, as it implies that the
operational cost are already at their minimum. The economical strategy will only be
employed if the operational cost are high and need to be minimized. The operator
aims at driving the plant as much as possible according to the ecological strategy.
Note that the economical and the ecological operational objectives cannot be
compared in the same unit.
The hierarchy of the strategies and the difference in units of the objectives are
modeled by scaling the objective functions φji accordingly, which is called the
prioritization of the strategies. A scaling factor is specific for a certain strategy i
and the same on all stages. In the example given, the objective function of the
economical strategy is scaled so that its lowest possible value is still higher than the
highest possible objective function value of the ecological strategy. As a result, the
economical strategy will only be employed if the ecological strategy is infeasible.
Also, when employing the economical strategy, the system will aim at returning to
the cheaper ecological strategy.
5.1.3.4 Moving horizon implementation
Moving horizon implementations of scheduling methodologies have been proposed by
several authors (e. g. Backx et al., 1998; Bose and Pekny, 2000; Perea-Lo´pez
et al., 2003). The idea originates from MPC which is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.2. The concept of moving horizon scheduling is depicted in Fig. 5.3. The
optimization horizon is divided into L equidistant time intervals with length ∆t. At
iteration k, the horizon is then defined by [tk, tk + L ·∆t], where tk is the start time.
The computed control actions are only implemented on the first interval [tk, tk +∆t].
At tk +∆t, the optimization horizon is shifted by ∆t and the scheduling problem is
solved again at iteration k + 1.
The proposed moving horizon implementation offers two main advantages. The first
one is the amount of information that the computation of the schedule and of the
control actions is based upon. Although only the strategies and the control actions
for the interval [tk, tk +∆t] are implemented, their computation considers the
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Figure 5.3: Moving horizon implementation of dynamic predictive scheduling.
process and disturbance prediction for a considerably longer time horizon. The
second main advantage is that by updating the states after a period of ∆t and
re-initializing the problem, new information is added to the optimization problem.
At tk +∆t the problem is solved again with updated information on the current
state of the plant and with updated disturbance predictions. In general, this leads to
a different solution than obtained at the previous optimization run.
The solution of the scheduling problem at time instant tk, which comprises setpoints
and setpoint trajectories for the discrete and continuous decision variables and the
process states, can be used as an initial solution guess for the problem at time
instant tk +∆t. This facilitates the solution of the optimization problem.
The question remains how to choose the reoptimization interval ∆t. In the current
implementation, a fixed ∆t is employed. Due to disturbances with time constants
smaller than ∆t, the computed nominally optimal trajectories may not be optimal
anymore, and, even more critical, the NMPC layer may not be able to track them.
In such a situation the DPS reference trajectories need to be updated. The issue of
intelligent reoptimization strategies is not treated here. Mature solutions have been
proposed in literature which can be incorporated. Kadam et al. (2002) and
Du¨nnebier et al. (2005) propose triggers which initiate an update of the DPS
trajectories. Trajectory update strategies to partly avoid the full reoptimization of
the DPS problem are discussed by Kadam and Marquardt (2004) and Wu¨rth et al.
(2008).
The calculation time to solve the scheduling problem is not yet considered. The
calculation time causes a delay between tk and the implementation of the control
actions for the time interval [tk, tk +∆t]. Long calculation times can lead to
performance loss and even to instabilities. Findeisen and Allgo¨wer (2003) introduce
a simple approach to consider the delay stemming from the calculation time and
analyze under which conditions stability can be obtained. Their approach can be
adapted to the methodology presented here if problems are encountered in practice.
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5.1.3.5 Solution algorithm
The problem of determining optimal control actions uˆj and the optimal sequence of
strategies Yˆ ji has been modeled as a discrete-continuous optimization problem.
Several approaches exist to efficiently solve such problems. Decomposition
approaches (Duran and Grossmann, 1986; Geoffrion, 1972) subdivide the task into a
so-called master subproblem, which deals with the discrete decision variables, and a
primal subproblem, in which the dynamic optimization problem is solved.
Oldenburg (2005) provides an extensive review of the available methods. For solving
the case study problem in this thesis, the software tool DyOS (LPT, 2002)
developed at Lehrstuhl fu¨r Prozesstechnik, RWTH Aachen, is used. DyOS
implements a direct single shooting method with an adaptive discretization strategy
of the control variables (Schlegel et al., 2005). For discrete-continuous dynamic
optimization problems, DyOS applies a classical decomposition strategy based on
outer approximation (Duran and Grossmann, 1986). For its application, the
logic-based problem formulation needs to be transformed into an integer-based
representation. DyOS incorporates an interface to CPLEX (Ilog, Inc., 2002), which
is used as mixed-integer linear program (MILP) solver for the master subproblems.
Furthermore, NPSOL (Gill, 1998) and SNOPT (Gill et al., 1998) are employed as
non-linear program (NLP) solvers for the primal subproblems within the DyOS
optimization framework.
The computational demand of the proposed framework strongly depends on the
model employed and the initialization of the manipulated variables. Since
rescheduling is typically performed at a low frequency of once or twice per day,
calculation times of several hours are not prohibitive. The use of logic constraints
and bypass strategies and the good initialization due to the moving horizon
implementation facilitate the efficient problem solution. In the MBR case study
presented in the next section, calculation times of at most 6 hours are observed.
5.1.4 Case study
An MBR process as described in Chapter 2 and as depicted in Fig. 2.1 is considered
in the following case study. The process model equations f (Eq. (5.8)) are given in
Sections 4.1–4.2. The ASM3 with the standard set of parameters described by Gujer
et al. (1999) is used to model the degradation kinetics.
A scenario of 10 days is considered. The feed flow rate during these 10 days is
depicted in Fig. 5.1. It consists of several dry days and a strong rain event on day 5.
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The feed flow rate decreases after the rain event and picks up again at day 10. The
corresponding inflow concentrations are shown in Fig. B.1, and the initial conditions
of the system chosen for this case study are stated in Table B.1. The optimization is
run once per day on a horizon of 3 days, for which perfect inflow rate and inflow
concentrations predictions are assumed. Therefore the process disturbances d are set
to zero. The control actions computed for the first day are implemented. After one
day the inflow scenario is shifted, and the algorithm is repeated.
The stormwater tank holdup is constrained between 300 and 3000m3, and the
ammonia concentration of the effluent is limited to 1mg/l. The dimensionless value
of the critical power consumption level kla,crit is 55. tf = 3 fixes the optimization
horizon to 3 days in accordance with the available inflow prediction. No further
endpoint equality (Eq. (5.10)) or inequality constraints (Eq. (5.11)) are employed.
In the following, the modeling of the 3 different operational strategies and the
bypass strategy (N = 4) as well as of the logic constraints is described. In MBR
operation the economic objective is the most important one, the increase of
flexibility is the second most important objective, and the ecological objective is the
least important one. The modeling of the strategies reflects this hierarchy.
• Strategy 1 – Flexible Strategy
In this strategy, the goal is to reduce the holdup in the stormwater tank in order
to increase the flexibility for unforeseen rain events. The energy consumption is
to be kept below the critical level:

Y j1
klja ≤ kla,crit = 55
V jT
(
tjf
) ≥ VT,crit = 600
φj1 = w1 · V jT
(
tjf
)

 . (5.40)
The elements of disjunction Eq. (5.40) are disjunctive terms as introduced in
Eq. (5.17). The logic variable Y j1 is introduced to indicate whether the flexible
strategy is active (Y j1 = True) or inactive (Y
j
1 = False) on stage j. The up-
per limit kla,crit on the aeration intensity kl
j
a corresponds to the critical power
consumption level. An additional lower limit VT ,crit is imposed on the stormwa-
ter tank volume. This serves as a trigger to the ecological strategy, which is
activated when the volume is lower than 600m3. φj1 represents the objective
function of the flexible strategy and equals the volume in the stormwater tank
at the end of the stage, scaled by w1. w1 is chosen manually, so that φ
j
1 can
take values between 0 and 10. Together with the scaling factors employed by
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the remaining operational strategies, this achieves the proper prioritization of
the strategies (Section 5.1.3.3).
• Strategy 2 – Economic Strategy
In case the general process constraints cannot be met with a power consumption
below the critical level, the economic strategy is employed:

Y j2
V jT
(
tjf
) ≥ VT ,crit = 600
φj2 = w2 ·
∫ tj
f
tj
0
(klja − kla,crit)2 dt+ 1000

 . (5.41)
Again the stormwater tank volume is bounded from below by a minimum value
of 600m3. The scaled integral of the squared aeration intensity constitutes the
objective function φj2. The constant 1000 is added to the value of the objective
function which is therefore always greater than the values of the objective func-
tions belonging to the other strategies. This ensures that the economic strategy
will only be employed if all other strategies are infeasible. w2 is chosen manually
to ensure that the range of possible objective function values has approximately
the same magnitude as those related to the other strategies, which facilitates
the convergence of the optimization problem.
• Strategy 3 – Ecologic Strategy
In case the stormwater tank is emptied up to a certain level and all constraints
can be met with a power consumption below the critical level, the effluent con-
centration of ammonia is reduced:

Y j3
klja ≤ kla,crit = 55
V jT
(
tjf
) ≤ VT ,crit = 600
φj3 = w3 ·
∫ tjf
tj
0
(
cjN,SNH − 10
)
dt− 10

 . (5.42)
Since this is the most favorable situation, the related objective function φj3 is the
sum of a constant -10 and the integral of the sum of the ammonia concentration
of the effluent cN,SNH and -10, again reasonably scaled by w3. The integrated
negative constant forces the optimization to prefer the economic strategy over
the other strategies. The aeration is again limited, and the stormwater tank
holdup is upper bounded by 600m3 by means of an endpoint constraint.
An appropriate choice of the maximum number of stages depends on the time scales
of the process and on the length of the optimization horizon. In this example a
horizon of 3 days is considered, and a maximum number of stages M = 3 is chosen.
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Y j4 ∈ {True,False}, j ∈ {1, ...,M} is introduced to indicate the employment of the
bypass strategy on stage j. The value of the according objective function φj4 is set to
zero.
The logic constraints given in Eqs. (5.19) and (5.30)–(5.32) apply. The idea that a
stage employing the ecologic strategy will never follow a stage employing the
economic strategy is formalized by
¬Y j2 ∨ ¬Y j+13 = True , j ∈ {1, ...,M − 1} . (5.43)
The employment of the economic strategy implies that the stormwater tank is
extensively used to decrease the necessary power consumption. After such a
situation the tank first needs to be emptied using the flexible strategy before
ecological objectives can be pursued. This constraint represents process insight and
a priori excludes a solution which would never result from the optimization problem.
Its specification reduces the number of possible combinations of the Y ji and thereby
decreases the computational complexity. As all other sequences of strategies are in
principle possible, no further constraints of this type are added.
Depending on whether the initial volume in the stormwater tank at time t0 is below
or above 600m3, the ecologic strategy must or cannot be employed. Therefore,
Y 13 = True or ¬Y 13 = True (5.44)
is specified to initialize the optimization problem.
The optimization problem formulation is now complete. The resulting non-linear
model has a size of approximately 45 differential and 240 algebraic equations for
each stage. On each stage the four manipulated variables aeration kla, permeate flow
ZP , recycle flow ZND, and sludge withdrawal ZS are approximated by piecewise
constant functions. For this purpose the time horizon of each stage is divided into 8
equidistant intervals. This gives a total of 4 · 8 · (M −Mbp) = 32 · (3−Mbp) degrees
of freedom, where Mbp is the number of stages employing the bypass strategy. Given
the fixed optimization horizon of 3 days, an additional M −Mbp − 1 = 2−Mbp
degrees of freedom are constituted by the stage durations. From the NM = 64
possible sequences including the bypass strategy, only 17 are left due to the logic
constraints. All calculations are performed on a regular PC. The calculation time
strongly depends on the initial solution guesses for the discrete and the continuous
decision variables. Due to the moving horizon implementation, the solution of one
optimization at tk can be used to initialize the next one. The simple approach
employed here is to take the solution for the manipulated variables at iteration k
and use it as initialization for the optimization at iteration k + 1. The solution is
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wrong in the sense that it is not shifted by ∆t together with the optimization
horizon, but it is very simple to implement and it has shown to be an acceptable
first guess, which greatly decreases the necessary computational time. The correct
combination of strategies is always found within five major iterations. The
maximum overall computational time for one optimization run is in the order of 6 h.
The optimization results are depicted in Figs. 5.4–5.8. In all figures, the optimally
scheduled sequence of production campaigns with their related operational strategies
is depicted. Figs. 5.4–5.6 show the computed values for the aeration kla, the
permeate flow rate ZP , and the recycle flow rate ZND. The sludge withdrawal ZS is
zero on the entire horizon (not shown). Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 depict the evolution of
the stormwater tank holdup VT and of the ammonia concentration of the effluent
cN,SNH . Both are well kept within the given constraints. The exceeding of the
ammonia limit on day 6 is due to an inexact problem formulation, as the constraints
are only evaluated on an a priori specified time grid. Choosing a finer grid for the
process states increases the computational load, hence a reasonable compromise
between solution quality and computational load is made. One alternative is to
constrain the integrated exceedance of the limit, however, this approach can lead to
computational difficulties.
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Figure 5.4: Case study results – optimal aeration (kla).
The scheduling of the production campaigns needs to be discussed in more detail.
Before the rain event is predicted and with more than 600m3 water in the
stormwater tank, the flexible strategy is employed. The aeration (Fig. 5.4) does not
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Figure 5.5: Case study results – optimal permeate flow rate (ZP ).
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Figure 5.6: Case study results – optimal recycle flow rate (ZND).
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Figure 5.7: Case study results – optimal stormwater tank holdup (VT ).
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Figure 5.8: Case study results – optimal effluent ammonia concentration (cN,SNH ).
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exceed the critical level of 55, and the minimization of the stormwater tank holdup
is the sole objective. The occasional reduction of ammonia is not part of the
operational objective, but results from the high sensitivity of the ammonia
concentration to changes in the manipulated variables. On the third day, the rain
event appears in the weather forecast, and a little later the economic strategy is
activated as every other strategy is infeasible. The constraint on the aeration is
dropped, and the remaining constraints are fulfilled while exceeding the critical
aeration level as little as possible. The entire flexibility granted by the stormwater
tank is exploited (Fig. 5.7). The initial reduction of the stormwater tank holdup is
necessary to prevent the upper bound from being violated when the wastewater flow
rate becomes high. As soon as possible the flexible strategy is employed again on
day 6, and the stormwater tank holdup is lowered. On day 9 it has fallen to 600m3,
which triggers the ecologic strategy. The stormwater tank holdup is kept between
300m3 and 600m3, and the ammonia concentration in the effluent (Fig. 5.8) is
reduced. In this case study the aeration always remains at the upper bound, which
is not necessarily the case.
5.1.5 Discussion
Cruse (2006) has pointed out that different operational strategies are employed in
MBR operation. These strategies represent objectives and constraints for the
setpoint optimization. A heuristic approach has been developed for the switching
between two different strategies before performing the setpoint optimization. This
thesis picks up his line of reasoning and extends the approach. The strategies
considered are refined in order to be able to pursue an economical, an ecological, and
a flexible strategy. More importantly the interdependencies between the choice of a
strategy, the computation of the optimal setpoints, and the prediction of process
behavior are now explicitly considered. Instead of only one, a sequence of strategies
is considered on the optimization horizon.
A new generic methodology is developed for the dynamic predictive scheduling of
production campaigns with different operational strategies. The approach considers
continuous processes, whose operational objectives and constraints are adapted to a
dynamic environment in order to yield optimal process performance. The problem is
modeled and solved based on discrete-continuous modeling and mixed-logic dynamic
optimization. The scheduling problem is solved simultaneously with the setpoint
trajectory optimization problem, which is described by a continuous-time dynamic
non-linear model. The proposed methodology is successfully applied to the MBR
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process. It is shown that the process and its operational characteristics can be
modeled accurately, and promising optimization results are obtained.
Busch et al. (2005) compare the DPS methodology employing a fixed sequence of
production campaigns to a weighted average approach for a similar scenario as
considered here. Only the flexible and the economic strategy are considered. It is
shown that the rigorous scheduling approach leads to a 170% reduction of energy
cost as compared to the approximate solution determined by the weighted average
approach. For the latter a number of different weights have been tried before
selecting the best ones. This comparison will not be repeated here. Instead the
increased complexity due to the introduction of the ecologic strategy and the
automated scheduling of the campaigns is highlighted. The case study demonstrates
that the given problem can be modeled and scheduled accurately and with promising
optimization results using the proposed methodology. The computed sequence of
strategies and setpoint trajectories for the manipulated variables are intuitively
correct and qualitatively correspond to the choices an experienced operator would
have made. Quantitatively they represent the nominally optimal sequence of
strategies and the nominally optimal control actions for the given scenario.
While the new approach is motivated from the MBR example, it should be pointed
out that the methodology can be applied to all processes whose operational
strategies are switched due to the dynamic environment they are operated in. One
example is the production of chemicals, which are either used as intermediates,
stored or directly sold on the market, depending on the current and predicted
market prizes, customer demand or upstream processes. Further research in this
area should therefore concentrate on high potential applications and online
realization. The interdependency of the proposed methodology with classical
planning and scheduling approaches and its application to typical problems in this
field should be analyzed further in order to exploit its full potential.
The next step is the integration of the DPS layer within the hierarchical control
architecture depicted in Fig. 3.2. This includes the evaluation of the impact of
disturbance prediction errors. With respect to the MBR process, practical
implementation at a real plant is urgent, however, this needs to follow the successful
implementation of lower level operational layers, whose reliable functioning is a
prerequisite for the success of the DPS layer.
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5.2 Non-linear model-predictive control
Section 5.1 has treated the dynamic predictive scheduling (DPS) of biological
wastewater treatment plants (Fig. 3.2), which results in nominally optimal
trajectories for the inputs uˆ and performance outputs yˆ. However, implementing the
optimal input profiles uˆ at the plant will not result in the desired performance
output trajectories yˆ due to process disturbances and plant-model mismatch (Backx
et al., 2000). Such disturbances may e. g. include unforeseen changes in inflow
conditions or degradation kinetics. They will often occur on a faster time scale than
the duration between two optimizations on the DPS level, hence additional corrective
action is required. This is provided by the non-linear model-predictive control
(NMPC) layer of the control hierarchy, which is treated in this section. The NMPC
layer computes updated inputs u and transmits them to the base control layer.
NMPC is a mature technology for model-based, multi-variable control of processes.
In literature, the differentiation between dynamic real-time optimization and NMPC
is not always clear, as NMPC may also include the optimization of an economic
objective function. However, in the context of this thesis NMPC solely refers to
setpoint or tracking control, and its main objective is the minimization of the
deviation between reference and actual values of selected inputs and outputs. In
simple terms, the DPS layer decides where to drive the plant to achieve optimality,
and the NMPC layer makes sure that the plant gets there under the influence of
disturbances. Since linear and non-linear model-predictive control have been treated
extensively in literature, their introduction is kept short. A tutorial by Rawlings
(2000) provides a good overview on the topic; Binder et al. (2001) provide an
in-depth discussion including numerical solution methods.
First a generic control model is introduced according to
0 = f (x˙,x,y,u,p,d) , (5.45)
x (t0) = x0 . (5.46)
x represents differential states, u represents inputs, p represents model parameters,
and d represents disturbances. In this section, y is the vector of performance
outputs. Initial state values x0 need to be provided by the state and parameter
estimation layer (Section 5.3).
NMPC represents a closed-loop control technology due to its iterative solution on a
moving time window. Fig. 5.9 illustrates the approach as employed in this thesis. It
shows the trajectories of the reference inputs uˆ and performance outputs yˆ as well
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as simulated trajectories of the NMPC inputs u and outputs y. A time interval ∆tc
is introduced to yield the discrete time
tj = t0 + j ·∆tc , (5.47)
where j is the discrete time index and t0 is the start time of the NMPC optimization
horizon. The horizon is defined as [t0, t0 +∆tN ] and comprises N time intervals ∆tc.
For simplicity, ∆tc represents the interval between two NMPC iterations as well as
the step-length of the accordingly discretized, piecewise constant inputs u:
u (t) = uj , t ∈ [tj, tj+1) . (5.48)
The solution of the control problem consists of updated input trajectories u on the
optimization horizon [t0, t0 +∆tN ]. However, only the solution on the horizon
[t0, t0 +∆tc] is actually implemented. At t1 = t0 +∆tc, the newly acquired
measurements are accounted for. The optimization horizon is shifted by ∆tc to
[t1, t1 +∆tN ], and a new solution is computed on the shifted horizon. This way,
closed-loop control is established.
output
input
reference output
reference input
time
inputs,
outputs
Figure 5.9: NMPC time horizon, discretization, piece-wise constant reference inputs
uˆ and inputs u, and reference outputs yˆ and outputs y.
The objective function of the NMPC problem needs some further consideration. The
optimal performance output trajectories yˆ are to be realized by the controller.
Furthermore, the deviations between the reference input trajectories uˆ and the
NMPC input trajectories u should be small. Finally, smooth input trajectories u are
aimed at.
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The NMPC layer is based on the discrete-time representation of the system,
indicated by underlined variables and functions. The input and performance output
vectors at each point in time tj are stated as uj and yj , and their trajectories on the
optimization horizon are described by the vectors
y =
[
(y0)
T , · · · , (yj)T , · · · , (yN)T
]T
, (5.49)
u =
[
(u0)
T , · · · , (uj)T , · · · , (uN−1)T
]T
. (5.50)
The DPS reference trajectories are discretized on the same time grid and are
denoted by uˆ and yˆ. The deviations between arbitrary input and output trajectories
and the corresponding reference trajectories are
ydj = yj − yˆj , j = 0, . . . , N , (5.51)
udj = uj − uˆj , j = 0, . . . , N − 1 , (5.52)
and in compact notation
yd = y − yˆ , (5.53)
ud = u− uˆ . (5.54)
Steps in the piecewise constant input trajectories are described as
∆udj = u
d
j − udj−1 , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (5.55)
∆ud =
[(
∆ud1
)T
, . . . ,
(
∆udj
)T
, . . . ,
(
∆udN−1
)T]T
, j = 1, . . . , N − 1 . (5.56)
The resulting quadratic objective function, whose value is minimized by the control
algorithm, is formulated as
φ =
1
2
· (yd)T ·Q · yd + 1
2
· (ud)T ·R · ud + 1
2
· (∆ud)T · S ·∆ud . (5.57)
Q, R, and S are positive definite weighting matrices. Additionally, equality and
inequality constraints can be formulated for the inputs, outputs, and states. The
NMPC problem formulation is then
min
u
φ (P5.2)
s.t. φ =
1
2
· (yd)T ·Q · yd + 1
2
· (ud)T ·R · ud + 1
2
· (∆ud)T · S ·∆ud , (5.58)
yd = y − yˆ (5.59)
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ud = u− uˆ (5.60)
0 = f (xj+1,xj,yj ,uj,p,dj) , (5.61)
y
min
≤ y ≤ y
max
, (5.62)
umin ≤ u ≤ umax , (5.63)
∆udmin ≤ ∆ud ≤ ∆udmax , (5.64)
for given initial conditions x0. f is the discrete-time analog to the continuous-time
model f (Eq. (5.45)). The subscripts min and max indicate lower and upper bounds.
5.2.1 Control model
While much effort can be devoted to the formulation of efficient solution algorithms,
the more crucial question with respect to NMPC for wastewater treatment plants is
related to the choice of a suitable control model. The model must compromise
between prediction precision, computational load, and online identifiability.
Obviously it is at most as complex as the DPS model, because the considered
prediction horizon and the time available for computation are smaller. The amount
of measurement information available for the identification of the NMPC model is at
best the amount available for the DPS model. This leaves three options: Either the
same models are employed by the DPS and by the NMPC layers, or completely
different models are used, or the NMPC model is systematically derived from the
DPS model.
In the case study presented in Section 5.1.4 the ASM3 is used by the DPS layer.
The use of a full ASM model by the NMPC layer should only be considered if more
simple approaches prove to be insufficient. In the following, a simple and elegant
way to obtain a linear time-variant (LTV) model from the DPS model is pursued. It
is very similar to the concept of non-linear quadratic dynamic matrix control
originally proposed by Garcia and Morshedi (1986). Recent applications of the LTV
concept and its integration in hierarchical control are presented by Klatt and Engell
(1998) and Du¨nnebier et al. (2005).
The key idea of the approach is to approximate the DPS model by linear models in
the vicinity of the expected process trajectory. Given the current state estimates x0
and the inputs u− computed at the last NMPC optimization, the full DPS model is
employed to compute the predicted process trajectory on the optimization horizon.
The resulting state and output trajectories are discretized on the same time grid as
the inputs. They are denoted x− and y−, respectively. At each discrete time
tj , j ∈ {0, . . . , N} the DPS model is linearized around the predicted trajectory.
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Hence the LTV model
xj+1 = Ajxj +Bjuj , (5.65)
y
j
= Cjxj +Djuj (5.66)
is obtained, which employs the matrices Aj, Bj, Cj , and Dj for each time instant tj.
The new model will be able to reflect the non-linearities of the process reasonably
well in the vicinity of the predicted trajectory, if the DPS model is a good process
representation itself. At the same time the linear model can be solved very efficiently.
Deviations of arbitrary input and output trajectories from the predicted input and
output trajectories are defined as
ud− = u− u− , (5.67)
yd
−
= y− y
−
. (5.68)
From the LTV model, an impulse response matrix
T =


D1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C2B1 D2 0 . . . . . . . . . .
C3A2B1 C3B2 D3 0 . . . . . .
C4A3A2B1 C4A3B2 C4B3 D4 0 · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
...


(5.69)
is computed, which maps the input deviations from the predicted trajectory ud− to
the according deviations in the outputs yd− according to
yd
−
= T · ud− . (5.70)
This completes the NMPC controller model, which in the following will be referred
to as LTV-MPC model, since it is not non-linear anymore. The final problem
formulation for the LTV-MPC controller at time instant t0 is
min
u
φ (P5.3)
s.t. φ =
1
2
· (yd)T ·Q · yd + 1
2
· (ud)T ·R · ud + 1
2
· (∆ud)T · S ·∆ud , (5.71)
yd = y − yˆ , (5.72)
ud = u− uˆ , (5.73)
yd
−
= y − y
−
, (5.74)
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ud− = u− u− , (5.75)
yd
−
= T · ud− , (5.76)
y
min
≤ y ≤ y
max
, (5.77)
umin ≤ u ≤ umax , (5.78)
∆udmin ≤ ∆ud ≤ ∆udmax . (5.79)
The indices min and max indicate lower and upper bounds. Problem (P5.3) results
in updated LTV-MPC trajectories u for the inputs. These are communicated to the
base control layer (Fig. 3.2).
5.2.2 Case study
The LTV-MPC approach introduced in the preceding section is applied to an online
simulation case study. The case study and the MBR model correspond to the set-up
used to evaluate the DPS layer (Section 5.1.2). An MBR process as described in
Chapter 2 and in Fig. 2.1 is considered. The inflow rate is depicted in Fig. 5.1. The
corresponding inflow concentrations are shown in Fig. B.1, and the initial conditions
are stated in Table B.1. The LTV-MPC optimization horizon ∆tN must be short
enough to allow high confidence in the prediction of the inflow and of the process
and long enough to cover the time constants of the main mechanisms. The upper
bound for the sampling time ∆tc is determined by the time constants of the
disturbances, and its lower bound needs to consider the sampling time of the
measurement hardware. According to these considerations, the LTV-MPC
optimization horizon ∆tN is set to 6 h, and the sampling time ∆tc is 1 h. These
values can be adjusted at real installations. The ammonia and the nitrate
concentrations in the permeate are chosen as controlled performance variables whose
reference trajectories have to be realized. The system is simulated on a horizon of
1.75 days, and after approximately 1 day a disturbance is introduced. The
disturbance represents a strong increase in the influent concentrations of ammonia
and nitrate (Fig. B.1). No reoptimization on the DPS layer is performed, so that the
reference trajectories remain the same during the entire horizon.
The Extended Kalman Filter introduced in Section 5.3.2 is employed to provide
initial state estimates at each LTV-MPC optimization. It is assumed that in each
basin the concentrations of oxygen, ammonia, nitrate, alkalinity, solids, chemical
oxygen demand (COD), filtered COD, and biological oxygen demand (BOD) are
measurable and that the measurements of the inflow rate and inflow concentrations
are perfect. Gaseous nitrogen is neither measurable nor observable, but since it does
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not influence any reaction its estimate is not relevant for the process prediction. A
measurement noise of 2% is introduced, and no process noise is assumed.
No constraints on the outputs, inputs, or states are formulated. The three weighting
matrices Q, R, and S (Eq. (5.57)) are defined as follows. The weighting matrix R,
which penalizes input deviations, is set to zero. The matrices Q and S are set to the
identity matrix. The inputs u are scaled to values around 1. They comprise the
permeate flow rate ZP , the aeration kla, the recycle flow rate ZND, and the sludge
withdrawal ZS,
The reference trajectory of the permeate flow rate ZP is shown on the left of
Fig. 5.10. It is constant at 520m3/d. In the same diagram the input trajectory as
computed by the NMPC (LTV-MPC) layer for the undisturbed process is depicted.
It stays close to the reference trajectory. The deviations are caused by the variations
in the state estimates. Fig. 5.11 shows the DPS reference trajectories and the real
trajectories of the performance variables ammonia (cN,SNH , left) and nitrate
concentration (cN,SNO , right) in the permeate for the undisturbed process. Obviously,
the process follows the reference trajectories closely despite the noisy state estimates.
LTV-MPC, 
without disturbance 
LTV-MPC, 
with disturbance 
Figure 5.10: Reference profiles of the DPS layer and LTV-MPC profiles for the per-
meate flow ZP for the undisturbed (left) and for the disturbed process
(right).
Fig. 5.12 shows the effect of the process disturbance on the performance variables in
case no LTV-MPC control is applied. Both concentrations deviate significantly from
their reference profiles, and especially the ammonia concentration exhibits a steep
increase.
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LTV-MPC, 
without disturbance 
LTV-MPC, 
without disturbance 
NH3 
NO3 
Figure 5.11: Reference profiles of the DPS layer and obtained profiles for the effluent
concentrations of ammonia cN,SNH (left) and nitrate cN,SNO (right) for
the undisturbed process.
no tracking control, 
with disturbance no tracking control, 
with disturbance 
NH3 NO3 
Figure 5.12: Reference profiles of the DPS layer and obtained profiles for the effluent
concentrations of ammonia cN,SNH (left) and nitrate cN,SNO (right) for
the disturbed process without LTV-MPC control.
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Fig. 5.13 depicts the corresponding true profiles of the performance variables as they
result from applying LTV-MPC control for the disturbed process. The LTV-MPC
trajectory of the permeate flow rate is shown on the right of Fig. 5.10. During the
first day the concentration profiles and the permeate flow rate match the reference
profiles closely due to the absence of disturbances. When the disturbance appears
after approximately 1 day, the permeate flow is gradually decreased. This increases
the hydraulic residence time of the system and enables the biology to treat the
increased amount of ammonia and nitrate. The other input variables are adapted as
well (not shown). As a result, the profiles of the ammonia and nitrate concentrations
are forced back to their reference profiles. The ammonia concentration profile
exhibits a noticeable deviation from the reference profile when the disturbance
occurs, but the deviation is small compared to the offset observed in the uncontrolled
case (Fig. 5.12). The tracking of the reference trajectories is nearly perfect when
perfect knowledge of the states is assumed (not shown). The offset observed is hence
rather related to the challenging state estimation task than the LTV-MPC controller.
LTV-MPC, 
with disturbance 
LTV-MPC, 
with disturbance 
NH3 NO3 
Figure 5.13: Reference profiles of the DPS layer and obtained profiles for the effluent
concentrations of ammonia cN,SNH (left) and nitrate cN,SNO (right) for
the disturbed process with LTV-MPC control.
5.2.3 Discussion
The case study presented above shows the necessity and effectiveness of the NMPC
layer within the control system. It is demonstrated that the proposed LTV-MPC
controller is able to satisfactorily realize the reference profiles of the performance
outputs despite strong disturbances and noisy state estimates.
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It should be noticed however that the corrective action taken by the controller not
only implies a change in the input variables, but also the deviation of other states
from their reference trajectories. Significant deviations from the reference profiles
must trigger a reoptimization on the DPS level to ensure feasible and economically
optimal reference profiles (Section 5.1.3.4).
Many more case studies have been computed including variations of the disturbances
and of the LTV-MPC tuning. Additionally, different NMPC controller models have
been considered. One of the models employed deserves attention especially from a
control point of view, as it only contains the states oxygen, ammonia, and nitrate
(Julien et al., 1998; Julien et al., 1999). All of these states are measurable, and
typically they constitute the key performance variables of a WWTP. Depending on
the availability of state estimates for the ASM models, such a reduced model is an
alternative if the prediction precision is sufficient. Good tracking performance is
observed using the model within an NMPC framework (not shown).
The proposed LTV-MPC scheme is working very well under the conditions
examined. It is always possible to worsen the conditions until ultimately each
approach fails. However, from the results it is expected that the NMPC layer will
not be the bottleneck of advanced model-based control schemes for MBR. Rather, it
is a very suitable and capable part of the control system to realize specified profiles
or setpoints of performance variables.
A next step with respect to the NMPC layer will focus on the interaction of the
NMPC and the DPS layer. Another important step is the testing of the LTV-MPC
controller in real life case studies. It is only then that questions concerning the
optimal controller model, appropriate tuning, and its performance can finally be
answered. The approach presented in this section is a suitable foundation for this
endeavor.
5.3 State and parameter estimation
State and parameter estimation remain among the greatest challenges in
model-based control for WWTP. Both the dynamic predictive scheduling (DPS) as
well as the non-linear model-predictive control (NMPC) layer of the control
architecture (Fig. 3.2) crucially depend on reliable state estimates and model
parameters. While it is reasonable and important to develop advanced control
approaches under the assumption of perfectly known states and parameters,
obtaining these estimates is a decisive challenge in practice.
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It should be noted that this section focuses on the online updating of state and
parameter information. The offline identification of complex process models for
biological WWTP is a necessary prerequisite for their online use and is treated in
Section 4.2.4. In the following, it is assumed that process models with reasonable
initial parameter estimates are available.
In order to perform the optimization tasks on the DPS and the NMPC layer, the
integration of a controller model
0 = f (x˙,x,y,u,p,d) , (5.80)
x (t0) = x0 (5.81)
is required. x represents differential states, u represents inputs, p represents model
parameters, and d represents disturbances. In this section, y is defined as the vector
of measurable outputs. Initial state values x0 and parameters p need to be defined
in order to solve the model. However, typically not all of the states are measurable,
and the available measurements are disturbed. Reference parameter values are
available from the offline model identification, but due to unmodeled process
disturbances (e. g. composition of biomass, temperature) their optimal values also
change with time. The parameters are therefore divided into a set of fixed
parameters pf and a set of uncertain parameters pe. This division needs to be made
based on prior knowledge of the process or on the analysis of historical process data.
Online state and parameter estimation is performed to acquire the statistically
optimal estimates and possibly the probability density functions of the model states
x and uncertain parameters pe.
In most approaches, two independent sources of information are used: measurements
and process models. In addition to this, prior information on the distribution of
measurement and process errors may be available. To structure the process
disturbances and simplify the problem, the process model is formulated according to
x˙ = f (x,u,pf ,pe) + µ , (5.82)
y =M · x+ υ . (5.83)
M is the measurement matrix. µ and υ are the process and the measurement noise,
respectively. No assumption is made on the probability distribution of µ and υ. The
system constituted by Eqs. (5.82)–(5.83) is called observable if it is possible for
known inputs u to calculate the initial state values x0 given the measurements y˜ on
a finite estimation horizon (Fo¨llinger, 1992). This concept can be extended if in
addition to the states also parameter values are estimated. Without going into detail
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it should be mentioned that while observability is an important concept in
estimation theory, it is not in all applications a required system property in order to
obtain practically useful state and parameter estimates. In many cases, detectability
(Chen et al., 2004) of the system is a weaker, but sufficient condition, which requires
the unobservable modes of the system to be stable (e. g. Chai et al., 2007).
In the following, existing approaches for state and parameter estimation for WWTP
processes are reviewed. Next, the implementation of an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) is evaluated in a case study, before a new approach for the estimation of
states and parameters without the use of uncertain kinetic models is presented. This
new approach is evaluated in the same case study and compared to the performance
of the EKF. Finally, a discussion and a reference to current and future research
directions are provided.
5.3.1 Available methods and application to WWTP
The amount of literature on state and parameter estimation theory and applications
is immense, and it is beyond the scope of this thesis to review all approaches. Most
concepts are related to some extent, even though their relationships are not trivial
and seldom well-documented (cf. Mhamdi (2004) for a discussion). Here, the most
important approaches and their application to WWTP problems are covered. The
intention is to provide a sound overview on applicable solution approaches with their
specific advantages and drawbacks for large-scale WWTP models and to point out
current research needs.
Fig. 5.14 is employed to illustrate the general idea. Discrete measurements y˜ and a
simulated output trajectory y are depicted. For simplicity it is assumed that the
sampling frequency of the measurements is constant with a value of 1/∆te and that
the estimation is performed each time new measurements become available.
Deviations from this assumption can be integrated into all of the following
approaches, which leads to the notion of multi-rate estimators (e. g. Cao and
Soh, 2004). Three estimation horizons are considered in the following:
1. a growing horizon [0, t0] of length ∆tF = F · ∆te, which comprises all past
measurements,
2. a moving horizon [t0 −∆tE , t0] of constant length ∆tE = E ·∆te, and
3. a moving horizon [t0 −∆te, t0] reaching one time step ∆te back in time.
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output
measurements
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Figure 5.14: State and parameter estimation time horizons, discretization, discrete
measurements y˜, and simulated measurements y.
5.3.1.1 Methods
A very general approach is the so-called full-horizon estimation, which makes use of
all past measurement information available (Rao et al., 2003). This corresponds to a
growing estimation horizon [0, t0] (Fig. 5.14). A least-squares optimization problem
is formulated to calculate the optimal values of the initial states x (t = 0) and
uncertain parameters pe which lead to the highest congruence between measured
and simulated outputs on the estimation horizon. While full horizon estimation is an
option for batch processes, it is not applicable to continuous processes due to the
storage and computational requirements of the constantly growing amount of data.
A solution to the latter problem is provided by moving-horizon estimation, MHE,
(also receding-horizon estimation, RHE ) approaches (Liebman et al., 1992; Rao
et al., 2003). The idea is to consider only measurement data on a past horizon
[t0 −∆tE , t0] of constant length ∆tE (Fig. 5.14). The information contained in the
discarded measurements of the interval [0, t0 −∆tE ] is condensed in an estimate of
the value and probability density function of the states and uncertain parameters at
time t0 −∆tE . Typically, they are given as mean values and error covariances. In
the estimation problem, deviations from the initial values are penalized. The
penalties are weighted with the inverse of the estimated error covariance and are also
referred to as arrival cost. The arrival cost are added to the deviation between
measured and simulated outputs. In most implementations, an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) is employed to estimate the initial mean and error covariance. This
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implies that typical MHE approaches result in an EKF, when the horizon length is
reduced to one sampling interval ∆te. A major advantage of full- and
moving-horizon estimation approaches compared to other filters and observers is
their ability to explicitly handle state constraints and non-linearity. Full-horizon and
moving horizon estimation are discussed in detail by Rao et al. (2003).
Probably the most famous and often used state estimators are the Kalman Filter,
KF, (Kalman, 1960) and its non-linear extension, the Extended Kalman Filter, EKF.
Simon (2006) presents a review on theory and applications of the KF and EKF. The
KF consists of a prediction and a correction step. In the first, the estimate of the
state value and error covariance at the previous sample time t0 −∆te is propagated
one time step ∆te forward. The result is corrected by comparing the simulated and
the measured outputs at time t0. It can be shown that for linear systems and
Gaussian distributed process and measurement noise the KF indeed calculates the
statistically optimal estimates. The KF can be used in conjunction with non-linear
models, but in order to propagate the error covariance matrices through time, the
model has to be linearized, resulting in the EKF algorithm. Although the EKF
possesses only few of the favorable properties of the KF for linear systems, it has
been very successfully applied in practice. Both the KF and the EKF are easy to
implement and require little computational effort. However, Haseltine and Rawlings
(2005) show that MHE may perform significantly superior to EKF, in particular in
case of severe non-linearities or in the presence of constraints. KF and EKF have
been designed for state estimation only. Online parameter estimation using EKF is
typically performed by transforming selected parameters pe into states and
describing their dynamics as accurately as possible. However, due to a lack of better
knowledge, dynamics with a zero expected mean are typically employed, i. e. dpe
dt
= 0.
In order to overcome the limitation of the linear propagation of error covariance
matrices, several solutions have been proposed. Among them, the Unscented Kalman
Filter (UKF) and the Particle Filter (PF) have gained increasing attention in recent
years. In both approaches, the distribution of the noisy states at t0 −∆te is
represented by a number of points (sigma points in the UKF, particles in the PF)
and associated weights. In the UKF, the sigma points are a minimal representation
of the Gaussian state distribution. The required number of sigma points equals
twice the number of states plus one. The sigma points are then propagated through
time employing the non-linear model. The resulting distribution of points is used to
calculate the new mean and covariance before a measurement update, as in the
EKF, is performed. In the PF, an arbitrary probability distribution is represented
by a very high number of particles, which are created by Monte-Carlo methods.
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These are propagated through time, and a measurement update is computed. In
comparison, the UKF requires much less sampling points and thereby integrations,
but its approximation precision is limited to a third-order Taylor approximation of
the model. The latter limitation does not apply to the PF, which is computationally
more demanding due to the high number of particles. Compared to the EKF, both
approaches can yield higher accuracy in the propagation of the error distribution.
They do not require the linearization of the model by computation of the Jacobian
matrices as the EKF, but this advantage is leveled by the effort required to
propagate the sigma points or particles. For further details, the reader is referred to
reviews on UKF (Julier and Uhlmann, 2004a; Julier and Uhlmann, 2004b) and PF
theory and applications (Andrieu et al., 2004). Rawlings and Bakshi (2006) review
EKF, UKF, PF, and MHE especially with respect to their capabilities to cope with
multi-modal probability distributions.
Finally, the large class of observers has often been considered for wastewater
treatment applications, e. g. Luenberger observers, asymptotic observers, interval
observers, and adaptive observers (Dochain, 2003). Most formulations however are
only reasonably applicable to small models with approximately up to 10 differential
states. Asymptotic observers (AO) deserve a closer evaluation, as they are in
principle applicable to larger systems. The main idea here is to divide the state into
a measurable and a non-measurable set. The available measurements are assumed to
be perfect. Closely related to the concept of reaction invariants (Asbjørnsen, 1972),
the states which are not measurable are replaced by pseudo-states which do not
depend on the kinetic models. Two major drawbacks are the slow convergence,
which depends on the operating conditions, and the fact that the reaction rates
remain unknown. On the other hand, the AO does not depend on the possibly
uncertain kinetic models. A review of the most prominent observers used in WWTP
state estimation is given by Dochain (2003).
5.3.1.2 Application to WWTP problems
In the following, an overview on applications of state and parameter estimation
approaches to WWTP is given. Non-linear observability of a reduced ASM1 model
with 6 differential states is analyzed by Benazzi and Katebi (2005). Even for the
reduced model, global observability is not found with the given measurement
configuration, but the model is locally observable in most of the operation domain.
A tutorial by Dochain (2003) provides an overview on state and parameter
estimation for chemical and biochemical processes with a focus on small models. An
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example process with 3 differential states is used to demonstrate the implementation
of different observers and an EKF.
Goffaux and Vande Wouwer (2005) compare the performances of an EKF, an AO,
and a PF for a 4-state bioprocess model. The superiority of the PF over the EKF in
case of non-Gaussian noise is pointed out. The AO offers the advantage that the
reaction kinetics need not be known at the cost of slower convergence. A hybrid
asymptotic-particle filter is proposed, where the propagation of the particles is
performed based on the observer-model without kinetics.
The full ASM3 model is considered in a recent work by Chai et al. (2007), who
compare the performance of a KF, an EKF, and a UKF. Different measurement
configurations are considered, leading to observable and unobservable systems. As
expected, KF performance is poor due to the model non-linearities, and the UKF
slightly outperforms the EKF.
The application of MHE to WWTP has so far found little attention. Arnold and
Dietze (2001) report an MHE implementation for the ASM1 model, but only
promising first results are given. In the outlook of his thesis, Reichl (2006) suggests
MHE as a promising option for WWTP state estimation.
Kabouris and Georgakakos (1996a; 1996b; 1996c) present a linearized maximum
likelihood (LML) estimator, which unlike the EKF does not a priori assume a
Gaussian error distribution. The computationally more demanding estimator is
applied to a system based on the ASM1. Good results are obtained, but no
comparison to EKF performance is given.
Note that all of the applications mentioned so far have been validated in simulation
studies. For batch processes, Keesman (2002) proposes to decompose the state
vector according to singular perturbation theory or batch phase analysis into states
with fast and states with slow responses. The resulting submodels can be reduced,
and state and parameter estimation based on the EKF is performed for both
subsystems. The approach is validated offline using plant measurement data.
However, model decomposition is not trivial, and the models employed do not have
more than 4 differential states.
A high-gain type observer is used by Lopez et al. (2003) to estimate the states of a
reduced ASM1 model with 6 differential states. Experimental data from a WWTP
are employed to validate the approach with satisfactorily results. Lubenova et al.
(2003) design an adaptive observer for a bioprocess model with 5 states. Online
measurements of dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide and offline measurements of
the biomass concentration are assumed. In simulation experiments good agreement
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between true and estimated state values is obtained.
Theilliol et al. (2003) propose the decomposition of a system into model parts which
depend on the unknown influent concentrations and model parts which do not. If
this decomposition is possible, it will also be possible to estimate the unmeasured
states and influent concentrations from the observable, input-free subsystem. The
approach is implemented for a 6-state model, but its application to large-scale
models for WWTP is questioned.
An interesting approach is presented by Bogaerts and Vande Wouwer (2004), who
propose to include an observability measure in the model identification procedure to
ensure that the states are sufficiently sensitive to the measurements. It requires
however a model that is affine in the parameters.
Rosenwinkel and coworkers have published a number of reports on online simulation
of WWTP (Obenaus et al., 1999; Jumar and Tschepetzki, 2002; Seggelke and
Rosenwinkel, 2002; Seggelke et al., 2005; Makinia et al., 2005). However, instead of
performing rigorous state estimation, empirical relationships and assumptions on the
fractionation of lumped measurements specific for the plant under consideration are
employed to derive the required inflow and state information from available
measurements. Good results are obtained in offline simulation studies.
Finally, Cruse (2006) presents a sophisticated state estimation approach based on a
standard EKF. Model-inversion and regularization of the noisy measurements allow
to estimate some of the reaction rates. Furthermore, the states in a storage tank
located before the biology are treated as parameters, so that the inflow
concentrations need not be known. A few assumptions on the fractionation of
lumped measurements allow the formulation of an optimization problem which
minimizes the deviation of simulated and measured outputs. The algorithm delivers
estimates of some of the states. These pseudo-measurements are then fed to an EKF
to estimate the full state vector.
5.3.1.3 Discussion
From the survey on the use of state and parameter estimation approaches for
WWTP, some conclusions can be drawn:
• There are many attempts to tackle the estimation problem for a variety of dif-
ferent WWTP process configurations, sensor networks, models, and estimation
methods. Instead of uniform approaches, specialized solutions prevail.
• Observers are well-suited for state and parameter estimation employing small
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bioprocess models. Several simulation and experimental studies show their ef-
fectiveness. However, observer design is difficult and in many cases impossible
for models with more than a few states.
• The non-linear EKF is the standard option for state estimation using larger mod-
els. Some experience has been gained in the past, however no online applications
in real WWTP have yet been reported. Parameter estimation is performed by
extending the state vector by selected parameters. The UKF and the PF are
interesting alternatives, it may however be expected that they will not decisively
outperform the EKF.
• MHE has very promising properties and might evolve to become the method of
choice for large-scale WWTP models. Its capability to handle non-linearity and
also constraints, e. g. to exclude negative concentrations, fits the requirements
of WWTP state estimation well. MHE allows for the simultaneous estimation
of parameters without the need to introduce them as model states. Its in-
creased computational requirements play a minor role due to the slow dynamics
of WWTP. However, its implementation is more demanding, and it yet has to
prove its superiority to EKF type estimators in practice.
Different research needs for large-scale WWTP models can be identified. While EKF
state estimation is routine, extensions to cope with the high parameter and
structural model uncertainty in biological WWTP models are of high interest.
Practical implementations are urgently required to validate the approaches. MHE
approaches are very promising but little explored, which indicates a high research
potential. Finally, the issue of sensor choice and placement for WWTP has not been
treated, although it is decisive for commercial applications.
This thesis does not provide final answers to all of these questions. First, a standard
EKF is implemented as a module within the software architecture (Section 5.3.2). A
simple case study is used to evaluate its performance and to point out its difficulty
in dealing with strong plant/model-mismatch. Next, a new approach to estimate
model states without the use of uncertain kinetic models is developed, evaluated and
compared to the performance of the EKF (Section 5.3.3). Currently, research is
conducted with respect to optimization-based sensor network design and MHE for
WWTP, however, these results are not presented within this thesis. Finally, a
discussion and conclusions are provided in Section 5.3.4.
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5.3.2 Extended Kalman Filtering
In the following, a simple simulation scenario is designed to evaluate a standard
EKF implementation. A basin with a constant volume of 1000m3 and a constant
inflow of 300m3/day is considered. The initial concentrations in the basin and the
constant inflow concentrations are given in Table B.2. The biological degradation
processes are described by the ASM1 (Section 4.2.1) with the parameters taken from
Copp (2002). A simulation horizon of 7 days is chosen. It is assumed that soluble
oxygen SO, ammonia SNH , nitrate SNO, alkalinity SALK , chemical oxygen demand
COD, filtered chemical oxygen demand CODf , biological oxygen demand BOD,
and solids’ concentration XTS are measurable. Cruse (2006) describes an approach
to obtain the concentrations of soluble substrate SS, slowly biodegradable substrate
XS, and soluble inert matter SI from these measurements under mild assumptions.
These pseudo-measurements are considered as well. The resulting measurement
matrix M is depicted in Table B.3. The measurement sampling time ∆te is assumed
to be 1 h. The measurement noise υ has a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of 1% of the respective initial values. The estimation
model equals the plant substitution model, and the process noise µ is set to zero.
A standard discrete-time Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (e. g. Rao et al., 2003) is
implemented. The state error covariance matrix Q and the measurement noise
covariance matrix T of the EKF have only entries on the main diagonal. The entries
of Q correspond to the squared values of 2% of the initial values x (t = 0). Likewise,
the diagonal of T is a vector corresponding to the squared values of 1% of the initial
measurement values. The initial estimates of the states are obtained by multiplying
the true values by 2.5.
Fig. 5.15 shows the state estimation results of the EKF. It compares the real (thick
grey line) and the estimated trajectories (thin black line) of the remaining 6
unmeasured concentrations of the ASM1: particulate inert matter XI , heterotrophic
biomass XB,H , autotrophic biomass XB,A, inert matter from biomass decay XP ,
soluble organic nitrogen SND, and particulate organic nitrogen XND. The estimator
converges from the initial offset to the true values and the estimation performance is
satisfactory for all states. The same result is obtained for the measured variables
(not shown).
Next, a strong disturbance is introduced. After 2 days of operation, the aerobic
growth of heterotrophic biomass XB,H is reduced by 80%, and its decay is increased
by 50%. This represents a serious process disturbance, e. g. the contamination of the
wastewater with hazardous consequences for the heterotrophic biomass. It introduces
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Figure 5.15: EKF estimation in nominal process conditions, results for 6 unmeasured
concentrations – real values: thick grey line, estimated values: thin black
line.
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considerable plant/model-mismatch to the estimation problem. This time, the initial
estimates of the states correspond to their true values. Fig. 5.16 shows the according
state estimation result. As the EKF expects the kinetic model to be fairly accurate,
the decrease in the reaction rates is interpreted as a loss of heterotrophic biomass
XB,H , which in turn leads to a strong increase of predicted soluble nitrogen SND and
also of entrapped organic nitrogen XND. To compensate the supposed loss of
heterotrophic biomass, which is not reflected by the solids’ concentration
measurement, the estimate of the autotrophic biomass XB,A is strongly increased. In
consequence, the resulting EKF estimates are far from the real process values.
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Figure 5.16: EKF estimation in disturbed process conditions, results for 6 unmeasured
concentrations – real values: thick grey line, estimated values: thin black
line.
5.3.3 Inversion-based estimation of reaction rates
In this section, a new approach for handling structural uncertainty in the kinetic
models is introduced. It is based on the estimation of reaction rates from
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measurements, from mass balances, from the stoichiometry, and from a reduced
number of kinetic laws. The underlying idea is inspired by the work of Mhamdi
(2004), who has studied estimation problems based on theory of inverse problems.
His ideas are extended to the field of online state and parameter estimation with
limited measurement information.
The poor EKF performance in case of a severe disturbance of two reaction kinetics
(Fig. 5.16) is considered again. One option to increase the estimation performance is
the simultaneous estimation of relevant parameters in the two uncertain kinetics, in
this case µH and bH of the ASM1 model (Table A.1). However, if the uncertainty is
not parametric, but structural, as may easily be the case in biological processes, this
approach will not be successful.
Asymptotic observers (AO) are another interesting option as discussed in
Section 5.3.1. However, AO offer no error correction for the measurable states, which
in WWTP applications are considerably disturbed, convergence is slow, and the
consideration of lumped measurements, such as the COD, is not straightforward.
Besides that, AO do not provide a means to identify the reaction rates, which are
completely discarded. Kinetic models, however, are required for the prediction of
future process behavior by the DPS and the NMPC layers.
5.3.3.1 Reaction rate estimation
The following approach presents an alternative and resolves some of these problems.
The mass balance for component i in a perfectly mixed bioreactor with a constant
volume V is
dci
dt
=
V˙
V
· (ci,in − ci) +Ri , (5.84)
where ci is the concentration of component i, ci,in is the according inflow
concentration, V˙ is the inflow rate, and Ri is the reaction flux of component i. The
reaction flux Ri can be described as
Ri =
nR∑
j=1
νi,j · rj . (5.85)
νi,j are the stoichiometric coefficients of component i in reaction j, and rj is the
reaction rate of reaction j. nR is the number of reactions. Eq. (5.85) can be written
in matrix form as
R = S · r , (5.86)
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where R = [R1, · · · , RnC ]T is the vector of reaction fluxes, S is the stoichiometric
matrix with Sij = νi,j, and r = [r1, · · · , rnR]T is the vector of reaction rates. nC is
the number of components.
The system is now inverted to derive the reaction rates r from known quantities.
The simulated measurements in the reactor y, their derivatives with respect to time
dy
dt
, the inflow measurements yin, and a subset of the reaction fluxes Rm are
introduced using the measurement matrix M (Table B.3) according to
y =M · c , (5.87)
dy
dt
=M · dc
dt
, (5.88)
yin =M · cin , (5.89)
Rm =M ·R . (5.90)
The mass balance is multiplied with the measurement matrix M and rearranged to
give
Rm =
dy
dt
− V˙
V
· (yin − y) . (5.91)
This means that in principle the reaction fluxes Rm can be obtained directly from
measurable quantities. By substituting Eq. (5.86) into Eq. (5.90),
Rm =M · S · r , (5.92)
⇒r = (M · S)−1 ·Rm (5.93)
is obtained. If M · S has full rank, the reaction rates r can be computed from the
measurements. However, this need not be the case, and indeed for the given example
M · S is rank deficient. In general, the approach presented by Hirschorn (1979) can
be applied to obtain an invertible system by differentiating part of the model
equations. However, since the considered process model without kinetic laws does
not contain any couplings between the differential states, the approach cannot be
applied successfully here. It may be possible though to obtain one or more reactions
rates r∗ from additional measurements, from data-driven models or from
assumptions. The vector of reaction rates r is then divided into a vector r+ with
unknown and a vector r∗ with known reaction rates. With S+ and S∗ being reduced
stoichiometric matrices where the respective columns corresponding to the known
and unknown reaction rates have been deleted,
Rm =M · S · r (5.94)
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=M · S+ · r+ +M · S∗ · r∗ (5.95)
⇒ r+ = (M · S+)−1 · (Rm −M · S∗ · r∗) (5.96)
results. The reaction rates concatenated in r∗ have to be chosen such that M · S+
has full rank. In the MBR case study, reaction rate r5, which corresponds to the
decay of autotrophic biomass (Table A.1), is assumed to change only slowly.
Therefore it is computed from bA · cXB,A , where bA is a model parameter, which
needs to be known, and cXB,A is the last estimate of the autotrophic biomass
concentration. With this modification the remaining reaction rates r+ can be
estimated according to Eq. (5.96).
5.3.3.2 Regularization
Obtaining the reaction fluxes Rm from the measurements according to Eq. (5.91) is
an ill-posed problem. A small amount of measurement noise may cause high
variance in the flux estimation due to the direct use of the time-derivatives of the
measurements dy˜
dt
. Hence regularization of the problem is required to obtain a
similar, but well-posed problem. A main challenge is that regularization approaches
are especially erroneous at the end of the estimation horizon – which is where the
smoothed estimates are actually required. Different approaches have been tried
including smoothing cubic splines and polynomial approximation for different
horizon lengths (Hansen, 1998). However, the very simple approach introduced in
the following has shown the best results. Instead of smoothing the measurement
data, regularization is performed on the estimated reaction rates. The gradients dy˜
dt
are approximated by
dy˜
dt
(tk) ≈ y˜ (tk)− y˜ (tk−1)
tk − tk−1 . (5.97)
k is the discrete time index. The reaction rates r+ are smoothed according to
rs (tk) = (1− α) · rs (tk−1) + α · r+ (tk) , (5.98)
where α is a parameter, which is also referred to as forgetting factor, and the
superscript s indicates the smoothed estimates.
The online inversion-based identification of reaction rates results from very recent
research, so that many questions e. g. concerning the convergence and stability of the
approach are still open and are suggested for future research.
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5.3.3.3 From reaction rates to state estimates
Fig. 5.16 demonstrates the impact of unmodeled disturbances in selected reaction
kinetics. This problem can be circumvented by replacing the disturbed reaction
kinetics with the estimates obtained from the rate estimation approach introduced
above. The concept and signal flow of the standard EKF approach are depicted in
Fig. 5.17a). In Fig. 5.17b) the combination of inversion-based rate estimation and
EKF is shown.
EKF 
(full model) 
rate estimation 
(no kinetic 
models) 
EKF 
(some kinetic 
models for r 
replaced by 
constants) 
a) 
b) 
Figure 5.17: Concept and signal flow. a) standard EKF, b) inversion-based rate esti-
mation and modified EKF.
The question arises which kinetic models should be replaced by estimates. If in
practice certain reaction kinetics are known to be uncertain, these will be candidates
to be replaced. If not, a standard EKF (Fig. 5.17a)) and the inversion-based rate
estimation approach (Fig. 5.17b)) can be employed in parallel, and the reaction rates
estimated by the two approaches can be compared. Large deviations between the
rate estimates indicate errors in the kinetic model used by the EKF and point
towards candidate reaction models to be replaced.
In order to use selected reaction rate estimates in the EKF framework, the according
kinetic models are removed and the reaction rates are formally converted into model
inputs. In the MBR case study the uncertain reaction rates r1 and r4 are no longer
described by the kinetic models according to Table A.1, but by
r1 = r
s
1 , (5.99)
r4 = r
s
4 , (5.100)
where rs1 and r
s
4 stem from the inversion-based rate estimation (Eq. (5.98)). Note
however that discarding the reaction rates makes the estimation problem more
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difficult, as couplings between the state variables are lost. Replacing too many
reaction kinetics ultimately results in the loss of observability and convergence. In
this case, AO can be employed, which do not employ kinetic models at all at the
expense of slow convergence.
Additionally, all reaction rate estimates could be used as pseudo-measurements by
the EKF. Two questions arise in this context. First, does the introduction of the
noisy pseudo-measurements to the EKF increase the state estimation performance?
Second, can an otherwise unobservable system become observable due to reaction
rate measurements? Preliminary tests point in the direction that the answer to both
questions is “no” but a rigorous examination remains subject to future research.
5.3.3.4 Case study
The new approach is evaluated in the same disturbance scenario as the EKF in the
previous section. The strong disturbance of the kinetic model is again introduced on
day 2 of the simulation horizon. The performance of the approach is depicted in
Fig. 5.18, which shows the true values (thick grey line) and the estimates (thin black
line) of the unmeasurable model states. Despite the strong plant/model-mismatch,
the estimation performance is satisfactory with respect to all states, much unlike the
EKF estimation alone (Fig. 5.16). Only the concentration of inert particulate matter
(cXI ) exhibits a noticeable offset. One reason is that this concentration is small
compared to other concentrations of particulate matter as e. g. heterotrophic
biomass (cXB,H ) so that noise in the solids’ concentration measurement cause larger
relative errors. Also, the inert matter has no impact on any reaction.
Fig. 5.19 shows the corresponding estimated reaction rates rs. The true rates (thick
grey line) are estimated quite well, although significant noise is observed despite a
low forgetting factor of α = 0.05. Altering the growth kinetics of the heterotrophic
biomass by -80% after 2 days is not significantly reducing the corresponding reaction
rate r1 due to the strong increase in soluble substrate concentration cSS (Fig. 5.18).
The simultaneous 50% increase in the heterotrophic biomass decay kinetics is
however clearly visible in reaction rate r4. Note that the estimation of reaction rate
r4 is not very precise, especially when the disturbance occurs – however, its direct
estimation still leads to much better results than considering a wrong kinetic model.
In order to predict the process behavior ahead in time on the DPS and the NMPC
layers, kinetic models are required for the reactions which have previously been
replaced, i. e. reactions 1 and 4 in the MBR case study. Since the reaction rates have
been estimated independently of the kinetic models, they can either be used to
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Figure 5.18: EKF estimation with inversion-based reaction rate estimation in dis-
turbed process conditions – real values: thick grey line, estimated values:
thin black line.
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Figure 5.19: Inversion-based identification of 4 reaction rates r+ in disturbed process
conditions – real values: thick grey line, estimated values: thin black line.
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identify kinetic parameters for a given kinetic law, or the data can be used to
develop a new kinetic model. To do the latter, the long-term experience on reaction
identification can be exploited (e. g. Brendel et al., 2006).
The results obtained allow for a few conclusions. The EKF is performing well
considering the high non-linearity of the process. However, its dependance on the
process model will lead to inferior performance if the kinetic model is not accurate
(Fig. 5.16). The latter problem is tackled by the inversion-based estimation of
reactions rates as proposed in Section 5.3.3. The approach requires the choice of
uncertain kinetics either from prior knowledge or by comparing online the reaction
rates estimated by an EKF and those estimated by the inversion-based approach.
5.3.4 Discussion
Online state and parameter estimation for large-scale WWTP models remains an
open research field, and in the opinion of the author they present the greatest
remaining challenges for the implementation of model-based control approaches in
real life.
Most approaches presented in literature relate to reduced models and specific
applications, where sometimes very good results are obtained. However, in order to
achieve broad success and realize commercial applications, powerful generic
approaches need to be developed which are able to deal with large models as well as
high parametric and structural uncertainty. While the variety of plant configurations
and operating conditions prohibits one standard solution for all problems, a toolbox
of approaches is required, which can be readily employed depending on the
characteristics of an individual plant.
The EKF represents such a generic tool for the estimation of ASM models. It is easy
to implement and much experience is available. Related to WWTP applications
however only simulation experiments have been performed so far. An EKF is
implemented as part of the control software (Fig. 3.3). Its online evaluation at a real
plant is a very important next step, which seems feasible today. Whether the EKF
variants UKF and PF can significantly outperform the EKF in practice at
reasonable computational cost will have to be shown.
The MHE presents interesting features which make it a potential alternative to the
EKF, such as the explicit consideration of non-linearity and constraints. So far, the
MHE has not been considered in the scientific literature for WWTP applications.
The implementation and evaluation of an MHE for WWTP applications is subject
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to current research.
Considering the limited amount of measurements and high uncertainty in WWTP, a
key challenge is to get as much information from the measurements as possible.
Standard estimators may not suffice to achieve this aim. Cruse (2006) has shown
how to derive pseudo-measurements of soluble substrate SS, slowly biodegradable
substrate XS, and soluble inert matter SI from the measurements of filtered
chemical oxygen demand CODf and biological oxygen demand BOD to increase the
performance of a subsequently employed EKF. In this thesis the inversion-based
identification framework proposed by Mhamdi (2004) is developed further for the
online estimation of reaction rates without using potentially uncertain kinetic
models. It is demonstrated that the approach is able to handle large disturbances in
the process kinetics. The inversion-based rate estimation is implemented as part of
the control software (Fig. 3.3).
Efficient sensor network design is another key challenge to retrieve maximum process
information at limited or minimum cost. Integrated sensor network and model
design is an interesting research challenge. Despite its importance the topic has not
been dealt with systematically in the WWTP community. While this topic is not
treated in this thesis, it is also subject to current research.
In the future the online estimation for the model-based control of WWTP should
attract highest attention. Theoretical advancements as well as practical
implementations should be aimed at. It is expected that the breakthrough of
model-based approaches in WWTP applications will be achieved due to relevant
advances in this research area.
5.4 Inflow prediction
The process prediction quality on all control layers strongly depends on the correct
prediction of the process disturbances. The main unknown disturbances to the
WWTP are the inflow rate and the inflow concentrations. The challenge is to
precisely model and predict these disturbances to minimize the remaining
uncertainty.
The inflow to municipal WWTP may consist of a combination of rain as well as
urban and industrial wastewater. The water passes through a sewer system before
entering the plant, which introduces considerable time lags of up to several hours.
The sewers may contain storage tanks to control the WWTP inflow to some extent.
Integrated control of sewer systems and WWTP is therefore an important, yet
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challenging research area (Vanrolleghem et al., 2005; Achleitner et al., 2007).
The inflow related to urban and industrial wastewater typically follows patterns with
daily, weekly, and yearly periods. Data-driven models, which may exploit these
patterns, must be identified from historical data to yield a sound basis for inflow
predictions. Which modeling approach (e. g. time series models, neural networks) is
most suited is subject to research. On top of this, predictable events can be
considered, e. g. football games or plant shutdowns.
While periods of increased or less rain can be identified from historical data as well,
they occur too irregularly to be predicted precisely based on historical data. Cruse
(2006) proposes to link the amount of expected rain to the expected cloudiness.
More sophisticated approaches known from meteorology use radar information and
are able to predict rain falls relatively precisely for selected areas, e. g. the catchment
area of a WWTP (Morin et al., 1995; Bruen, 2000; Fornasiero et al., 2006; Bech
et al., 2007). For known rain fall, simple sewer models can be employed to predict
the inflow to the WWTP.
If energy balances are considered in the process models (Cruse, 2006), further inputs
such as the inflow water temperature, environment temperature, and radiant heat
will be required. These can be treated in a similar fashion as the inflow prediction.
The development and implementation of inflow and temperature prediction models
and algorithms are beyond the scope of this thesis, but represent an important part
of the controller design task. The approaches listed above need to be integrated,
implemented and evaluated at real plants, and their influence on the control
performance should be assessed.
5.5 Discussion
Within Chapter 5, a generic control framework has been developed for biological
wastewater treatment plants. The control system comprises a number of
interconnected components (Fig. 3.2) with different tasks on different time scales.
On the dynamic predictive scheduling (DPS) layer, operational strategies are
optimally sequenced on the optimization horizon, including strategies aiming at low
cost, high flexibility, and high effluent purity. Simultaneously, nominally optimal
input trajectories are computed by solving a dynamic real-time optimization
(D-RTO) problem. The NMPC layer functions as a model-based tracking controller
and ensures that these trajectories are realized under disturbances. State and
parameter estimation routines are provided to supply the control layers with initial
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state and parameter information, which are reconstructed from the measurements.
Inflow prediction approaches are discussed.
The control system proposed goes far beyond the current state-of-the-art, extending
the fundamental works of Cruse (2006) in various ways. At the same time, the
framework allows the incorporation of alternative approaches, e. g. observers on the
state and parameter estimation layer or standard multivariable control loops on the
NMPC layer. It is also possible to simplify the control system e. g. by reducing the
DPS layer to a D-RTO layer for a fixed operational strategy or to concentrate on
setpoint tracking only.
The validation of the proposed approaches in realistic case studies remains the main
challenge. Simulation scenarios will not suffice in the long run, and only real plant
implementations will allow to finalize the approaches. This does not mean that
theoretical advancements as pointed out in the various sections would not urgently
be required – rather, the theoretical advancements should aim at practical
usefulness. State and parameter estimation for large-scale models are considered the
most crucial aspect, as they form the basis for all model-based control approaches.
Increasing availability of measurement equipment and the development of
appropriate model update strategies are expected to lead to the breakthrough in
model-based control of biological wastewater treatment plants.
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Chapter 6
Model-based control of membrane
filtration
Chapter 6 addresses model-based control of membrane filtration processes. As
pointed out in Chapter 3, a model-based run-to-run controller is proposed as only
control layer, complemented by a state and parameter estimation module (Fig. 3.2).
The reason not to adopt a time scale separation approach lies in the lack of suitable
process models supporting the upper control layers (Section 6.1.2). The model-based
control approach presented in the following exploits the cyclic structure of filtration
processes in order to operate them safely in the presence of disturbances and always
close to their economical optimum. Compared to standard operational strategies
with fixed setpoints, this yields a substantial increase in reliability and economical
benefit.
The filtration process and its modeling have already been discussed in Section 2.4
and Section 4.3, respectively. In the following section, operational aspects are
reviewed and the state-of-the-art in membrane process control is discussed. Next,
the run-to-run controller is developed. It is tested in simulation and in an industrial
pilot plant study. Finally, conclusions are drawn. All variables used in this chapter
are summarized in Appendix D.3.
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6.1 Operation and control of membrane filtration pro-
cesses
As discussed in Section 2.4, membrane fouling is the biggest problem in membrane
operation. While there are many different mechanisms related to membrane fouling
(e. g. pore blocking, biofilm formation, cake layer formation), all of them lead to a
decrease in filtration efficiency. During operation, there are three measures to limit
membrane fouling. First, cross-flow along the membrane surface decreases the
deposition of substances. Second, during backwashing phases the flow direction
through the membrane is reversed, and the membrane pores are flushed with
permeate. The third measure is to chemically or mechanically clean the membranes.
This is usually performed at a much lower frequency than the other two measures.
Each of these measures reduces membrane fouling, however, all of them increase the
operational cost due to energy consumption, loss of product and availability, and
cost of cleaning agents. While cross-flow intensity and backwashing are optimized by
the control algorithm proposed in this thesis, mechanical and chemical cleaning are
not taken into account due to their low frequency.
Fig. 6.1 shows the typical, yet simplified evolution of the transmembrane pressure
difference (TMP) for three filtration cycles, assuming a constant filtration and
backwashing flux. Each filtration cycle consists of a filtration phase (positive TMP)
followed by a backwashing phase (negative TMP). During filtration, the TMP
increases mainly due to cake layer formation. After a fixed filtration time, the flux is
reversed and the membrane is cleaned. Due to the removal of the cake layer and the
clearing of the pores, the absolute value of the TMP decreases with time. The
minimum TMP at the beginning of the filtration cycles however increases with time,
as membrane fouling is not completely reversed by backwashing.
6.1.1 Process control: State-of-the-art
Filtration systems realize a certain permeate flux J , which is the permeate flow rate
per membrane area. The net flux Jnet of a membrane filtration system is defined as
Jnet =
Jf ·∆tf − Jb ·∆tb
∆tf +∆tb
, (6.1)
where Jf and Jb are the filtration and the backwashing fluxes and ∆tf and ∆tb are
the filtration and backwashing phase durations, respectively. Typically Jf , Jb, ∆tf ,
and ∆tb are operational degrees of freedom. In cross-flow systems, the cross-flow
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of the TMP during filtration and backwashing. During filtra-
tion, the TMP rises due to fouling. During backwashing, the absolute
value of the TMP decreases due to the removal of fouling effects. The
minimum TMP rises due to irreversible fouling.
intensity uc is available as a fifth degree of freedom. It is assumed in the following
that the desired net flux Jnet is determined by an upper-level controller or operator,
e. g. by the DPS layer of the biological system (Section 5.1).
In current industrial practice, filtration processes are usually controlled by fixing Jf ,
Jb, ∆tf , ∆tb, and uc to constant values to realize the desired net flux and keep
fouling within reasonable limits. The choice of these values is made according to a
pre-specified scheme or to the operator’s experience. The reason for the rather
simple control approach is the high complexity of the filtration process. It is
characterized by the periodic change between filtration and backwashing, by the
drift of membrane permeability due to irreversible membrane fouling, and by a high
number of disturbances, including variations of temperature or solids’ concentration.
Furthermore, only very limited measurement information is available in industrial
installations. In most cases, only the overall TMP across an entire membrane
module is measured.
There are some approaches in literature to improve the performance of membrane
filtration systems by better understanding the influence of controls actions on the
process. Most of the approaches are based on experimental setups which analyze the
effect of altering, e. g., the cross-flow characteristics (Choi et al., 2005), the
mechanical and chemical cleaning frequencies (Chen et al., 2003), or the filtration
phase duration and the filtration flux (Jiang et al., 2005). Another research direction
is the development of mechanistic models of the filtration process and performing
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simulation experiments, which give insight into the effects of the various controls
(Hwang et al., 2001; Busch, Cruse and Marquardt, 2007a) (cf. Section 4.3). Smith
et al. (2006) present an online approach where backwashing is initiated when the
TMP has increased by a certain amount, which shows to be advantageous as
compared to backwashing at a fixed frequency. Cruse (2006) develops a model-based
approach to optimize the energy consumption of a simulated filtration process. The
control model employed is identified offline based on historical process data. This
approach can be seen as the predecessor of the controller developed in this thesis.
Blankert et al. (2006) develop a filtration model and determine the optimal profile of
the filtration flux and TMP during one filtration phase using offline dynamic
optimization. They find that constant flux filtration, which is typically performed in
industrial applications, is indeed close to optimal performance concerning energy
consumption. A dynamic process model for ultrafiltration membrane filtration
including chemical cleaning is presented by Zondervan et al. (2007). The model is
kept simple, can be adapted online, and is developed to optimize the chemical
cleaning parameters online.
6.1.2 Model-based control
As discussed in Chapter 3 model-based control is the method of choice for the
biology as well as for the membrane system. The quality of any model-based
controller depends on the process model employed. Rigorous, mechanistic models of
filtration processes are highly complex due to the many physical and possibly
chemical and biological phenomena taking place on very different time scales
(Section 4.3). Literature also provides a number of models based on simple
semi-empirical laws describing the temporal evolution of fouling (Hermia, 1982; Liu
et al., 2003) or based on purely data-driven neural networks
(Chellam, 2005; Katsikaris et al., 2005; Geissler et al., 2005).
From a model-based process control point of view, both simple and complex models
of either empirical or mechanistic nature have advantages and drawbacks. More
complex models can yield a higher prediction quality, however, they typically employ
many parameters which are difficult to determine offline or require much online
measurement data. Simpler modeling approaches require less measurement data for
identification and little computational time, but suffer from low prediction quality,
especially on longer time horizons. Given the high uncertainty and little
measurement information available in industrial filtration processes, simple models
present a more intuitive choice for control purposes and are therefore employed here.
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The key idea of the proposed methodology is the following: A simple model is
required to fulfill the online requirements of low computational cost and sufficient
identifiability. The low prediction quality of the simple model is increased by
frequently adapting the model to plant measurements. The filtration process is
divided into cycles, and each cycle is divided into a filtration and a backwashing
phase. The operation of the filtration process can be described as a continuous
sequence of cycles. This structure is exploited by updating the process model after
each cycle based on the newly available measurement data. The updated model is
employed to determine the optimal setpoints for the manipulated variables for the
next cycle. This strategy is known as run-to-run control.
In the following section, run-to-run control theory is briefly introduced, and it is then
extended to the class of cyclically operated processes with filtration and backwashing
phases. This provides the framework to develop model-based controllers for specific
applications. The approach is specialized for submerged membrane filtration in
wastewater treatment. The resulting model-based controller is first evaluated in a
simulation study, before it is applied at an industrial pilot membrane bioreactor.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and current research topics are highlighted.
6.2 Run-to-run control for membrane filtration
In this section run-to-run control theory is briefly revisited. It is then extended to
account for the characteristics of membrane filtration processes, mainly the
circumstance that one run (cycle) comprises two phases. Related issues including
the dual control problem, the treatment of unidentifiable parameters, the certainty
equivalence principle, and the impact of computational delay are discussed.
6.2.1 Run-to-run control
Run-to-run (or run-by-run, batch-to-batch) process control has originally been
proposed for semiconductor manufacturing processes, where silicon wafers are
produced in batches. While continuous PID type controllers are employed during the
batches, the run-to-run controller is only active between the batches. It calculates
the setpoints for the manipulated variables, which are then realized by PID type
controllers. The calculation of the optimal setpoints is based on a simple process
model, which is updated using the measurements from the previous batch. Fig. 6.2
illustrates the embedding of the run-to-run controller in the control system, where u
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are the manipulated variables as computed by the run-to-run controller, ubc are the
outputs from the base controller, y˜ are the measurements, p are the parameters and
initial states, and φ is the objective function of the control problem. An extensive
review on run-to-run control is provided by del Castillo and Hurwitz (1997).
Much of the fundamental work on run-to-run control has been developed for
single-input single-output (SISO) processes, which can be described by the linear
stationary model
yk = α + β · uk−1 + ǫk , (6.2)
where k refers to the run, ǫ represents the model error often assumed to be white
noise, and α and β are model parameters. Let yˆ be the setpoint of y. If α and β
were constants, the perfect feedforward control law
uk =
yˆ − α
β
(6.3)
could be implemented. If however the process is disturbed, e. g. due to aging of
equipment or changes in the feed composition, this simple approach will not yield
optimal process performance. Instead, the model parameters need to be adapted
and a new value uk for the manipulated variable needs to be calculated for every run
(batch) according to Fig. 6.2.
base control process
setpoint 
optimization
parameter 
update
run-to-run controller
model
Figure 6.2: Components of a run-to-run controller and its coupling to the base control
layer and the process.
Several strategies have been proposed for the update of the model parameters,
depending on the properties of the process and of the chosen process model. They
include exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) filters, double EWMA,
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least-squares parameter estimation, and many more (del Castillo and
Hurwitz, 1997; del Castillo and Yeh, 1998; Patel and Jenkins, 2000; Srinivasan and
Bonvin, 2002; Zhang et al., 2003; Gao and Engell, 2005). Usually, the measurements
from a previous run k − 1 are used to compute an estimate of the parameters for the
present run k, e. g. αk and βk for the SISO model given in Eq. (6.2). The
manipulated variable uk for run k is then computed from
uk =
yˆ − αk
βk
. (6.4)
6.2.2 Run-to-run control for membrane filtration
For membrane filtration systems a more general problem formulation is required. In
the following, a general framework is developed from which individual controllers for
specific applications and purposes can be derived (Busch, Cruse and
Marquardt, 2007b). This is exemplified in the case study presented in the next
section. Several variations of the run-to-run principle have been proposed in the
past. Recent examples are the control of batch chromatography (Gao and
Engell, 2005), yeast fermentation (Bonne´ and Jørgensen, 2001), and batch
polymerization (Xiong and Zhang, 2005). Srinivasan et al. (2001) reduce the
dynamic optimization problem within a run-to-run scheme to a control problem by
tracking online the previously determined necessary conditions of optimality.
Franc¸ois et al. (2004) apply this concept to a batch polymerization process.
In contrast to the approaches mentioned above, a run-to-run scheme for filtration
processes has to account for the fact that each filtration cycle, or run, is divided into
a filtration and a backwashing phase. The estimation and control horizons are each
divided into a sequence of two phases, for each of which different models are
employed. If the run-to-run problem is to be solved using dynamic optimization, this
structure will lead to a multistage optimization problem (Vassiliadis et al., 1994).
The problem formulations proposed below are specializations of the more general
formulation for this type of problems which is employed in the dynamic predictive
scheduling of the biological system (Section 5.1). Due to the complexity of the
filtration process, the proposed framework allows both phases to be described by
non-linear dynamic models. This implies that in addition to the model parameters,
also the initial states of the dynamic model have to be estimated.
In the following, the parameter and state estimation as well as the control problems
are formulated. First, the optimal control problem is presented. To correctly
represent the repeated solution of the problem on a moving horizon, the cycle index
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k should be introduced for every variable. However, to ease the notation, the index k
is omitted. The index j is introduced to distinguish the filtration and the
backwashing phase, indicated by the value f or b, respectively. The optimization
problem for cycle k, which is the analog to Eq. (6.4) in the linear SISO case, is then
min
uj ,tj,e
φ (P6.1)
s.t. fj (x˙j ,xj,yj,uj ,pj,dj , t) = 0 , (6.5)
gj (xj,yj ,uj,pj ,dj, t) ≤ 0 , (6.6)
hj (xj ,yj,uj ,pj,dj , tj,e) ≤ 0 , (6.7)
Γ (xf (tf,e)) = xb (tb,0) , (6.8)
x (t0) = x0 , (6.9)
t0 = tf,0 ≤ tf,e = tb,0 ≤ tb,e = te , (6.10)
t ∈ [t0, te] , (6.11)
j =

f for t ∈ [tf,0, tf,e] ,
b for t ∈ [tb,0, tb,e] .
(6.12)
x are differential variables, y are measurable outputs, d are disturbances, and t is
time. φ is the objective function representing the operational cost. fj is the set of
differential-algebraic equations (DAE) of index 1 describing the process. gj are path
and hj are endpoint constraints. Eq. (6.8) gives phase transition conditions Γ
between the differential states at the end of the filtration phase and at the beginning
of the backwashing phase. The consistent initial states of the DAE system are given
in Eq. (6.9). Eqs. (6.10)–(6.12) define the optimization horizon and the phase
durations. The length of one cycle is given by the time interval [t0, te] and comprises
the filtration phase [tf,0, tf,e] and the backwashing phase [tb,0, tb,e].
It should be noted that since Problem (P6.1) is formulated and solved for one
individual cycle k, the influence of cycle k on cycle k + 1 is not captured. For
example, insufficient cleaning in the backwashing phase of cycle k lowers the
operational cost in cycle k, but the negative impact on cycle k + 1 is not considered.
If necessary, appropriate endpoint constraints (Eq. (6.7)) have to be stated, which
e. g. enforce that the final filtration resistance after backwashing is below a certain
limit.
The parameter and state estimation problem is formulated in a similar fashion. The
initial states x0 are treated as parameters and estimated together with the model
parameters pj. With the assumption of white process and measurement noise the
estimation problem reduces to a least-squares optimization problem
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(Bard, 1974; Rao et al., 2003). The formulation must account for the discrete nature
of the TMP measurement data, which are sampled at ol time points tl ∈ [t0, te]. The
predicted TMP measurements are sampled accordingly. Again omitting the cycle
index k for better readability the estimation problem is formulated as
min
pj ,x0
ol∑
l=1
1
2
(∆p˜j,l −∆pj,l)2 (P6.2)
s.t. fj (x˙j ,xj,yj ,uj,pj ,dj, t) = 0 , (6.13)
∆pj,l = ∆pj (tl) , (6.14)
Γ (xf (tf,e)) = xb (tb,0) , (6.15)
x (t0) = x0 , (6.16)
t0 = tf,0 ≤ tf,e = tb,0 ≤ tb,e = te , (6.17)
tl ∈ [t0, te] , l ∈ {1, ..., ol}, (6.18)
j =

f for tl ∈ [tf,0, tf,e] ,
b for tl ∈ [tb,0, tb,e] .
(6.19)
∆p˜j,l are the sampled measurements of the TMP, whereas ∆pj,l are the
corresponding predicted measurement samples. The solution of Problem (P6.2)
provides updated values of the parameters and the initial values based on the
measurements of cycle k − 1.
Depending on the process, it might be desirable not to entirely rely on the most
recent solution of the estimation problem, which is only based on data from the
previous, possibly strongly disturbed cycle. In such situations, filtering the
parameter updates is a well-proven technique (Ljung, 1987).
6.2.3 Dual control problem
So far it has been assumed that all model parameters p and initial values x0 can be
estimated using the data from the previous cycle k − 1. However, it is not
guaranteed that the information content of these measurements is sufficient to
reliably identify all unknown quantities. Missing excitation of certain states, inputs
or disturbances might lead to an estimation problem in which not all of the
unknowns are independently identifiable. This is referred to as the dual control
problem (Wittenmark, 1995). To illustrate the problem, consider the model
y(t) = α · u(t)β , t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 . (6.20)
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If u(t) is constant on the entire estimation horizon, which might comprise several
cycles, then y(t) is also constant, and α and β cannot be estimated independently.
Considering e. g. u(t) = 3 and y(t) = 5, then there is an infinite number of solutions
for α and β which satisfy Eq. (6.20). To overcome the problem, either u(t) has to be
excited, which might lead to a decrease in performance, or the estimation horizon
has to be chosen large enough to include a natural variation in u(t).
The dual control problem does affect the proposed model-based run-to-run
controller. This is due to the fact that the inputs of the filtration process are usually
constant within one filtration cycle, which means that they are not excited on the
estimation horizon. Therefore an estimation technique is proposed, which exploits
relationships from stochastics and parameter estimation theory (Bard, 1974). It
enables the reliable estimation of the affected parameters and initial values on
appropriately chosen longer time horizons
[
tk−N0 , t
k−1
e
]
, where N is the number of
filtration cycles considered. To ease the notation, the following approach is
formulated for the parameters pj only, but it applies likewise for the initial values x0.
The parameters p are divided into a set of parameters ps = {p1s, ..., pis, ..., poss }, which
are estimated on the data of one filtration cycle according to Problem (P6.2), and a
second set of parameters pr = {p1r, ..., pir, ..., porr }, which are not identifiable on the
same horizon due to the dual control problem.
The estimation algorithm for the parameters pr is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.3.
First, the estimation problem (P6.2) is solved for all parameters on the horizon[
tk−N0 , t
k−1
e
]
. When the estimation problem has converged to a solution p, the
quality of the estimates is evaluated. The Hessian H of the objective function of
Problem (P6.2) at its solution describes a confidence ellipsoid in the parameter space
given by
δpT ·H · δp ≤ 2 · ε , (6.21)
where ε defines the size of the so-called indifference region, and δp is a vector of
deviations from the optimal parameter values p. Let λj be an eigenvalue and vj the
corresponding unit eigenvector of the Hessian H, j ∈ {1, ..., op}, where op is the
number of parameters and where the eigenvalues are sorted in increasing order.
Then, the length lj of the corresponding main axis of the confidence ellipsoid is
lj =
√
2 · ε
λj
, (6.22)
and the axis aj is given by
aj = vj · lj . (6.23)
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Figure 6.3: Algorithm for the parameter estimation on longer time horizons.
The longer the ellipsoid extends in the direction of one parameter, the smaller is the
confidence into the corresponding estimated value. Therefore the maximum
extension of all main axes in the direction of a parameter pi is taken as an
uncertainty measure qi of parameter pi according to
qi = max
(
aji
) ∀j ∈ {1, ..., op} , (6.24)
where aji is the ith element of a
j . It should be noted that since the main axes are in
general not parallel to the coordinate axes, the maximum extension of the main axes
is not equal to the extension of the ellipsoid itself. It needs to be ensured that the
uncertainty of the parameter estimates pr will be below a certain threshold, if they
are to be adapted. If not all of the parameter estimates pr have uncertainty
measures below a specific tolerance qimax, the parameter with the highest contribution
to the largest ellipsoid axis will be excluded from the estimation problem and the
reduced estimation problem will be solved again. This procedure is repeated until a
subset of the parameters pr is estimated within the specified tolerances, or until all
parameters have been excluded from the estimation problem. Newly identified
parameter values are adapted, while the previously excluded parameters keep their
initial values. The number of filtration cycles N , the indifference region parameter ε,
and the uncertainty tolerances qimax are tuning parameters.
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After the estimation of the parameters pr, the estimation of the remaining
parameters ps with the data from the previous filtration cycle k − 1 is performed
according to Problem (P6.2).
6.2.4 Certainty equivalence principle
Since the control problem (P6.1) depends on the estimated parameters pj and the
estimation problem (P6.2) depends on the measurements y˜j,l, which in turn depend
on the optimized manipulated variables uj, both problems are interdependent. This
in turn implies that the control algorithm depicted in Fig. 6.2 is not guaranteed to
converge to optimal process performance. In fact, it can be shown that it will only
lead to optimal performance if the gradient of the real process measurements with
respect to the manipulated variables equals this gradient of the measurement
prediction, i. e. if
∂y˜kj,l
∂ukj
=
∂ykj,l
∂ukj
, (6.25)
which is most likely not the case in practice. Roberts (1979) was the first to address
this problem systematically (cf. Roberts (1995) for a review and Gao and Engell
(2005) and Xiong and Zhang (2005) for recent applications). Most of the proposed
strategies to circumvent the problem are based on the estimation of the gradient
∂y˜kj,l
∂ukj
from process measurements and a subsequent modification of the control
problem. Within the scope of this thesis, this problem is not considered. The
estimated parameters are taken as the correct parameters, a common assumption
known as the certainty equivalence principle. The induced error is expected to be
small compared to other disturbances, however, a rigorous method to estimate the
error is not available.
6.2.5 Computational delay
The control algorithm comprises three steps: parameter and initial value estimation
using data from a long horizon, parameter and initial value estimation using data
from the last cycle, and optimization of the manipulated variables for the future
cycle. Ideally the estimation and optimization take place between two cycles k − 1
and k, and the optimized manipulated variables are realized at the beginning of the
new cycle k (Fig. 6.4). However, since there is no pause in between the two cycles,
zero calculation time would be required. Hence, a delay in the implementation of the
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optimized manipulated variables is inevitable. Different strategies are available to
handle the delay. One option is to delay the implementation by an entire cycle,
thereby providing plenty of time for communication and solution of the estimation
and optimization problems. Alternatively the solution is implemented as soon as it
is available in cycle k, accepting the delay in the implementation of the manipulated
variables. However, any delay can possibly lead to a loss of stability of the
closed-loop control system (Findeisen and Allgo¨wer, 2003). In the online
implementation of the proposed control scheme at an industrial pilot plant
(Section 6.4), the backwashing phase is not considered, hence all operations can be
performed during the backwashing phase.
TMP
t
cycle k
control horizonestimation horizon (short)
estimation horizon (long)
cycle k-1cycle k-2
cycle
k-N
Figure 6.4: Estimation and control horizons in the run-to-run control approach.
6.3 Simulation study
The proposed run-to-run control framework is generic for membrane filtration
applications which are operated cyclically, with each cycle comprising a filtration
and a backwashing phase. There are many more processes which exhibit similar
characteristics, e. g. classical filtration and adsorption, and to which the framework
might apply. The framework will allow the design of controllers for specific
applications and purposes, if a suitable process model is available. In the following,
the controller design is completed step by step for submerged membrane filtration.
A suitable, simple filtration model is developed, including the objective function and
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process constraints. Afterwards, the resulting controller is formulated and tested in
simulation.
6.3.1 Process model
The rigorous model developed in Section 4.3 has been shown to adequately represent
real plant behavior. It is therefore used as a reference model in the following
simulation study. For the run-to-run control framework a much simpler control
model is formulated, which describes the process as well as the process cost and
constraints.
The model is based on very simple descriptions of the main phenomena occurring in
the filtration process. The differential equations involved can be solved analytically,
allowing efficient online computation. Structurally, the model is similar to the
blocking filtration laws described by Hermia (1982) more than 20 years ago. A
similar modeling approach is also presented by Liu et al. (2003), which however
allows no extrapolation due to the lack of an update strategy. In the approach
presented here, the transmembrane pressure difference ∆p is described by Darcy’s
law,
∆p = J · η ·R , (6.26)
where J is the flux, η is the fluid viscosity, and R is the membrane resistance. While
J is a manipulated variable, η depends on the feed suspension properties. It can
either be derived from an empirical correlation if the required measurements
(e. g. temperature, solids’ concentration etc.) are available (e. g. Appendix A.2), or it
can be set to a constant value. As the TMP is assumed to be measurable, Eq. (6.26)
represents the system’s output equation. Next, a filtration and a backwashing model
are introduced to describe the resistance R.
6.3.1.1 Filtration phase
During filtration the membrane resistance Rf is described by
dRf
dt
= m · Jfα · ucβ , (6.27)
Rf (tf,0) = R
0
f . (6.28)
R0f is the initial membrane resistance. m, α, and β are model parameters. α > 0
holds, because high fluxes Jf lead to an increase in membrane resistance.
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Accordingly, β < 0 accounts for the strong increase of filtration resistance related to
a low cross-flow intensity. When the filtration flux Jf and the cross-flow intensity uc
are constants, a linear increase of membrane resistance results. It describes cake
layer formation, which is the dominating effect on this time scale.
The filtration model is very simple and combines some physical insight about
relevant effects with an empirical correlation. Obviously, this model will yield
sufficient prediction quality only if the model parameters are frequently adapted to
the current process behavior.
6.3.1.2 Backwashing phase
While often a linear increase of membrane resistance can be observed during
filtration, its decrease during backwashing is typically exponential and converges to
an irreversible resistance R∞b according to
dRb
dt
= − n
τb
·∆R · e−
t−tb,0
τb , (6.29)
Rb (tb,0) = n ·∆R +R∞b , (6.30)
∆R = Rf (tb,0)−R∞b . (6.31)
n and τb are model parameters. ∆R is the difference between the final resistance of
the filtration phase Rf (tf,e) = Rf (tb,0) and the irreversible resistance R
∞
b
(Eq. (6.31)). The initial resistance at the beginning of the backwashing phase
Rb (tb,0) does not have to be equal to the final resistance at the end of the previous
filtration phase Rf (tf,e) (Eq. (6.29)), since Darcy’s law does not capture all of the
phenomena occurring in real plants, such as the hydrodynamics in the pipes between
the membrane and the pump and the non-linear dependency of the filtration
resistance on the flux.
6.3.1.3 Cost function
The objective function needs to consider all cost which are sensitive to the
manipulated variables. These are
• the electrical energy to provide the TMP,
• the electrical energy to provide the cross-flow, and
• membrane replacement.
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The electrical energy to provide the TMP in cycle k is given by
dEp
dt
=
|∆p · Jj · A|
ηP · (te − t0) , Ep (t0) = 0 , t ∈ [t0, te] , (6.32)
where A is the membrane area, and ηP is the efficiency factor of the permeate pump.
The power required for the cross-flow depends on how the cross-flow is realized. In
dead-end operation, it is zero. In classical cross-flow modules, the entire feed flows
parallel to the membrane surface. In submerged modules, the cross-flow is usually
realized with air bubbles, which are intermittently injected at the bottom of the
filtration module and which establish a two-phase flow along the membrane in
vertical direction. The cross-flow intensity uc is not explicitly available as
manipulated variable. Rather, it is a function of the constant air flow rate Q, the
length of the aerated intervals ton, and the length of the aeration pauses toff. The
membrane is always aerated during backwashing to push biomass out of the
membrane module. Hence, uc is defined as
uc = Q · ton
ton + toff
, (6.33)
where toff is chosen to be the manipulated variable instead of uc. The power
necessary to supply the air flow can be described as
Ec =
Q · T · Rg · γa ·
[
(1 + pa)
γa
γa−1 − 1
]
va · (γa − 1) · ηA · (te − t0) ·
(
tf,e · ton
ton + toff
+ (tb,e − tf,e)
)
, (6.34)
assuming that the compression is a polytropic process. T is the ambient air
temperature, va is the molar volume of air, Rg is the gas constant, γa = 1.4 is the
polytropic coefficient, pa is the pressure difference across the compressor (in bar),
and ηA is an efficiency factor. Eq. (6.34) assumes that the air compressor operates at
constant power so that the air flow rate Q is the same during filtration and
backwashing. This assumption could easily be dropped and different values for
filtration and backwashing could be used.
The cost for membrane replacement Er cannot be described as straightforwardly as
the energy cost. In fact, there is not yet quantitative insight to describe the
influence of the manipulated variables on the membrane lifetime. Depending on the
filtration system under consideration, different models for Er have to be developed.
The following model is proposed for microfiltration membranes in wastewater
applications. It has been observed in practice that a strong increase of TMP within
a filtration cycle indicates an overstraining of the membrane. It is also known that
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the longer the filtration phase lasts, the more the reversible resistance changes into
irreversible resistance e. g. due to biofilm formation. Therefore the TMP increase
within one filtration phase is penalized, where the penalty increases exponentially
with time according to
Er = ξ1 ·
(
∆p (tf,e)−∆p (tf,0)
) · e tf,eξ2 . (6.35)
ξ1 and ξ2 are tuning parameters, where ξ1 linearly scales the fouling cost, and where
ξ2 is a time constant. Higher values of ξ1 and lower values of ξ2 lead to a conservative
mode of operation, where the straining of the membrane is strongly penalized.
Energy cost are more strongly penalized by choosing a lower ξ1 and a higher ξ2.
The overall cost function φ is
φ (te) = Ep (te) + Ec + Er . (6.36)
6.3.1.4 Constraints
Process constraints consist of safety relevant state constraints and physical bounds
on the manipulated variables. The most important constraint in membrane filtration
is the maximum allowable pressure difference across the membrane. The fluxes Jf
and Jb and the cross-flow intensity uc are limited due to physical reasons. Even
tighter limits can be imposed on the fluxes Jf and Jb, the phase durations defined by
tf,e and tb,e, and the cross-flow intensity uc in order to safeguard the membrane. All
of these constraints can easily be added to the control problem formulation as
g (∆p,u) ≤ 0 , (6.37)
where u comprises the manipulated variables Jf , Jb, tf,e, tb,e, and toff.
6.3.2 Run-to-run controller
In this section, the estimation and the optimal control problems of the run-to-run
controller for submerged membrane filtration are formulated, employing the models
described above.
6.3.2.1 Estimation
In industrial practice only the TMP across the membrane module is measured. In
order to make the proposed approach widely applicable, it is therefore assumed that
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only this measurement is available. It is further assumed that the filtration flux Jf ,
the backwashing flux Jb, and the aeration pauses toff are set to constant values in
each cycle. This corresponds to current industrial practice and has also been shown
to be energy efficient with respect to the filtration and backwashing flux (Blankert
et al., 2006). The setpoints are expected to be satisfactorily realized by base
controllers. This however implies that the parameters m, α, and β cannot be
identified independently using the measurement data from one filtration phase
(Eq. (6.27)) due to the dual control problem. The estimation problem is therefore
separated into two subproblems (Section 6.2.3).
The parameters are split into two sets as shown in Table 6.1. The parameters m,
R0f , n, τb, and R
∞
b are estimated using the data of the previous cycle k − 1. The
remaining parameters α and β are estimated on longer time horizons. First, the
Estimation horizon Parameter set Elements
filtration phase cycle k − 1 ps m, R0f
backwashing phase cycle k − 1 ps n, τb, R∞b
filtration phases cycles [k −N, k − 1] pr α, β
Table 6.1: Separation of model parameters.
estimation problem using measurements from cycle k − 1 is treated. The estimation
problems for the filtration and the backwashing phase are coupled through the phase
transition condition (Eq. (6.31)), which relates the filtration resistance at the end of
the filtration phase to the initial resistance of the backwashing phase. In order to
simplify the problem and to decrease the computational demand, they are, however,
solved sequentially. The simple model structure allows for an analytical solution of
the differential equations. The initial value and parameter estimation problem for
cycle k using the measurement data from cycle k − 1 for the filtration phase is then
min
m,R0
f
of,l∑
l=1
1
2
(∆p˜f,l −∆pf,l)2 (P6.3)
s.t. ∆pf,l = Jf · η · Rf,l , (6.38)
Rf,l = R
0
f +m · Jf α · ucβ · tl , (6.39)
tl ∈ [t0, tf,e] , l ∈ {1, ..., of,l} , (6.40)
where ∆p˜f,l are discrete measurements at the sampling points tl in cycle k − 1, and
∆pf,l are the corresponding predicted measurements.
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The backwashing model parameters are estimated from
min
n,τb,R
∞
b
ob,l∑
l=of,l+1
1
2
(∆p˜b,l −∆pb,l)2 (P6.4)
s.t. ∆pb,l = Jb · η · Rb,l , (6.41)
Rb,l = R
∞
b +∆R · n · e−
tl−tof,l
τb , (6.42)
∆R = Rf,l
(
tof,l
)−R∞b , (6.43)
tl ∈ [tb,0, te] , l ∈ {of,l + 1, ..., ob,l} . (6.44)
Rf,l
(
tof,l
)
is obtained from the solution of Problem (P6.3).
The estimation of the parameters α and β is performed according to the algorithm
proposed in the previous section (Fig. 6.3).
6.3.2.2 Optimal Control
The control problem, which employs the updated model, is
min
Jf ,Jb,toff,tf,e,tb,e
φ (P6.5)
s.t. ∆pj = Jj · η ·Rj , (6.45)
Rf = R
0
f +m · Jf α · ucβ · t , (6.46)
uc = Q · ton
ton + toff
, (6.47)
Rb = R
∞
b +∆R · n · e−
t−tf,e
τb , (6.48)
∆R = Rf (tf,e)− R∞b , (6.49)
Jnet =
Jf · tf,e − Jb · (tb,e − tf,e)
te − t0 , (6.50)
Rb (tb,e) ≤ ν · R∞b , ν ≥ 1 , (6.51)
Jf ≤ Jb , (6.52)
g (∆p,u) ≤ 0 , (6.53)
t0 = tf,0 ≤ tf,e = tb,0 ≤ tb,e = te , (6.54)
t ∈ [t0, te], j =

f for t ∈ [tf,0, tf,e] ,
b for t ∈ [tb,0, tb,e] .
(6.55)
Eqs. (6.45)–(6.49) constitute the process model, where the differential equations for
the filtration and backwashing resistance are replaced by their analytical solutions.
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The net flux Jnet in Eq. (6.50) is considered a setpoint specified by the operator or
an upper level controller. Eq. (6.51) forces the final resistance after the backwashing
phase Rb (tb,e) to be close to the irreversible resistance R
∞
b , introducing ν as a tuning
parameter. This way a sufficient cleaning of the membrane is realized in each cycle.
The backwashing flux Jb is forced to be at least equal to the filtration flux Jf
(Eq. (6.52)), which is a common safety measure to limit pore blocking. Eq. (6.53)
gives bounds on the TMP and on the manipulated variables Jf , Jb, tf,e, tb,e, and toff.
φ is defined according to Eq. (6.36).
6.3.3 Simulation study and results
The performance of the controller is evaluated in a simulation study. The plant is
replaced by the reference model proposed in Section 4.3. The predictions obtained
from the reference model are referred to as simulated measurements. The controller’s
tuning and initial model parameter values have been chosen according to Table 6.2.
White noise with a standard deviation of 1% is added to the setpoints of the
manipulated variables to introduce a small variance even between cycles with
nominally identical manipulated variables. The variance reflects
plant/model-mismatch and should not trigger an update of the parameters α and β.
No measurement noise is introduced. The model identification and setpoint
optimization are performed between two cycles, and the results are implemented in
the next cycle without delay. A sequence of 27 filtration cycles is considered. The
simulated TMP measurements from the reference model and the TMP predictions
from the controller are depicted in Fig. 6.5, together with the relative error between
the two. The respective values of the manipulated variables Jf , Jb, ∆tf = tf,e,
∆tb = tb,e− tf,e, and toff as well as the net flux Jnet are given in Fig. 6.6. The interval
length ton with the aeration turned on is constant and set to ton = 12 s.
initial model parameters
tuning parameters filtration backwashing
ξ1 2.5 ξ2 200 s m 15e7 n 0.75
N 3 ǫ 5e-4 R0f 3e12m
−1 τ 1.25 s
qαmax 0.0625 q
β
max 0.035 α 1.5 R
∞
b 1.85e12m
−1
ν 1.01 β -1.5
Table 6.2: Tuning and initial model parameters.
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Figure 6.5: Simulated TMP measurements, control model TMP predictions, and rel-
ative prediction error.
The simulation study is divided into two parts: During the first 12 cycles the control
loop is not closed, therefore the controller has no influence on the process, which is
operated with fixed values of the manipulated variables. In the open-loop part, the
adaptation of the model in the presence of predefined changes in the operating
conditions is evaluated. At cycle 4 the filtration flux Jf is increased, at cycle 7 the
aeration pause toff is changed from 12 s to 48 s, and at cycle 10 the backwashing flux
Jb is increased (Fig. 6.6). From cycle 13 on, the control loop is closed and the
performance of the controller with respect to reliability and optimality is examined.
The desired net flux Jnet is specified and the manipulated variables are computed by
the controller (Fig. 6.6). At cycle 16 the desired net flux Jnet is increased, and at
cycle 21 it is strongly decreased. At cycle 25 the membrane resistance in the
reference model is strongly increased to simulate an unforeseen process disturbance.
The according increase in TMP can be observed in Fig. 6.5.
6.3.3.1 TMP prediction and model adaptation
For most cycles the controller’s predictions are very close to the simulated
measurements (Fig. 6.5), even in the presence of large changes in the desired net flux
Jnet, e. g. at cycle 16 and cycle 21. The values of the updated parameters after each
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Figure 6.6: Manipulated variables Jf , Jb, ∆tf , ∆tb, and toff and the net flux Jnet.
cycle are depicted in Fig. 6.7. Only in three cycles the TMP predictions deviate
more than a few percent from the simulated measurements: the first cycle, cycle 7,
and cycle 25 (Fig. 6.5). Each of these three instances is discussed in the following.
The prediction for the first cycle is based on the model parameters that have been
arbitrarily chosen according to Table 6.2. Accordingly, the prediction for the first
cycle is arbitrarily bad. After the first cycle the parameters are updated based on
the obtained measurement data from cycle 1, and the prediction for cycle 2 is then
very good.
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Figure 6.7: Estimated filtration model parameters m, R0f , α, and β and estimated
backwashing model parameters n, τb, and R
∞
b .
At cycle 7, the aeration pause toff is prolonged from 12 s to 48 s (Fig. 6.6). In the
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model equations, the aeration intensity uc has the exponent β (Eq. (6.27)), which is
not updated after each cycle due to the dual control problem. The initial value of β
is -1.5 (Fig. 6.7), which is too low. Hence, the TMP prediction after the setpoint
change of the aeration at cycle 7 deviates from the simulated measurement (Fig. 6.5).
However, the change of the aeration pause toff (Fig. 6.6) is exploited to update β to a
value of about -0.7 (Fig. 6.7), which in the following leads to good predictions even
when the aeration intensity is changed (Fig. 6.5). Likewise, α is adapted at a change
of the filtration flux at cycle 4. It is observed that the filtration model parameter m
is varying quite strongly during the first 9 cycles, but once α and β have been
identified, m is relatively constant (Fig. 6.7). This indicates that the filtration model
structure is chosen well and that with properly identified parameters α and β the
variation of the remaining model parameters can be expected to be small.
The individual excitation of the inputs in the first 12 cycles facilitates the estimation
of α and β. The tuning parameters related to the required confidence in the
parameter estimates have been chosen tight, hence the subsequent excitation does
not lead to a parameter update. Depending on the dynamics of the process, a less
tight tuning and possibly deliberate excitation should allow for a more frequent
update of these parameters.
At cycle 25, the simulated TMP measurement changes abruptly compared to the
previous cycle (Fig. 6.5) although the manipulated variables are almost the same
(Fig. 6.6). The reason is that the membrane resistance in the reference model has
been strongly increased to simulate an unforeseen process disturbance. Naturally,
the process disturbance is not predicted by the controller, which assumes the same
process behavior as in the previous cycle. The TMP prediction differs strongly from
the simulated measurements (Fig. 6.5). After cycle 25, the model parameters are
adapted (Fig. 6.7), and from cycle 26 on the TMP prediction is very good again.
The analysis of the TMP prediction (Fig. 6.5) shows that the proposed controller
yields excellent results, even in the presence of large changes in the operating
conditions and after a severe process disturbance. Based on this conclusion, the
controller’s performance with respect to process optimization is examined in the
following.
6.3.3.2 Control performance
From cycle 13 on the control loop is closed and the optimal values of the
manipulated variables are implemented in the process as computed by the controller
(Fig. 6.6). Although the desired net flux Jnet does not change between cycles 12 and
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13, it is observed that the optimal values of the manipulated variables at cycle 13
are different from the fixed values in cycle 12. Most importantly, the aeration pause
toff is decreased from 48 s to about 15 s, which results in a smaller TMP increase
during the cycles 13–15 (Fig. 6.5). Also, the backwashing flux Jb is reduced.
At cycle 16 the net flux Jnet is increased from about 25 l/h/m
2 to 40 l/h/m2
(Fig. 6.6). Accordingly, the filtration flux Jf and the backwashing flux Jb are
increased by the controller, the filtration duration ∆tf is prolonged, and the aeration
pause toff is shortened. The latter is an obvious measure to decrease fouling, which is
more severe at high fluxes. A longer duration of the filtration phase allows for a
lower filtration flux, but on the other hand decreases the backwashing frequency.
When the desired net flux Jnet is decreased to a low value of about 8 l/h/m
2 at cycle
21, the filtration and backwashing fluxes Jf and Jb are also decreased (Fig. 6.6). The
filtration phase duration ∆tf is first increased to about 240 s, and then lowered back
to 210 s. The aeration pause is adjusted to its maximum value of 48 s.
Finally, at cycle 25 the process is severely disturbed, which leads to a strong increase
in measured TMP (Fig. 6.5). The process model is adapted after cycle 25 (Fig. 6.7),
and the new values of the manipulated variables for cycle 26 already consider the
new process behavior (Fig. 6.6). The filtration phase duration ∆tf and the aeration
pause toff are strongly lowered to respond to the high TMP increase.
The values of the manipulated variables computed by the controller for a variety of
operating conditions correspond to practical considerations. In situations with high
fluxes, fouling is a greater problem and needs to be counteracted by appropriately
choosing the filtration duration length and a higher aeration intensity. At very low
fluxes, fouling is not a problem, which allows for long filtration phases and reduced
aeration. In the given simulation study the backwashing duration is always chosen
to its minimum value of 20 s, and the backwashing flux always equals the filtration
flux, which is again a lower bound (Fig. 6.6). This indicates that the reversible
fouling is completely removed under these conditions, which is confirmed by a close
examination of the TMP evolution during backwashing (not shown). However, the
influence of the backwashing flux on the removal of the filtration resistance is not
described by the backwashing model, hence only the choice of the backwashing
duration has a significant meaning. The extension of the backwashing model to
account for the influence of the flux on the resistance has not been performed due to
the negligence of the backwashing model in the pilot plant studies (Section 6.4). It is
also observed in Fig. 6.6 that the computed aeration pauses toff vary for similar
process conditions (cycles 16–20). The optimal aeration pause is quite sensitive to
changes in the estimated model parameters. This can be circumvented by filtering
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the model parameters or the manipulated variables if the variation becomes too
large.
In order to evaluate the economical potential of the proposed run-to-run controller it
is compared against a typical choice of manipulated variables for the scenario
considered above. For the cycles 13–27, a constant filtration duration ∆tf = 240 s,
backwashing duration ∆tb = 20 s, and aeration pause toff = 12 s are assumed. The
backwashing flux always equals the filtration flux, which is adapted to meet the
desired net flux. The resulting TMP trajectories for the run-to-run control approach
(Fig. 6.5) and for the standard approach with fixed manipulated variables (not
shown) are obtained from the reference model. The objective function is evaluated
for both approaches based on the respective simulated measurements. The results
are presented in Fig. 6.8. For the cycles 1–12, the result is the same, as the control
loop is not closed. For the cycles 13–20, the run-to-run controller yields up to 60%
lower objective function values than the standard approach with fixed manipulated
variables. This is especially true for the operation with high fluxes during the cycles
16–20. For the cycles 21–24, the standard approach and the run-to-run controller
yield about the same objective function values. When the process disturbance
occurs at cycle 25, the run-to-run controller performs slightly worse, but after model
adaptation the controller again outperforms the standard approach.
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Figure 6.8: Objective function values φ for standard manual control and for run-to-run
control.
The objective function (Eq. (6.36)) considers direct operational cost for the pumps
(Ep) and the air compressor (Ec) as well as membrane replacement cost Er. The
direct operational cost are predicted rigorously, while the membrane replacement
cost are predicted based on an empirical correlation. It is interesting to evaluate how
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the controller affects the direct operational cost (Fig. 6.9). During the cycles 13–15
and 26–27 the direct operational cost are about the same. During the cycles 16–20
with high fluxes the direct operational cost are about 10% higher for the run-to-run
controller. The high fouling caused by the high fluxes during these cycles is
counteracted by the controller in order to lower the overall objective function by up
to 60% (Fig. 6.8). When fouling is very low during the cycles 21–24, the controller
realizes the same overall cost (Fig. 6.8), but the direct operational cost are reduced
by about 40% (Fig. 6.9).
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Figure 6.9: Direct operational cost Ep + Ec without membrane replacement cost Er
for standard manual control and for run-to-run control.
The results shown depend on the tuning of ξ1 and ξ2 (Eq. (6.35)). Both have been
chosen manually according to Table 6.2. A rule of thumb is to choose ξ2 so that long
filtration phases are obtained when the increase in TMP in each phase is very low,
and to choose ξ1 so that the aeration is at maximum at high fluxes.
To conclude, the run-to-run controller substantially lowers the overall cost of the
simulated process, reliably outperforming the standard approach with fixed
setpoints. When fouling is negligible, the direct operational cost are lowered by up
to 40%, and when the fouling potential is high, the TMP increase is strongly lowered
with an only slight increase in the direct operational cost. In addition, the
run-to-run strategy updates the optimal setpoints after each cycle and thereby reacts
to process disturbances with only one cycle delay. Operational conditions, in which
the membranes are strongly fouled and possibly damaged, are therefore avoided.
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6.4 Experimental validation
After the successful validation of the run-to-run control approach in simulation, the
controller is applied to an industrial pilot MBR. Implementation at the real plant
requires some modifications to the process model and the control algorithm (Busch
and Marquardt (2007a; 2007b; 2007c; 2007d; 2007e; 2008)). These modifications are
introduced before the experimental results are presented and discussed.
6.4.1 Process model
The model equations for the Darcy relationship, the filtration phase, the objective
function, and the constraints remain the same for the real plant implementation.
However, it had to be realized that the quality of the plant measurement data is not
sufficient to identify the proposed model of the backwashing phase. This is due to
the high measurement noise and the unmodeled ramp-up of the pumps. Both factors
are of particular significance since the backwashing phase duration ∆tb is
considerably shorter than the filtration phase duration ∆tf . Therefore the
backwashing model and hence the backwashing flux Jb and the final time after
backwashing tb,e are removed. Instead the inputs are determined as
Jb = µ · Jf , (6.56)
tb,e = tb,0 +∆t
∗
b , (6.57)
where ∆t∗b is a fixed duration of the backwashing phase. The parameter µ can be
fixed or modeled as a function of the membrane permeability (Kaleß, 2007). Due to
safety considerations it is bounded between 0.5 and 1.
6.4.2 Run-to-run controller
The algorithm is modified to take advantage of the missing backwashing model, but
also to account for the quality of real measured data as compared to simulated
measurements. During the filtration phase in cycle k the TMP measurement data is
imported via an OPC server and interface from the plant’s control system
(Section 3.2). All subsequent operations are performed during the backwashing
phase. Much attention has been paid to the rigorous preprocessing of the data to
account for outliers, failures, and inconsistencies. This step is very important in
order to make the approach robust against all kinds of equipment failures and
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disturbances. Among other methods, a Hampel filter is employed to remove outliers
and obvious process noise due to unmodeled effects from the data (Kaleß, 2007).
The parameter estimation for the filtration model is performed on the long and the
short estimation horizon. The resulting updated model is used to compute optimal
setpoints for the manipulated variables Jf , tf,e, and toff from a reduced optimization
problem analog to Problem (P6.4). The backwashing inputs Jb and tb,e are
computed according to Eqs. (6.56) and (6.57). All inputs are communicated to the
process and implemented in cycle k + 1. Due to an efficient problem formulation and
implementation, the required computational time is in the order of seconds,
therefore no delays occur.
6.4.3 Pilot plant implementation and results
The proposed run-to-run controller is implemented at the Simmerath pilot
membrane bioreactor (MBR), which is operated by KOCH Membrane Systems
GmbH. The pilot plant treats a bypass from the municipal wastewater treatment
plant Simmerath (Germany). The pilot plant includes a mechanical pretreatment, a
denitrification and a nitrification zone for biological degradation, and a basin with
three membrane modules. The membranes separating the biomass from the purified
water have been described in more detail by Geissler et al. (2005). A test module
with 29m2 filtration area is employed for this case study. The process is operated
via a WinCC (Siemens) platform. The run-to-run controller is implemented in
MATLAB (The MathWorks, 2007), which is installed on the same PC as WinCC.
The communication infrastructure is based on the OPC technology. No additional
sensors have been installed. A graphical user interface has been designed for the
simple use of the controller’s main features and for the observation of the process
and its performance.
The required net flux Jnet must be fixed by the operator or by another control
system. For the case study presented here it has been fixed at five different levels,
namely 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 l/h/m2. In order to evaluate the controller
performance quantitatively, the controller is compared against manual operation.
Naturally, the manual choice of setpoints for the manipulated variables depends on
the individual operator. The setpoints chosen here are considered typical by plant
operators. At each net flux, the plant is first operated manually and afterwards by
the run-to-run controller.
The top of Fig. 6.10 shows the resulting TMP measurements at the five net flux
levels. Within each filtration phase the TMP rises, and after backwashing (not
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shown) the next phase starts again from a lower TMP level. The dark grey bar
indicates manual operation, and the light grey bar indicates controlled operation.
The bottom diagram of Fig. 6.10 shows the relative prediction error of the controller
model. It is very low with a mean close to zero and a standard deviation of 3.7%.
The a posteriori fit has a standard deviation of 3.1%, hence the predictive quality of
the controller model is indeed very good. Note that these results have been obtained
despite the high process and measurement noise at low fluxes (Fig. 6.10, right side).
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Figure 6.10: TMP measurements (top) and relative prediction error (bottom) for dif-
ferent net fluxes Jnet (10–50 l/h/m
2). The bar indicates manual operation
(dark grey) and controlled operation (light grey).
Fig. 6.10 shows considerable qualitative differences between manual and controlled
operation. For the same net flux the controller operates the system at lower TMP
and with longer filtration phases. The decrease in TMP is most obvious at high net
fluxes, while the prolongation of the filtration phases is highest at low net fluxes.
Fig. 6.11 shows the corresponding mean setpoints of the manipulated variables for
the five net flux levels and for manual versus controlled operation. The controller
chooses the filtration flux Jf between 5 to 20% lower than in manual operation
(Fig. 6.11, top left), which corresponds to lower TMP measurements (Fig. 6.10).
The backwashing flux Jb is considerably lower (Fig. 6.11, top right). In both manual
and controlled operation the pauses in the aeration toff are at their minimum of 20 s
at the high net fluxes of 40 and 50 l/h/m2 (Fig. 6.11, bottom left). At such high
fluxes maximum removal of solids and filter cake is required. At lower net fluxes the
pauses increase, and this increase is stronger in controlled operation. The filtration
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phase durations are constant in manual operation. The controller chooses them
higher and even more than twice as high at low net fluxes.
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Figure 6.11: Manipulated variables Jf , Jb, toff, and ∆tf during manual (black) and
controlled operation (grey).
The interpretation of the results is straightforward. Lower filtration fluxes indicate a
more gentle treatment of the membrane. The TMP and the TMP increase in each
filtration phase become lower. However, in order to realize the same net flux the
filtration phase duration needs to be increased. This has the additional advantage,
that the mean energy consumption decreases, as the aeration is constantly turned on
during backwashing, but is only intermittently used during filtration. The
disadvantage is the higher TMP increase during each phase and a higher penalty for
irreversible membrane fouling. The lower backwashing flux allows for a lower
filtration flux or a shorter filtration time while still meeting the required net flux.
Since the aeration is costly in terms of energy consumption, but effective against
fouling, it is very important to use it as efficiently as possible. At high fluxes the
aeration pauses are kept to a minimum. As the net flux decreases the pauses are
increased as much as possible without endangering the membranes. Here a main
advantage of adaptive control over manual operation should be highlighted: While in
manual operation the aeration must be determined conservatively for worst case
conditions, the controller can exploit favorable process conditions and turn them
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into economic advantage.
Fig. 6.12 shows the related cost function values during manual and controlled
operation for the five net flux levels. The cost function is separated into membrane
strain (Er) and energy cost (Ep + Ec). At all flux levels, the membrane strain is
reduced by the controller as compared to manual operation. At 50 and 40 l/h/m2
net flux the reduction is 8 and 6%, respectively. At lower fluxes it increases up to
46%. This is mostly achieved by the reduction of the filtration flux and the
prolongation of the filtration phase durations. Note that the reduction of membrane
strain is achieved even though the aeration is never higher than in manual operation
(Fig. 6.11).
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Figure 6.12: Membrane strain Er and direct operational cost Ep +Ec at different net
fluxes during manual (black) and controlled operation (grey).
Likewise the energy cost are always lower in controlled operation. The reduction is
rather small at 40 and 50 l/h/m2, but at lower fluxes it increases up to 55% as
compared to manual operation. The main part of the reduction can be attributed to
the efficient use of the aeration at medium and low fluxes, and the remainder is due
to the prolonged filtration phases and lower filtration fluxes. Busch and Marquardt
(2007a) have presented results employing a comparable version of the controller at
the same plant. The results are similar, however, a stronger reduction of membrane
strain of up to 50% is found for high net fluxes. The comparison highlights the
necessity for adaptive closed-loop control: While the cited results were recorded in
summer, the results presented here were obtained in winter, where the sludge
characteristics are unfavorable. As expected, both process conditions lead to
different optimal setpoints for the manipulated variables and different saving
potentials.
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6.5 Discussion
In Chapter 6, a model-based run-to-run control framework is developed for cyclically
operated membrane filtration processes. It is specialized for submerged membrane
filtration in MBR and validated in a simulation environment and in a pilot plant
implementation. It is shown to predict plant behavior very well and to reduce the
operating cost by up to 50%. Especially adapting the aeration at medium and lower
flux levels leads to energy savings. Adapting the filtration flux and filtration phase
duration towards a more gentle operation of the membrane significantly lowers
membrane strain, which is most crucial at high fluxes.
The advantages of model-based closed-loop control over manual operation are
demonstrated. The model-based controller is able to exploit favorable process
conditions and at the same time to quickly react to process disturbances. This not
only increases the economic benefit, but also supports reliable process operation.
A predecessor of the controller developed here is proposed by Cruse (2006), where
the idea is introduced to describe the membrane filtration process by a simple model
and to use the model to optimize one cycle of the filtration process for a certain net
flux. Compared to the approach by Cruse, the solution presented here
• uses newly developed models for the filtration and backwashing phase, which
have been shown to adequately predict the behavior of a pilot plant MBR,
• employs a filtration model with explicit dependency on the filtration flux and
on the aeration, while the earlier approach relies on a completely data-driven
model of the filtration resistance,
• considers the cost of membrane replacement in addition to the energy cost, since
otherwise minimal aeration is chosen in every operating condition,
• updates the model online according to a run-to-run scheme, which is a necessity
considering the dynamics of real applications,
• employs a variety of data treatment approaches to enable the robustness of the
approach in real plants, and
• has been implemented and validated at a pilot plant MBR.
One of the remaining research issues is the optimization of the backwashing phase in
real plant applications. The work of Kaleß (2007) presents first results. The major
problem is the individual identification of the influence of backwashing parameters
on the short-term and long-term performance, as there is a considerable time lag
and superposition of various unmodeled disturbances. Another interesting point is
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the optimal excitation of the system in terms of the frequency and the type of
excitation signal in order to regularly update all model parameters.
Future work will also focus on the application of the approach to further filtration
processes, e. g. dead-end ultrafiltration. In the long run, selected processes from the
class of cyclically operated processes with production and regeneration phases can
also be considered, e. g. adsorption processes.
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Chapter 7
Control system integration
In Chapters 5 and 6 advanced control approaches have been developed for the
biological and for the membrane system. The control architecture components for
both process units as well as their vertical connections as depicted in Fig. 3.2 have
been specified. However, the individual optimization of each unit does not generally
yield optimal performance of the integrated system. This is due to the couplings
between the units. A high biomass concentration might e. g. be desirable in the
biology to achieve high conversion rates, but at the same time it will increase the
energy required for filtrating the suspension. A high aeration of the membrane
system is costly, but to some extent adds to the concentration of dissolved oxygen in
the biology, so that less energy is required for the aeration of the biology (Chapter 3,
Section 4.3).
To achieve optimal performance of the integrated system, two model-based control
schemes can be devised: centralized control, where one large optimization problem is
solved for all degrees of freedom of the integrated system, or decentralized (or
distributed) control. Centralized control refers to the simultaneous optimization of
all manipulated variables of the integrated plant based on one large process model.
In decentralized control, individual units are controlled by local controllers, and
some kind of communication or coordination between the local controllers ensures
convergence to optimal or near optimal performance of the integrated system.
Centralized control offers the advantage that solving the optimization problem leads
to nominally optimal performance, and that all possibly non-linear couplings
between the submodels are rigorously considered. One disadvantage can be the
complexity of the resulting integrated process model, which might make the online
solution of the optimization problem impossible. Depending on the structure of the
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models, it might even be difficult to integrate them into one large model, e. g. if the
time or unit scales differ strongly. Also, the centralized controller must have full
information about all process units – a situation which is not desirable when the
units share some common goals, but still act as competitors and do not wish to
share all local information. Finally, there is some concern that a system including
many units should not completely depend on one central controller, whose failure
would lead to a severe loss of performance or plant shutdown.
Decentralized control schemes on the other hand have the advantage, that the units
need to share only limited information among each other or with a coordinator. The
unit models are of less complexity, hence convergence and computational time
required by the local controllers are of less concern. The parallelization of the local
computational tasks further lowers the computational time. Even if the
communication/coordination scheme fails, the local controllers can still achieve
suboptimal, but stable performance at least of the local system. However, depending
on the controller design the convergence to optimal performance of the integrated
system might not – or only slowly – be achieved. Also, there is considerably less
experience with applying decentralized control schemes in either simulation or real
plant environments.
In the late 1960s and 1970s much attention was paid to decentralized optimization
schemes, also with application to optimal control problems (Pearson and
Reich, 1967; Mesarovic´ et al., 1970; Singh et al., 1975; Sandell Jr.
et al., 1978; Findeisen et al., 1980). The main motivation was to reduce the
complexity of optimization problems in order to solve them efficiently with the
limited computing power at that time (Singh et al., 1975). With the exponential
increase of computing power in the following decades, these approaches did not
receive much attention. In the last five years however, decentralized control has
newly been discovered (Camponogara et al., 2002; Zhu and Henson, 2002; Cheng
et al., 2004; Mercango¨z and Doyle III, 2007; Rawlings and Stewart, 2007). In order
to apply model-based control approaches to larger and larger process systems,
computational demand as well as numerical stability are important issues again.
The increasing complexity of production networks is another driver for the
consideration of decentralized schemes. Furthermore, business units are increasingly
acting as internal competitors, and even within one company the units do not wish
to share all local information, but still aim at the overall company optimum.
Considering the membrane bioreactor (MBR) process, there are good reasons to
consider decentralized control as a promising alternative. For the biological
subsystem, a control approach based on time scale separation with several control
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layers has been developed. For the membrane subsystem, a run-to-run control
approach has been designed, which predicts only one cycle ahead. If the model was
used to predict more than one cycle, discrete switching events at the beginnings of
the cycles would be introduced to the process model. An optimization horizon of 3
days and an average filtration cycle length of 5 minutes would result in a multistage
optimization problem with more than 1500 stages with at least 3 degrees of freedom
for each stage, which is neither practical nor necessary. Rather, a solution approach
is tempting in which the optimization of both systems is achieved by the local
controllers designed in the previous sections, and overall process optimality is
attained by suitable communication/coordination between them.
Up to now, this problem has not been approached in literature. To give insight into
the problem and possible solution approaches, Appendix C.1 presents the two most
prominent coordination principles, the interaction balance principle (IBP) and the
interaction prediction principle (IPP) (Mesarovic´ et al., 1970). Both result in
powerful algorithms for distributed optimization and control. They differ amongst
others in the amount of shared information between the local controllers – the IPP
requires the sharing of first order gradient information, while the IBP does not.
Since confidentiality is not an issue in the MBR application, a new approach is
developed in Appendix C.2, which requires the sharing of second order gradient
information in order to increase the speed of convergence. The three approaches are
evaluated in a simple case study involving a nonlinear, but stationary and
unconstrained optimization problem.
The next step to apply these approaches to the MBR application is their extension
to dynamic and constrained systems, which for the IBP and IPP can be obtained
from literature. Still, their implementation and the subsequent optimization of the
MBR system is not a trivial task. Also, there are some research needs concerning
process modeling as well: The couplings between the biological and the membrane
system are not yet sufficiently reflected in the control models. The influence of
EPS/SMP on both systems (Section 4.2.5), the impact of the solids’ concentration in
the biology on membrane filtration (Kaam et al., 2006; Durante et al., 2006), and
the benefit from the increase in dissolved oxygen concentration due to membrane
aeration (Krause and Cornel, 2004) need to be accounted for.
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Chapter 8
Summary and outlook
In this thesis, a framework for the model-based control of membrane bioreactors
(MBR) is developed, which aims at the economical optimization of MBR operation.
It is the continuation of the fundamental contribution of Cruse (2006), which is
extended and complemented in various aspects. The major challenge in controlling
MBR is the large amount of uncertainty present in the process models, in the
unknown inflow conditions, and in the limited measurement information. Hence,
controller development is driven by the necessity to structure uncertainty, to
attenuate its harmful effects, and to exploit it wherever possible.
Chapter 2 discusses the MBR process with a focus on details relevant to process
control. It introduces the separation of the process into the biological treatment and
into the membrane filtration unit as well as the couplings between them. Typical
inflow characteristics are discussed.
The control system proposed is introduced in Chapter 3. The concept is based on
unit and time scale separation. For the biology, a multi-level control approach is
chosen comprising a dynamic predictive scheduling (DPS), a non-linear
model-predictive control (NMPC), a base control and a state and parameter
estimation layer. For the membrane system, a run-to-run controller is developed.
The control systems for the biology and for the membrane can be implemented
separately, however, a suitable coordination approach between both units is
proposed. The software architecture employed for the control framework
implementation is presented as well.
Rigorous process models for the substitution of real MBR in simulation studies are
presented (Chapter 4). Especially the modeling of the membrane filtration system
deserves attention, as no suitable models from the literature have been available.
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Hence, a complex model covering all relevant phenomena is developed.
Chapter 5 introduces the three main control layers for the biological system – DPS,
NMPC, and state and parameter estimation. Existing methods are extended and
complemented by new approaches. All approaches are evaluated in simulation
studies with very satisfying results. The run-to-run controller for membrane
filtration is developed in Chapter 6. It is evaluated in a simulation scenario as well
as an industrial pilot MBR. The results are very convincing with an estimated
overall economical savings potential of 20%.
The integration of the biology and the membrane filtration controllers by suitable
coordination schemes has not been realized so far. The topic is introduced in
Chapter 7, and decentralized model-based control is suggested as the most promising
approach. The main solution strategies in decentralized optimization together with a
newly developed concept are presented in some more detail in Appendix C. The
concepts are formulated and evaluated for non-linear, stationary, and unconstrained
problems. Their extension to the complex non-linear model-based control problem
for MBR will require significant effort in future research.
The control framework for MBR proposed in this thesis presents a number of
favorable properties. The separation of the complex control problem enables the
employment of efficient solutions for the resulting subproblems. The
input/output-structure is well defined to enable the straightforward replacement of
individual control layers or the extension and modification of the structure itself.
The case study results from simulation and pilot plant studies are convincing. Still,
what lies ahead is at least as challenging and important as what has been achieved.
At the end of each chapter, the main challenges and resulting research opportunities
are discussed. The following list provides a summary of the most important issues.
• The integration of the control architecture and its evaluation in simulation stud-
ies needs to be completed. The missing steps are the integration of the DPS
layer of the biology and the joined implementation of the controllers for the
biology and the membrane system.
• The online validation of the control layers for the biology is urgent. After the suc-
cessful validation in simulation scenarios, online implementation can efficiently
detect and resolve the final challenges. A step-wise procedure is advised, start-
ing with the online estimation of states and parameters, followed by the NMPC
layer, and finally incorporating dynamic real-time optimization and dynamic
predictive scheduling.
• For the control layers of the biology, the reliable prediction of the inflow rate
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and of the inflow concentrations is decisive, as it directly affects the prediction
precision of the control models. Uncertainty in the inflow needs to be structured
as much as possible, exploiting periodic behavior and predictable events such as
rainfall. Experience from other research areas such as hydrology and drainage
modeling need to be considered to develop the best prediction algorithm possible.
• The run-to-run controller proposed is fairly mature. It is however limited, first
to the prediction of one filtration cycle, and second to the optimization of the
filtration phase. Long-term fouling, backwashing, and chemical cleaning cycles
are not considered rigorously. Operating experience as well as insight gained
from the rigorous filtration model should be used to extend the control approach
in this respect. Another interesting field is the application of the run-to-run
controller to further filtration applications, e. g. the ultrafiltration of process
water or dairy products.
• Process modeling offers many research opportunities. The extension of the ASM
models with respect to MBR is very interesting and should be observed closely.
Validated results should be incorporated into the control framework. The mem-
brane filtration model proposed in this thesis is complex, and it is difficult to
validate all of its mechanisms experimentally. Still, since filtration modeling and
experiments are active research fields, this possibility should be kept in mind.
Model extensions are possible especially with respect to cake layer properties,
pore blocking, and backwashing effects.
• The coordination between the biology and the membrane filtration controller has
not been completed in this thesis and presents a number of interesting questions,
e. g. between which control layers coordination should be established, how the
differences in the dynamics between both systems can be exploited, and which
coordination strategy is most suitable. An integrated control system should be
aimed at in the future.
Research on model-based control for MBR takes place in a push-pull situation
between academia and industry. The challenging process and the necessity to lower
operational cost demand for the development and application of advanced control
approaches, and the resulting increase of MBR efficiency pushes the development
and spreading of the technology. In order to increase these positive dynamics,
research should focus on the practical applicability of the methods proposed.
Robustness and fault-tolerance are important aspects in this respect. Automatically,
this will necessitate advancements on the methodological side, as e. g. the
development of the DPS layer and the run-to-run controller have shown.
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Appendix A
Models
A.1 Biology model – ASM1
In the following, the ASM1 model is presented. Table A.1 contains the kinetic
models for the reaction rates. The stoichiometric matrix and the kinetic and
stoichiometric parameters are listed in Table A.2. The values of the kinetic
parameters and stoichiometric coefficients are taken from Henze et al. (1987).
Table A.1: ASM1 – kinetic model.
r1 = µH
(
cSS
KS+cSS
)(
cSO
KO,H+cSO
)
cXB,H
r2 = µH
(
cSS
KS+cSS
)(
KO,H
KO,H+cSO
)(
cSNO
KNO+cSNO
)
ηgcXB,H
r3 = µA
(
cSNH
KNH+cSNH
)(
cSO
KO,A+cSO
)
cXB,A
r4 = bHcXB,H
r5 = bAcXB,A
r6 = kacSNDcXB,H
r7 = kh
cXS/cXB,H
KX+
“
cXS/cXB,H
”
[(
cSO
KO,H+cSO
)
+ ηh
(
KO,H
KO,H+cSO
)(
cSNO
KNO+cSNO
)]
cXB,H
r8 = r7
cXND
cXS
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Table A.2: ASM1 – stoichiometric matrix.
Component →
Process ↓ SI SS XI XS XB,H XB,A XP SO SNO SNH SND XND SALK
aerobic growth of
heterotrophic biomass
0 − 1
YH
0 0 1 0 0 − 1−YH
YH
0 −iXB 0 0 −
iXB
14
anoxic growth of
heterotrophic biomass
0 − 1
YH
0 0 1 0 0 0 − 1−YH
2.86YH
−iXB 0 0
1−YH
14·2.86YH
· −iXB
14
aerobic growth of
autotrophic biomass
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 − 4.57−YA
YA
1
YA
−iXB −
1
YA
0 0 −iXB
14
− 1
7YA
decay of heterotrophic
biomass
0 0 0 1− fP -1 0 fP 0 0 0 0 iXB − fP iXP 0
decay of autotrophic
biomass
0 0 0 1− fP 0 -1 fP 0 0 0 0 iXB − fP iXP 0
ammonification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1
14
hydrolysis of organic
matter
0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
hydrolysis of organic
nitrogen
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0
kinetic parameters: µH , KS , KO,H , KN,O, bH , µA, KNH , KO,A, bA, ηg , ka, kh, KX , ηh
stoichiometric parameters: YH , YA, fp, iXB , iXP
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A.2 Membrane filtration model – geometry and hydro-
dynamics
Appendix A.2 describes the geometric and hydrodynamic submodels of the
membrane filtration model presented in Section 4.3. Except for some minor
corrections and remarks, they have already been presented by Cruse (2006).
A.2.1 Geometric model
In the following, a model of the membrane module geometry is developed. It is
assumed that all fibers are staggered and that three neighboring fibers form an
equilateral triangle. The entire module area can then be represented by a comb
structure with regular hexagons, whose centers coincide with the centers of the fibers
(Fig. A.1). Each hexagon represents the catchment area Ahex of one fiber, which is
calculated from
Ahex =
√
3 · (df)2
2
− π
4
· (df,o)2 , (A.1)
where df is the distance between two fibers and df,o is the outer fiber diameter. The
total free area Amod of a module with nf fibers is then
Amod = nf · Ahex . (A.2)
It is assumed that rising air bubbles occupy the maximum space available, therefore
the diameter dslug and the area Aslug of a flow channel are given by
dslug =
2 · df√
3
− df,o , (A.3)
Aslug = π · (dslug)
2
4
. (A.4)
Further geometric variables are the inner fiber diameter df,i and the fiber length h.
A.2.2 Hydrodynamics feed side
In reality, the flow conditions on the bulk side are turbulent and highly irregular due
to the time-varying aeration and the movement of the fibers. Hence, simplifying
assumptions have to be made in order to describe the main characteristics of the
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Figure A.1: Module geometry under the assumption of uniformly distributed fibers.
feed side flow. In particular it is assumed that the flow channels between the densely
packed fibers can be interpreted as pipes, in which a slug flow develops, a two-phase
flow pattern consisting of air bubbles and water. The two important properties
obtained from the hydrodynamic model are the static pressure along the outer
membrane surface and the shear force imposed onto the membrane. The results
obtained with this approach are very similar to recent experimental findings of
Be´rube´ et al. (2006), who measure shear forces between 0.5Pa and 4Pa. The shear
stress during the simulation presented in Section 4.3.2.2 is about 2 Pa. This
comparison suggests that the proposed model is a reasonable simplification.
A.2.2.1 Slug flow properties
Fig. A.2 shows one slug flow unit consisting of a Taylor bubble and a liquid
compartment. The streams considered in the slug flow unit are defined as
UTBl = v
TB
l · π · dslug · δ , (A.5)
UTBg = v
TB
g ·
π
4
· (dslug − 2 · δ)2 , (A.6)
ULl = v
L
l ·
π
4
· (dslug)2 , (A.7)
with UTBl and v
TB
l being the liquid flow and velocity of the falling film around the
Taylor bubble, UTBg and v
TB
g the gas flow and velocity in the Taylor bubble, U
L
l and
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vLl the liquid flow and velocity in the liquid compartment, and δ the thickness of the
falling film. The continuity equation gives
ULl = U
TB
g − UTBl . (A.8)
vl
TB
vg
TB
vl
L
L
T
B
L
L
L
sl
u
g
Taylor
bubble
liquid
compart-
ment
?
Figure A.2: Schematic representation and dimensions of two-phase slug flow.
The mean velocities related to the cross-sectional area are defined as
vcs,l = −α · U
TB
l
Aslug
+ (1− α) · U
L
l
Aslug
, (A.9)
vcs,g = α ·
UTBg
Aslug
. (A.10)
vcs,l and vcs,g are the mean velocities of liquid and gas, and α is the aspect ratio
between the length of the Taylor bubble LTB and the length of the slug flow unit
Lslug. The total volume flow per cross-sectional area vcs,total is given by
vcs,total = vcs,g + vcs,l . (A.11)
The mean air velocity vcs,g is obtained from the known continuous air flow Q into
the module:
vcs,g =
Q
Amod
. (A.12)
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A.2.2.2 Properties of the bulk phase
The density ρl and the dynamic viscosity ηl of the bulk phase are determined first.
There are many approaches reported in literature on how to calculate these
properties depending on the concentration of solids cb (Lu¨bbecke and
Vogelpohl, 1995; Shimizu et al., 1996; Ueda and Hata, 1996; Ohle, 1999; Xing and
Qian, 2001). For the temperatures and concentrations considered here, the
correlations of Ohle (1999) are chosen, as they have been fitted to an installation
very similar to the one modeled here:
ηl = ηw ·
(
0.0254 · (cb)2 − 0.1674 · cb + 1.5918) , (A.13)
ηw = 0.001 · 1.78 · exp
{− 0.041 · (T )0.875 } , (A.14)
ρl = ρw · 0.99959 · exp
{
0.0004397 · cb} . (A.15)
ρw and ηw are the density and the dynamic viscosity of water, whereas T is the
temperature of the bulk phase (in ℃).
A.2.2.3 Film thickness δ
Wallis (1969) proposes an empirical correlation to calculate the thickness of a falling
film. The dimensionless film thickness δ∗ depends on the film Reynolds number ReΓ
according to
δ∗ =


3
√
0.75 · (ReΓ)
1
3 if ReΓ < 2320 ,
0.115 · (ReΓ)0.6 if 2320 < ReΓ < 105 .
(A.16)
The definitions of the related variables are
δ∗ =
δ
dslug
· (Nf )
2
3 , (A.17)
ReΓ = Nf · v∗TBcs,l , (A.18)
v∗TBcs,l =
UTBl
Aslug
· ρl · dslug
Nf · ηl , (A.19)
Nf =
√
(dslug)
3 · g · (ρl − ρg) · ρl
ηl
, (A.20)
where Nf is the dimensionless viscosity, v
∗TB
cs,l is the dimensionless mean film velocity
related to the cross-section of the slug flow, ρg is the density of air, and g is the
constant of gravity.
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A.2.2.4 Velocity of the Taylor bubbles vTBg
The velocity of the bubble vTBg is a function of the fluid’s mean velocity vcs,total and
the rising velocity v∞ of a bubble in a resting fluid due to buoyancy. If the latter can
be neglected, the bubble velocity can be obtained employing the capillary number
(Smith et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2005). However, for the module geometry and
operational regimes considered here, the velocity due to buoyancy is in the same
order as the fluid’s mean velocity and therefore needs consideration. Wallis (1969)
calculates the velocity due to buoyancy from the dimensionless correlation
k∞ = 0.345 ·
(
1− exp
[−0.01 ·Nf
0.345
])
·
(
1− exp
[
3.37−NEO
m
])
, (A.21)
k∞ =
√
dslug · g · (ρl − ρg)
(v∞)
2 · ρl
, (A.22)
NEO =
g · (dslug)2 · (ρl − ρg)
σl,g
, (A.23)
m =


10 if Nf > 250 ,
69 · (Nf)−0.35 if 18 < Nf < 250 ,
25 if Nf < 18 .
(A.24)
k∞ is the dimensionless inertia force, the dimensionless viscosity Nf describes the
influence of friction forces, the Eo¨tvo¨s number NEO considers surface forces, m
describes coupling effects between the latter two, and σl,g is the surface tension
between water and air. The velocity of the rising air bubble is then described as
vTBg = C1 · vcs,total + v∞ , (A.25)
C1 =

1.0 if Recs ≤ 8000 ,
1.2 if Recs > 8000 ,
(A.26)
Recs =
vcs,total · dslug · ρl
ηl
, (A.27)
where Recs is the Reynolds number based on the mean slug flow velocity.
A.2.2.5 Velocity of the liquid vcs,l
An energy balance around the module is employed to calculate the velocity of the
liquid vcs,l. Similar approaches have been presented by Heijnen et al. (1997),
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Gavrilescu and Tudose (1998), Freitas et al. (1999), and Lui et al. (2000). Fig. A.3
illustrates the approach.
vcs,l
vo
pi po
p0p0
z
h
Figure A.3: Energy balance around the module.
pi and po are the static pressures at the height of the module’s entrance inside and
outside the module. The velocity vo in the basin is negligible compared to the
velocity of the liquid within the module vcs,l. The Bernoulli equation then gives
po = pi +
1
2
· ρl · (1 + ξ) · (vcs,l)2 , (A.28)
where ξ is the pressure loss coefficient for the module’s entrance.
Assuming that the entire kinetic energy dissipates at the module’s exit and further
assuming that the gas concentration outside the membrane is negligible,
po = p0 + ρl · g · h (A.29)
is obtained, where p0 is the static pressure in the basin at the height of the module’s
exit. For the calculation of the static pressure pi inside the module’s inlet, it is
considered that the module is partly filled with air and that the dominant pressure
loss occurs in the liquid compartment of the two-phase flow:
pi =p0 + ρl · g · h · (1− α) + ρg · g · h · α
+
1
2
· ρl ·
(
vLl
)2 · λslug
dslug
· h · (1− α) , (A.30)
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with λslug being the resistance coefficient for the liquid compartment of the slug
flow. It is calculated from
λslug = 0.316 · (Recs)−0.25 (A.31)
according to Blasius’ equation for smooth tubes.
A.2.2.6 Hydrostatic pressure pslug(z) and shear force τw
From the properties calculated above and analog to Eq. (A.30) the hydrostatic
pressure pslug (z) is determined as
pslug(z) = p0 +
(
α · ρg + (1− α) · ρl ·
(
g +
λslug
dslug
·
(
vLl
)2
2
))
· (h− z) . (A.32)
The shear force τw exercised on the outer surface of the membrane is different in the
liquid compartment (τLw ) and in the Taylor bubble compartment (τ
TB
w ). Both shear
forces are calculated separately, and the resulting mean shear force τw is obtained
from weighting the results according to
τw = α · τTBw + (1− α) · τLw . (A.33)
Neglecting the shear force between the liquid and the gas and the film curvature,
τTBw can be obtained from a simple balance of forces as
τTBw = (ρl − ρg) · g · δ . (A.34)
Employing once more Blasius’ equation for tubes, the shear force in the liquid
compartment
τLw =
ρl · λslug ·
(
vLl
)2
8
(A.35)
is obtained.
A.2.3 Hydrodynamics permeate side
In this section, the local hydrodynamic conditions inside the hollow-fiber membrane
are considered. The following assumptions are made:
• The membrane rejects all solids.
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• Laminar flow is assumed within the fiber.
• The dynamic behavior is considered to be negligible, e. g. the gradient
∂vf
∂t
of the
velocity vf within the fiber with respect to time equals zero.
• The flow velocity at the lower end of the fibers is zero.
In the following, a balance of forces around a differential fluid element is formulated.
The element and the forces considered are depicted in Fig. A.4. Balancing gravity
force dFg, friction force dFτ , pressure force dFp, and inertia force dFa gives
dFp(z) = dFa(z) + dFg + dFτ (z) , (A.36)
dFp(z) = −∂pf (z)
∂z
· π · (df,i)
2
4
· dz , (A.37)
dFa(z) = ρw · π · (df,i)
2
4
· d (vf(z))
dt
· dz , (A.38)
dFg = ρw · g · π · (df,i)
2
4
· dz , (A.39)
dFτ (z) = τf (z) · π · df,i · dz , (A.40)
where τf (z) is the local shear force acting upon the inner membrane surface and
where pf(z) is the local hydrostatic pressure in the fiber. The substantial derivation
of the velocity vf(z) with respect to time is
d (vf (z))
dt
=
∂vf (z)
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 (cf. assumptions)
+vf(z) · ∂vf (z)
∂z
. (A.41)
The continuity equation relates the local velocity to the local flux J(z) across the
membrane:
∂vf (z)
∂z
· π · (df,i)
2
4
· dz = J(z) · π · df,o · dz . (A.42)
The shear force τf in Eq. (A.40) is determined from the Hagen-Poiseuille-Law for
laminar flow in smooth tubes to yield
τf(z) =
ρw · λf(z) · vf(z) · |vf(z)|
8
, (A.43)
λf(z) =
64
Ref (z)
, (A.44)
Ref(z) =
ρw · |vf(z)| · df,i
ηw
, (A.45)
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Figure A.4: Balance of forces within the fiber around a differential fluid element.
where λf(z) is the local friction coefficient and Ref (z) the local Reynolds number in
the fiber.
Substituting Eq. (A.42) into Eq. (A.41) and then the result into Eq. (A.38) gives
dFa(z) = ρw · J(z) · df,o · π · vf(z) · dz . (A.46)
Substituting Eqs. (A.43)–(A.45) into Eq. (A.40) results in the following expression
for the friction force:
dFτ (z) = ηw · 8 · π · vf(z) · dz . (A.47)
Finally, substituting Eqs. (A.37), (A.39), (A.46), and (A.47) into the balance of
forces (Eq. (A.36)) the one-dimensional partial differential equation
∂pf (z)
∂z
= −4 · J(z) · ρw · df,o + 32 · ηw
(df,i)
2 · vf(z)− ρw · g (A.48)
results, for which the boundary conditions
vf (0) = 0 , (A.49)
pf(h) = p0 −∆ppump (A.50)
hold. ∆ppump is the pressure difference established by the permeate pump.
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Biological wastewater treatment –
case studies
B.1 DPS and NMPC
In this section details on the plant substitution model are stated, which is employed
in the case studies on dynamic predictive scheduling (DPS, Section 5.1) and on
non-linear model-predictive control (NMPC, Section 5.2). The model corresponds to
the rigorous model developed in Section 4.1 and employs the ASM3 to describe the
degradation kinetics. The parameter set stems from Gujer et al. (1999). Table B.1
presents the initial conditions of the model, and Fig. B.1 shows the inflow rate and
inflow concentrations on a horizon of 10 days.
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stormwater tank denitrification nitrification
cT,i (t = 0)
[
g
m3
]
cD,i (t = 0)
[
g
m3
]
cN,i (t = 0)
[
g
m3
]
SO 0 0.004 0.98
SI 54.60 52.11 52.01
SS 182.80 0.20 0.03
SNH 52.24 5.49 0.98
SN2 0.01 65.58 66.27
SNO 0.47 3.93 8.54
SHCO 5.55 1.68 1.03
XI 45.58 8355.33 9024.58
XS 137.22 69.13 69.16
XH 54.60 4166.29 4495.72
XSTO 0.01 202.77 211.47
XA 0.01 431.00 466.03
XTS 196.11 11213.77 12099.6
V 1000m3 450m3 450m3
Table B.1: Initial concentrations and basin volumes of the DPS and the NMPC case
studies (Sections 5.1 and 5.2).
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Figure B.1: Inflow concentrations cin,i of the DPS and the NMPC case studies (Sec-
tions 5.1 and 5.2). The inflow concentration is zero for oxygen cin,SO , and
0.01 g/m3 for storage products cin,XSTO , autotrophic biomass cin,XA, and
gaseous nitrogen cin,SN2 . The disturbance employed in the NMPC case
study is shown by the grey lines in the ammonia (SNH) and nitrate (SNO)
plots. The corresponding inflow rate Zin is shown in Fig. 5.1.
B.2 State and parameter estimation
In this section details on the plant substitution model are stated, which is employed
in the case study for state and parameter estimation (Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). An
aerated reactor with a constant volume of 1000m3 is assumed. The model employs
the ASM3 to describe the degradation kinetics. The parameter set stems from Copp
(2002). Table B.2 shows the constant inflow concentrations and initial conditions.
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The inflow rate is 300m3/day. Table B.3 presents the measurement matrix M.
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inflow concentrations initial conditions
cin
[
g
m3
]
c (t = 0)
[
g
m3
]
SI 30 3
SS 69.5 0.87
XS 51.2 12.5
XI 202 50.7
XB,H 28.2 800
XB,A 0 163
XP 0 517
SO 0 0.49
SNO 0 10.4
SNH 3.56 1.29
SND 6.95 0.68
XND 10.59 3.64
SALK 7 4.09
Table B.2: Inflow and initial concentrations in the state estimation case study (Sec-
tions 5.3.2 and 5.3.3).
States
SI SS XI XS XB,H XB,A XP SO SNO SNH SND XND SALK
SI 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SS 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XS 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
SNO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
SNH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SALK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
CSB 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CSBf 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BSB 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XTS 0 0 0.75 0.75 0.9 0.9 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Table B.3: Measurement matrix M in the state estimation case study (Section 5.3.2
and 5.3.3).
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Distributed optimization – principles
and case study
C.1 Distributed optimization
Although most of the ideas on decentralized control presented today fit into the
theoretical framework formulated in the 1960s and 1970s, it seems that not all of the
ideas and algorithms developed then are well-known today. Research in the 1960s
and 1970s not only focused on specific problem solutions, but was equally concerned
with general concepts for decentralized optimization. This section summarizes the
main lines of thought as well as two resulting algorithms which have gained much
attention.
The control system considered in the following is depicted in Fig. C.1. For
convenience, it is assumed that the units i ∈ {1, . . . , N} are physical process units.
Each of them is connected to a local controller. The local controllers are connected
to a coordinator. Both, coordinator and local controllers, can be used as
transmitters, therefore communication between the coordinator and the units as well
as between the units themselves is included in the concept.
It is further assumed that the optimization target is the unconstrained steady-state
optimum of the overall process. Extensions to constrained and dynamic optimization
problems are, e. g., discussed by Findeisen et al. (1980). The discussion starts from
the centralized optimization problem
min
u
φ (P7.1)
s. t. 0 = f (x,u) , (C.1)
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coordinator
local
controller 1
local
controller 2
local
controller N
…
unit 1 unit 2 unit N
Figure C.1: Distributed control system comprising units, local controllers, and a
coordinator.
φ = φ (x,u) , (C.2)
where φ is the process cost function, x are the states, and u are the inputs.
Problem (P7.1) yields the optimal inputs uˆ. In the following, the optimization
problem is decomposed. The overall process cost φ is assumed to be the sum of the
cost φi of the controlled local units:
φ (x,u) =
N∑
i=1
φi (xi,ui,mi) , (C.3)
0 = fi (xi,ui,mi) . (C.4)
The process states x and the inputs u can be uniquely assigned to the units, thus
x =
[
xT1 , . . . ,x
T
N
]T
and u =
[
uT1 , . . . ,u
T
N
]T
. Additionally the local objective
functions depend on interaction variables mi which represent the couplings between
the units. The couplings are described by coupling constraints,
m−H · x = 0 , (C.5)
and consequently
mi −Hi · x = 0 , (C.6)
where m =
[
mT1 , . . . ,m
T
N
]T
and H =
[
HT1 , . . . ,H
T
N
]T
. The interaction variables m
are a linear combination of the states x given by the matrix H. The interaction
variables mi are inputs to the local unit i. Obviously the choice of m is determined
by the decomposition of the process system into smaller units. It is favorable to
decompose the system in such a way that the dimension of m is kept small,
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otherwise the distributed optimization problem can easily exceed the central
optimization problem in complexity.
A simple example for an interaction variable could be the mass flow from one unit A
to a unit B. While the mass flow is predicted by the local controller of unit A, it acts
as an input to unit B. The coupling constraint Eq. (C.5) is formulated so that the
outflow of A and the inflow of B are equal.
C.1.1 Coordination principles
There are various ways to formulate the optimization problems of the local
controllers and the coordination and communication between them (Mesarovic´
et al., 1970; Findeisen et al., 1980). The objective is the computation of the optimal
inputs uˆ of the full problem. It must therefore be required that uˆi is equal to the
solution of the local optimization problem of unit i. It is the task of the coordinator
to influence the local optimization problems properly to meet this requirement.
Several coordination principles have been formulated (Mesarovic´ et al., 1970), which
state logical conditions for attaining optimality by a control approach. The two
most important ones for practical purposes are the interaction balance principle
(IBP) and the interaction prediction principle (IPP).
If the interaction variables mi are treated as additional degrees of freedom of the
local controller i, the interaction constraints (Eq. (C.5)) will not necessarily hold
after the local optimization of the units. In algorithms based on the IBP a set of
inputs u equals the overall optimal solution uˆ, if the inputs ui and mi are the
solution to the local optimization problem i and satisfy the interaction constraints
(Eq. (C.5)).
The IPP requires that the coordinator predicts a solution m˜ for the interaction
variables m. The solution u computed by the local controllers will equal the overall
optimal solution uˆ, if it satisfies the local optimization problems and if the
application of u indeed yields the predicted values of the interaction variables m˜,
i. e. if the prediction was correct. Note that inputs to the local controllers from the
coordinator are denoted by a tilde in the following sections.
For more detailed discussions and further principles (e. g. direct principle, interaction
estimation principle) the reader is referred to Mesarovic´ et al. (1970) and Findeisen
et al. (1980).
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C.1.2 Interaction balance principle
Algorithms based on the IBP originate in mathematical programming (Lasdon, 1971)
and systems optimization (Mesarovic´ et al., 1970). In a survey paper of Singh et al.
(1975), the IBP is recognized as the most promising approach in optimal distributed
control. In the following, the basic idea is formulated for the stationary
unconstrained optimization problem (P7.1) with a separable cost function Eq. (C.3)
and coupling constraints Eqs. (C.5) and (C.6). In order to decouple the optimization
problem, it is necessary to separate the coupling constraints h according to
h = m−H · x =
N∑
i=1
hi (xi,mi) , (C.7)
hi (xi,mi) =


0
...
0
mi
0
...
0


−H ·


0
...
0
xi
0
...
0


, i ∈ {1, . . . , N} . (C.8)
hi only depends on the local variables of unit i.
The dual to optimization problem (P7.1) is
max
λ
ϕ (λ) , (P7.2)
where
ϕ (λ) = min
u,m
L (u,m,λ) (P7.3)
s. t. L (u,m,λ) = φ
(
x (u,m) ,u,m
)
+ λT · h(x (u,m) ,m) (C.9)
=
N∑
i=1
[
φi
(
xi (ui,mi) ,ui,mi
)]
+ λT ·
N∑
i=1
[
hi
(
xi (ui,mi) ,mi
)]
. (C.10)
Instead of stating the model equations f (Eq. (C.1)) as equality constraints, their
pointwise solution x = x (u,m) is used. L is the Lagrangian of Problem (P7.1). Due
to its additive nature, Problem (P7.3) can now be decomposed into N local
optimization problems
min
ui,mi
φIBPi (P7.4)
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s. t. φIBPi = φi
(
xi (ui,mi) ,ui,mi
)
+ λT · hi
(
xi (ui,mi) ,mi
)
, (C.11)
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} . (C.12)
The IBP demands that coordinator inputs λ˜ exist for which the solutions of all N
local problems (P7.4) satisfy the interaction constraints (Eq. (C.5)). It can be shown
that the optimal coordinator input λˆ, which is the solution to the maximization
problem (P7.2), fulfills this requirement (Mesarovic´ et al., 1970).
The remaining challenge is to find the optimal input λˆ without solving the full
large-scale problem (P7.2). The computation starts with an initial input λ˜
0
, and
then the local optimization problems (P7.4) are solved. The next step is to
maximize the dual function ϕ (λ) by modifying λ˜
0
. One simple approach exploits
the structure of the Lagrangian L. For given inputs u and interaction variables m,
the gradient of ϕ (λ) with respect to λ is
∂ϕ (λ)
∂λ
=
N∑
i=1
hi
(
xi (ui,mi) ,mi
)
= h , (C.13)
where h is the error in the interaction constraints. With this result, standard
gradient algorithms can be employed to improve λ˜. Using the steepest ascent
approach,
λ˜
l+1
= λ˜
l
+ βl · hl (C.14)
is obtained (Singh et al., 1975). l is the iteration index, and βl is the step length at
iteration l.
The resulting algorithm functions as follows. The coordinator transmits the
Lagrangian multipliers λ˜
l
to the local controllers. The local controllers solve their
local optimization problems (P7.4) to obtain the local inputs uli, states x
l
i, and
interaction variables mli. These are returned to the coordinator, which computes
new multipliers λ˜
l+1
according to Eq. (C.14). Note that when applying this
approach, the local controllers have no direct information on the models or states of
the remaining units. The Lagrangian multipliers can be interpreted as prices on
constraint violations, and hence this method is also known as price coordination
(Findeisen et al., 1980).
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C.1.3 Interaction prediction principle
According to the IPP, the coordinator predicts the interaction variables m˜ and
transmits them to the local controllers. The local optimization problem i is
min
ui
φi (xi,ui, m˜i) (P7.5)
s. t. 0 = fi (xi,ui, m˜i) . (C.15)
This formulation implies that the local controller i knows the inputs m˜i, which
connect it to the remaining units. However, the controller has no indication of how
its own control actions influence the other units. The local solution for ui will
generally not equal the global optimum uˆi. In modern literature on decentralized
MPC this approach is referred to as communication-based MPC (Rawlings and
Stewart, 2007).
There are various ways of modifying the objective function φi in order to achieve
applicability of the IPP. They usually require that the coordinator supplies more
information to the local controllers (Mesarovic´ et al., 1970; Findeisen et al., 1980).
The most common approach is to include some kind of goal coordination, i. e. the
local controllers have some information on how their control actions influence the
cost functions of the remaining units. In the following, the partial goal-interaction
operator is introduced (Mesarovic´ et al., 1970). Assume that
φ0 = φ
(
x0,u0,m0
)
, (C.16)
0 = f
(
x0,u0,m0
)
, (C.17)
m0 = H · x0 (C.18)
describes the system for a given input u0. Let
u0 [ui] =
[(
u01
)T
, . . . ,
(
u0i−1
)T
, (ui)
T ,
(
u0i+1
)T
, . . . ,
(
u0N
)T]T
(C.19)
be the original input u0, where only the values of the inputs ui of unit i are
modified. Applying the modified inputs in unit i gives
0 = fi
(
x0i [ui] ,u
0
i [ui] ,m
0
i
)
. (C.20)
With the modified state vector
x0 [ui] =
[(
x01
)T
, . . . ,
(
x0i−1
)T
,
(
x0i [ui]
)T
,
(
x0i+1
)T
, . . . ,
(
x0N
)T]T
(C.21)
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the resulting interaction variables mj [ui] and state variables xj [ui] of unit j are
m0j [ui] = Hj · x0 [ui] , (C.22)
0 = fj
(
x0j [ui] ,u
0
j ,m
0
j [ui]
)
. (C.23)
The modified cost function value of unit j is
φ0j [ui] = φj
(
x0j [ui] ,u
0
j ,m
0
j [ui]
)
. (C.24)
Finally, the change in the cost of unit j caused by a change in the inputs of unit i is
∆φij (ui) = φ
0
j [ui]− φ0j . (C.25)
Note that ∆φii is the influence of a change in the inputs of unit i, as it is transferred
through the system and back to the interaction variables of unit i. Its consideration
would in turn lead to a new solution for the local states of unit i (Eq. (C.20)), so
that an iterative solution would be required. Hence, the feedback of the system to
unit i is not considered. The local cost function of unit i is modified according to
φi = φi (xi,ui, m˜i) +
N∑
j = 1
j 6= i
∆φij (ui) , (C.26)
so that it considers the non-local effects of changes in the local inputs ui. By this
means, coordination according to the IPP is achieved.
Unfortunately the computation of all ∆φij according to Eq. (C.25) requires full
knowledge of the models of the remaining units, and thus the resulting scheme has
no advantage as compared to centralized control. Therefore, simplifications have to
be employed, such as the linearization of ∆φij according to
∆φij (ui) ≈ d∆φij
dui
·∆ui = dφj
dui
·∆ui (C.27)
=

 Kj∑
k=1
Oj∑
o=1
Ki∑
n=1
∂φj
∂xj,k
· ∂xj,k
∂mj,o
· ∂mj,o
∂xi,n
· ∂xi,n
∂ui

 ·∆ui , (C.28)
where ∆ui = ui − u0i . Kj and Oj are the number of states and interaction variables
assigned to unit j, and Ki is the number of states assigned to unit i. The factors in
Eq. (C.28) represent the propagation of changes in the local inputs ui through the
interaction variables and states to the objective function φj of unit j. It should be
noted that this approach requires the sharing of first-order gradient information with
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the coordinator, which is a significant difference to the formerly introduced approach
based on the IBP.
The modified local objective function φIPPi of unit i with a linearization of the
remaining local objective functions around an input vector u∗ is
φIPPi = φi (xi,ui, m˜i) +

 N∑
j = 1
j 6= i
dφj
dui
∣∣∣∣
u∗

 ·∆ui . (C.29)
Note that for linear systems the gradients in Eq. (C.27) are constant. It seems very
interesting in this respect to analyze the relationships between Eq. (C.27), the early
works on linear systems of Mesarovic´ et al. (1970), and recent approaches by
Rawlings and Stewart (2007) with respect to linear MPC. It is assumed that there
are considerable similarities between the approaches. However, this analysis is not
part of this thesis.
C.2 Enforced constraints principle
In the following, a new approach for decentralized optimization is presented, which
requires less iterations than the IPP and the IBP approaches to converge, and which
possesses some favorable properties for the MBR system. However, it requires the
computation of second-order gradient information at the solution of each local
optimization and its sharing with a coordinator. It is based on the newly formulated
enforced constraints principle (ECP). The underlying idea is that when the
optimization problem has converged, the inputs predicted by the coordinator u˜ and
the inputs computed by the local controllers u are equal, and the gradients of the
local objective functions with respect to the local inputs are zero. These
requirements are formulated as additional constraints for the optimization problem
before it is decomposed. The coordinator computes constraint violation penalties,
which are communicated to the local controllers and included in the local objective
functions. These penalties converge to zero when the decentralized optimization
algorithm converges to the true solution.
The starting point of the resulting algorithm is the optimization of the integrated
system from the viewpoint of one local unit. In order to find the overall optimum,
the local controller i could act as a central controller and
• have command of all input variables u,
• have full knowledge of the integrated model, and
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• consider the objective function φ of the overall system.
The optimization problem (P7.1) is stated again accordingly:
min
ui,u˜6=i
φ′i (P7.6)
s. t. φ′i = φ (ui, u˜6=i) . (C.30)
The states are assumed to be known functions x = x (ui, u˜6=i) of the inputs. A tilde
denotes input variables which from the viewpoint of the controller i are non-local
input variables. The index 6= i refers to all units except i according to
u6=i =
[
uT1 , . . . ,u
T
i−1,u
T
i+1, . . . ,u
T
N
]T
. (C.31)
Two constraints are added to Problem (P7.6), which do not alter the solution of the
optimization problem, but will play a role when the problem is decomposed. The
first constraint is
u˜ = u , (C.32)
which implies
u˜i = ui , (C.33)
u˜6=i = u6=i , (C.34)
introducing the input variables u˜i and u6=i to the problem.
Problem (P7.6) represents the overall optimization problem. Hence, its solution is
the solution for any local controller j 6= i with the same problem formulation and
corresponding objective function φ′j 6=i = φ (uj, u˜6=j). The gradients of the local
objective functions φ′j 6=i with respect to the local variables uj are zero at the solution
of Problem (P7.6), which gives a second constraint:
dφ′j (uj, u˜6=j)
duj
= 0 , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\ {i} . (C.35)
The resulting optimization problem, which has the exact same solution as
Problem (P7.6), is
min
u,u˜
φ′i (P7.7)
s. t. φ′i = φ (ui, u˜6=i) , (C.36)
0 = u− u˜ , (C.37)
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dφ′j (uj, u˜6=j)
duj
= 0 , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\ {i} . (C.38)
Since the assumption that a local controller has access to the overall process model
needs to be dropped, the objective functions of the non-local controllers are
simplified. Similarly to the IPP approach the linearization around a vector of input
variables u∗ is employed. However, since the objective function φ′i depends not only
on the local variables ui but also on the non-local variables u˜6=i, linearization has to
be performed according to
φ′i ≈ φ∗i = φi (ui, u˜6=i) +

 N∑
j = 1
j 6= i
dφj
dui
∣∣∣∣
u∗

 ·∆ui + N∑
j = 1
j 6= i

 N∑
k = 1
k 6= i
dφk
du˜j
∣∣∣∣
u∗

 ·∆u˜j ,
(C.39)
∆ui = ui − u∗i , (C.40)
∆u˜j = u˜j − u∗j . (C.41)
φi is the original local objective function. The second term describes the influence of
the local inputs ui on the non-local objective functions (see also Eq. (C.29) and its
derivation in Section C.1.3). The third term states the influence of the non-local
inputs on all non-local objective functions. The gradients of all non-local objective
functions φk, k 6= i with respect to the input vector u˜j are added, and then the sum
of all respective results for all input vectors u˜j, j 6= i is computed. Likewise,
constraint Eq. (C.38) is linearized. dimuj is the dimension of vector uj . For one
input uj,l, l ∈ {1, . . . , dimuj}, this gives
dφ′j (uj, u˜6=j)
duj,l
≈dφ
′
j (uj, u˜6=j)
duj,l
∣∣∣∣
u∗
+
[
N∑
k=1
d2φk
duj,lduj
∣∣∣∣∣
u∗
]
·∆uj
+
[
N∑
k=1
d2φk
duj,ldu˜6=j
∣∣∣∣
u∗
]
·∆u˜6=j .
(C.42)
Since the linearization is performed around the optimal solutions of the previous
iterations, the first term on the right-hand side is zero. The second and the third
term describe the sum of the gradients of all original local objective functions φk
with respect to uj,l and with respect to uj and u˜6=j , respectively. Eq. (C.42) is
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written in compact form as
dφ′j (uj , u˜6=j)
duj,l
≈
[
N∑
k=1
d2φk
duj,lduj
∣∣∣∣∣
u∗
]
·∆uj
+
[
N∑
k=1
d2φk
duj,ldu˜6=j
∣∣∣∣
u∗
]
·∆u˜6=j ≡ Gj,l ,
(C.43)
and the results are aggregated to obtain
Gj =
[
Gj,1, . . . , Gj,dimuj
]T
, j ∈ {1, . . . , N} , (C.44)
and
Gi =
[
GT1 , . . . ,G
T
i−1,G
T
i+1, . . . ,G
T
N
]T
. (C.45)
The resulting simplified optimization problem is
min
u,u˜
φ∗i (P7.8)
s. t. φ∗i = φ
∗
i (ui, u˜6=i) , (C.46)
0 = u− u˜ , (C.47)
Gi (uj , u˜6=j) = 0 , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\ {i} . (C.48)
Optimization problem (P7.8) is decoupled by formulating its dual:
max
λi,µi
ϕi (λi,µi) , (P7.9)
where
ϕi (λi,µi) = min
u,u˜
Li (u, u˜) , (P7.10)
s. t. Li (u, u˜) = φ
∗
i + λ
T
i · (u− u˜) + µTi ·Gi . (C.49)
Finding the optimal solution to Problem (P7.10) is equal to finding the stationary
point of the Lagrangian Li with respect to u and u˜. Differentiating Li with respect
to u and u˜ and setting the result equal to zero yields
dLi
dui
=
dφ∗i
dui
+ λi,i = 0 , (C.50)
dLi
duj
= λi,j +
d
(
µTi ·Gi
)
duj
= 0 , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\ {i} , (C.51)
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dLi
du˜i
= −λi,i +
d
(
µTi ·Gi
)
du˜i
= 0 , (C.52)
dLi
du˜j
=
dφ∗i
du˜j
− λi,j = 0 , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\ {i} . (C.53)
λi,i are the elements of the Lagrangian multipliers λi which are related to the
equality of ui and u˜i, and λi,j are related to the equality of uj and u˜j .
The Lagrangian multipliers can be computed from Eqs. (C.51)–(C.53). λi has the
dimension of u and µi has the dimension of u6=i. Eq. (C.51) has the dimension of
u6=i and Eqs. (C.52)–(C.53) together have the dimension of u. Hence, there are
dim u+ dim u6=i equations and an equal number of unknown variables. If
Eqs. (C.51)–(C.53) are independent from each other, the Langrangian multipliers λi
and µi can be calculated from them.
Having obtained the multipliers λi and µi, the remaining Eq. (C.50) needs to be
solved to obtain the solution to Problem (P7.10). Eq. (C.50) is integrated to obtain
φ∗∗i = φ
∗
i + λ
T
i,i ·∆ui +Q , (C.54)
where Q is an integration constant. The solution of
min
ui
φ∗∗i (P7.11)
yields the solution to Eq. (C.50). Replacing φ∗i by Eq. (C.39) and removing those
terms of φ∗∗i which are independent of the local inputs ui yields
φECPi = φi+
[ N∑
j = 1
j 6= i
dφj
dui
∣∣∣∣
u∗

 ·∆ui
]
+ λTi,i ·∆ui (C.55)
= φi +



 N∑
j = 1
j 6= i
dφj
dui
∣∣∣∣
u∗

+ λTi,i

 ·∆ui . (C.56)
Finally, the resulting local optimization problem is
min
ui
φECPi . (P7.12)
The algorithm for the ECP approach is equal to the algorithm employed in the IPP
approach. The coordinator calculates the Lagrangian multipliers λi,i and the
gradients
dφj
dui
for all subsystems and communicates them to the local controllers.
The local controllers optimize their local system according to Problem (P7.12). At
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the solution the first and second-order gradient information is calculated, and
together with the optimal inputs it is communicated back to the coordinator. This
routine is repeated until convergence is achieved.
Problem (P7.12) possesses some interesting properties. Compared to the local
objective function φIPPi employed in the IPP approach, the only difference is the
additional term λTi,i ·∆ui. It is mentioned earlier that the two artificial constraints
Eqs. (C.32) and (C.35) are automatically fulfilled at the optimal solution. This is
also true for the decoupled and approximated problem, as the approximation error
vanishes at the optimum. Consequently the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers λ
and µ become zero as the algorithm converges, and the objective functions of the
IPP and of the ECP approach take the same values. However, as long as the
optimum has not yet been reached, the additional information supplied by λi,i
accelerates the convergence.
For linear systems, the second-order gradients used to calculate λi,i are all zero, and
such is λi. Hence for linear systems the ECP approach is identical to the IPP
approach.
Since the computation of the Lagrangian multipliers depends on the state of the
system and its inputs, the values of the initial multipliers before the first
optimization of the local systems have arbitrarily bad quality. Hence the multipliers
are set to zero for the first iteration:
λ0i,i = 0 . (C.57)
C.3 Case study – stationary unconstrained optimiza-
tion
A simple case study is employed to illustrate the ECP approach and to compare it
to the two classical approaches based on the IBP and on the IPP. The process is
depicted in Fig. C.2. B, M , and C represent local process units, which are connected
by volume flows V˙ . The fixed inflow rate V˙in is split between the units B and M by
the input variable α. The inflow to unit B is V˙in,B and the inflow to unit M is V˙in,M .
The outflows of B and M (V˙B,out and V˙M,out) are mixed and enter unit C as V˙in,C .
Unit C has the outflow V˙out and a recycle to unit M , which is given by (1− γ) · V˙out.
α and γ are the input variables of the process. All units have zero holdups, and all
of them create cost φi, i ∈ {B,M,C}, which add up to the overall process cost φ.
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Figure C.2: Layout of the case study process with 3 interconnected units.
The process model is given by
V˙in,B = (1− α) · V˙in , (C.58)
V˙out,B = V˙in,B , (C.59)
V˙in,M = α · V˙in + (1− γ) · V˙out , (C.60)
V˙out,M = V˙in,M , (C.61)
V˙in,C = V˙out,B + V˙out,M , (C.62)
V˙out = V˙in , (C.63)
φB = V˙
2
in,B , (C.64)
φM =
1
2
· V˙ 2in,M + V˙in,M , (C.65)
φC =
V˙out
1− γ + 0.0001 , (C.66)
φ = φB + φM + φC . (C.67)
The optimization task is to find those values of the inputs u = [α, γ]T which
minimize the cost φ:
min
α,γ
φ . (P7.12)
Centralized optimization gives the solution stated in Table C.1.
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Variable Value
α 0.6069
γ 0.8406
φ 1472.1
Table C.1: Optimal inputs and cost function values determined by centralized
optimization.
C.3.1 Decentralized model
An obvious choice to separate the optimization problem into smaller units is to split
the model according to the process structure into the three submodels B, M , and C.
Input variable α is assigned to unit B and input variable γ is assigned to unit C,
resulting in
uB = α , uC = γ . (C.68)
This choice is arbitrary. A heuristic approach is to assign the inputs to those models
where they have the strongest non-linear effect in order to treat the non-linearity
rigorously in the local optimization problem. Hence, input variable γ is assigned to
unit C. Input variable α could have equally well been assigned to unit M instead of
unit B.
The inflow V˙M,in to unit M is a function of the states of the remaining units, hence
it represents an interaction variable:
mM = V˙M,in = α · V˙in + (1− γ) · V˙out . (C.69)
Since the inflow to unit C is not required for the computation of the cost functions,
it is omitted and not expressed as an interaction variable. Since unit B does not
depend on the remaining units at all it is not assigned an interaction variable, and
m = mM results. The outflow V˙out equals the inflow V˙in and is treated as a known
parameter. The submodels expressed with a minimal number of variables are
Model B:
V˙in,B = (1− α) · V˙in , (C.70)
φB = V˙
2
in,B . (C.71)
Model M:
φM =
1
2
V˙ 2in,M + V˙in,M . (C.72)
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Model C:
φC =
V˙out
1− γ + 0.0001 . (C.73)
The states of model B are xB = V˙in,B, and the models M and C do not employ
model states.
C.3.2 Optimization problem formulation
In the following, the optimization problems based on the IBP, on the IPP, and on
the ECP approach are formulated.
IBP approach For the IBP approach the coupling constraints h have to be
separated into the terms hi (Eq. (C.7)), which only depend on local variables:
h = V˙in,M − α · V˙in − (1− γ) · V˙out =
∑
i∈{B,M,C}
hi (xi,mi) , (C.74)
⇒ hB = −α · V˙in , hM = V˙in,M , hC = − (1− γ) · V˙out . (C.75)
Note that hB and hC do not depend on local states xi, but on local input variables
ui. To circumvent this, additional dummy states, which equal the inputs, can be
introduced. For practical purposes however this does not make a difference so that
in the interest of simple notation the inputs are used directly.
The resulting local optimization problems are
min
α
φIBPB , s.t. φ
IBP
B = φB − λ · α · V˙in , (P7.13a)
min
γ
φIBPC , s.t. φ
IBP
C = φC + λ ·
(
γ · V˙out − V˙out
)
, (P7.13b)
min
V˙in,M
φIBPM , s.t. φ
IBP
M = φM + λ · V˙in,M . (P7.13c)
λ is the price which is specified by the coordinator. When each local controller has
converged to its local optimum, the coordinator computes the new λ as outlined in
Section C.1.2.
IPP approach The optimization problem based on the IPP is presented next. An
objective function employing the simplified goal interaction operator according to
Eq. (C.27) is employed to result in the local optimization problems
min
α
φIPPB , s.t. φ
IPP
B = φB +
(
dφM
dα
+
dφC
dα
)
α∗,γ∗
·∆α , (P7.14a)
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min
γ
φIPPC , s.t. φ
IPP
C = φC +
(
dφM
dγ
+
dφB
dγ
)
α∗,γ∗
·∆γ . (P7.14b)
As there are no degrees of freedom assigned to unit M , no local controller for this
unit is required. Note that the terms dφC
dα
and dφB
dγ
are zero. After each iteration the
local controllers compute the linearizations of their cost functions and communicate
them to the coordinator, which shares them with the local controllers for the next
iteration.
ECP approach Finally the problem formulation based on the newly developed
ECP approach is presented. Exemplarily, the problem formulation for unit B is
derived. The local objective function φ∗B (α, γ˜) according to Eq. (C.39) is
φ∗B = φB +
(
dφM
dα
+
dφC
dα
)
α∗,γ∗
·∆α +
(
dφM
dγ˜
+
dφC
dγ˜
)
α∗,γ∗
·∆γ˜ . (C.76)
The gradients are constants communicated by the coordinator, based on the
solutions α∗ and γ∗ of the previous iteration. The approximated gradient GB is
GB =
(
d2φC
dγ2
+
d2φB
dγ2
+
d2φM
dγ2
)
α∗,γ∗
·∆γ
+
(
d2φC
dγdα˜
+
d2φB
dγdα˜
+
d2φM
dγdα˜
)
α∗,γ∗
·∆α˜ .
(C.77)
The Lagrangian of the reformulated problem according to Eq. (C.49) is
LB =φ
∗
B (α, γ˜) + λB,1 · (α− α˜) + λB,2 · (γ − γ˜) + µB ·GB . (C.78)
The Lagrangian multipliers λB,1, λB,2, and µB are determined from
dLB
dγ
= µB · dG
B
dγ
+ λB,2 = 0 , (C.79)
dLB
dα˜
= −λB,1 + µB · dG
B
dα˜
= 0 , (C.80)
dLB
dγ˜
= −λB,2 + dφ
∗
B
dγ˜
∣∣∣∣
α∗,γ∗
= 0 , (C.81)
which correspond to Eqs. (C.51)–(C.53). Finally the local optimization problem for
unit B is
min
α
φECPB (P7.15)
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s. t. φECPB = φB +
((
dφM
dα
+
dφC
dα
)
α∗,γ∗
+ λB,1
)
·∆α . (C.82)
The local optimization problem for unit C is formulated the same way. As in the
IPP approach no optimization problem is solved for unit M , as it is not assigned a
degree of freedom. The local controllers transmit their results to the coordinator,
which computes the Lagrangian multipliers and objective function gradients and
communicates them to the local controllers.
C.3.3 Results
The three decentralized optimization approaches are evaluated. All approaches
converge to the true optimum for all initial values of α and γ between 0 and 1. The
results shown correspond to initial values of 0 for α, α˜, γ, and γ˜. One iteration refers
to one optimization of each local controller including the necessary actions by the
coordinator. The stopping criterion is
ε < 10−5 , (C.83)
ε = max
(∣∣∣∣αl − αl−1αl−1
∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣γl − γl−1γl−1
∣∣∣∣
)
, (C.84)
where l is the iteration index. The initial value of the Lagrangian multiplier λ of the
IBP approach is set to 0, and the step length β is set to 1 for all iterations
(Eq. (C.14)).
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Figure C.3: Convergence of the input variables α and β and of the cost function value
φ for the IPP and the IBP approach.
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Fig. C.3 shows the convergence of the IPP and IBP approaches. The left graph
shows α, the middle graph shows γ, and the right graph depicts the trajectory of the
cost function φ. The IBP algorithm converges much slower than the IPP approach.
This is the price for the little information required by the coordinator. The IPP
converges much faster, but it requires the sharing of first-order gradient information.
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Figure C.4: Convergence of the input variables α and γ and of the cost function value
φ for the IPP and the ECP approach.
The convergence of the IPP and the ECP approach is compared in Fig. C.4. It is
observed that the ECP method converges significantly faster than the IPP method.
Again the sharing of more information in the ECP approach, which requires
second-order gradient information, increases the speed of convergence.
As pointed out in Section C.2 the only difference between the local objective
functions of the IPP and of the ECP approach is the correction term λTi,i ·∆ui. In
order to evaluate the influence of the correction term on the convergence, a
relaxation factor r ∈ [0, 1] is introduced to all local objective functions φECPi :
φECPri = φi +
[[∑
j 6=i
dφj
dui
∣∣∣∣
u∗
]
+ r · λTi,i
]
·∆ui . (C.85)
Fig. C.5 depicts the change in required iterations of the ECP algorithm to fulfill the
stopping criterion (Eq. (C.83)). The reference number of iterations is determined
from r = 0, for which the ECP algorithm equals the IPP approach. With the
increase of r, convergence becomes better, and for r = 1, which corresponds to the
ECP approach, convergence is 30% faster as compared to the IPP approach.
Finally, Fig. C.6 shows the convergence of the Lagrangian multipliers λB,1 and λC,2
(Eq. (C.82)) for the ECP approach. As expected, the multipliers converge to a value
of 0.
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Figure C.5: Convergence of the ECP approach depending on the relax factor r.
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Figure C.6: Convergence of the Lagrangian multipliers λB,1 and λC,2.
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Appendix D
Nomenclature
Given the large number of variables the nomenclature is separated into 4 sections,
which are related to 4 chapters of the thesis. The sections are process modeling
(Chapter 4), model-based control of biological wastewater treatment (Chapter 5),
model-based control of membrane filtration (Chapter 6), and control system
integration (Chapter 7, Appendix C).
D.1 Process modeling
In this section the nomenclature of the MBR model structure, of the biology model,
and of the membrane filtration model is introduced.
D.1.1 MBR model structure and biology model
Table D.1 describes all variables and parameters of the MBR mass balances and of
the biology model introduced in Sections 4.1–4.2. Table D.2 states the corresponding
sub- and superscripts. The variables and parameters of the ASM models are not
included, as they can easily be obtained from literature (Henze et al., 1987; Gujer
et al., 1999). Bold variables indicate vectors or matrices.
Table D.1: Model parameters and variables of the MBR mass balances and of the
biology model (Sections 4.1–4.2).
c, c kg/m3 concentration
k, k – kinetic parameter
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kla d
−1 oxygen transfer coefficient
r, r kg/m3/d reaction rate
R, R kg/m3/d reaction flux
S – stoichiometric matrix
t d time
T ℃ temperature
u, mbu – model input
V m3 volume
Z m3/d volume flow
θT ℃
−1 parameter for the temperature dependent kinetics
Table D.2: Subscripts of the MBR mass balances and of the biology model (Sec-
tions 4.1–4.2).
D denitrification
DN flow from denitrification to nitrification
i component index
in inflow
N nitrification
ND flow from nitrification to denitrification
O oxygen
P permeate withdrawal
s saturation
S sludge withdrawal
T stormwater tank
TD flow from stormwater tank to denitrification
D.1.2 Membrane filtration model
The nomenclature of the rigorous membrane filtration model introduced in
Section 4.3 and Section A.2 is divided into two parts. In Table D.3 all model
parameters are listed together with their values as used throughout this thesis.
Parameters marked with an asterisk are considered to be uncertain and are analyzed
in Section 4.3.2.3. The membrane and module design parameters have been chosen
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to represent a typical, yet not specific membrane and module design. The remaining
parameters are derived from three sources: they are either taken from the cited
literature, or they are considered known constants, or they are manually assigned
reasonable values. The manually chosen parameters need to be determined by
experiments if the model is to describe a specific process. Table D.4 contains the
algebraic and differential model variables.
Table D.3: Model parameters of the membrane filtration model (Sections 4.3 and A.2).
Physical constants
g 9.81m/s2 constant of gravity
ρg 1.15 kg/m
3 density of air
ρw 998.2 kg/m
3 density of water
σl,g 0.0729N/m surface tension between water and air
Membrane and module design
df 0.01m distance between fibers
df,i 0.001m inner fiber diameter
df,o 0.0025m outer fiber diameter
dpore 0.5 µm nominal pore diameter
h 1.8m fiber length
nf 3254 number of fibers
npore 1.5 width of pore size distribution
ε0 0.7 initial membrane porosity
ξ 5 pressure loss coefficient∗ (Heijnen et al., 1997)
Biomass and sludge properties
cb kg/m3 concentration of particles in the bulk phase
db 8 µm mean feed particle diameter
∗ (Lu¨bbecke and
Vogelpohl, 1995)
nb 2 width of particle size distribution
∗ (Lu¨bbecke and
Vogelpohl, 1995)
T 15.2℃ temperature of feed fluid
ρp 1060 kg/m
3 density of biomass∗ (Li and Yuan, 2002)
Pore blocking and cake layer formation
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b −1 model parameter∗
H 6 · 10−20Nm Hamaker constant (Sommer, 2004; Jeon and
Jung, 2004; Stieß, 2004)
J0 −5 · 10−6m/s reference flux∗
kkozeny 10 model parameter
∗
kS (not required) parameter to compute normal force
kFA 0.001345N/m adhesion coefficient∗
p (not required) model parameter
Z 4 · 10−10m particle distance (Sommer, 2004; Jeon and
Jung, 2004; Stieß, 2004)
εc 0.1 cake layer porosity
∗ (Hwang et al., 2001)
ηp 0.2 fraction of particles getting stuck in the pores
∗
µmax 0.03 maximum friction coefficient
∗
ν 0.01 fraction of pore blocking that is irreversible∗
ρp,m 1060 kg/m
3 biomass density in membrane pores (Li and Yuan, 2002)
τ0 1 s time constant
∗
Biofilm formation
bdec 4.6 · 10−6 s−1 microorganism decay rate∗ (Rittmann and
McCarty, 2001)
cbEPS 0.05 kg/m
3 EPS concentration in bulk phase
kd0 0.17 model parameter
∗ (Kommedal and Bakke, 2003)
kd1 2.49 model parameter
∗ (Kommedal and Bakke, 2003)
kd2 4.45 model parameter
∗ (Kommedal and Bakke, 2003)
kd3 0.57 model parameter
∗ (Kommedal and Bakke, 2003)
kEPS 0.18 fraction of substrate consumption used for EPS
production∗ (Laspidou and Rittmann, 2002)
khyd 2 · 10−6 s−1 hydrolyzation rate∗ (Laspidou and Rittmann, 2002)
kα 1.74 · 10−7 s−1 model parameter∗ (Nagaoka et al., 1998)
Ks 0.02 kg/m
3 Monod constant∗ (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001)
ncrit 0.3 critical cross-linking degree
∗
nref 0.25 equilibrium cross-linking degree
∗
ns 4 model parameter
∗
qmax 3.3 · 10−4 s−1 maximum specific consumption rate∗ (Laspidou and
Rittmann, 2002)
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wEPS 0.15 biomass mass fraction EPS
∗ (Laspidou and
Rittmann, 2002; Li and Yuan, 2002)
wMO 0.15 biomass mass fraction microorganisms
∗ (Laspidou and
Rittmann, 2002; Li and Yuan, 2002)
Y 0.4 yield∗ (Laspidou and Rittmann, 2002)
αp 2.5 ·
1010m/kg/Pa
pressure specific biofilm resistance∗ (Nagaoka
et al., 1998)
α0 5 · 1013m/kg minimum specific biofilm resistance∗ (Nagaoka
et al., 1998)
ηEPS 0.6 fraction of free EPS passing the cake layer
∗
ρS 0.175 kg/m
3 substrate concentration∗ (Laspidou and
Rittmann, 2004a)
τirr 14400 s attachment time
∗
τnet,0 80 s time constant cross-linking
∗
τnet,1 50 s time constant cross-linking
∗
Table D.4: Model variables of the membrane filtration model (Sections 4.3 and A.2).
Ab m
2 biofilm surface area
Ahex m
2 fiber catchment area
Am m
2 membrane surface area
Amod m
2 free module area
Aslug m
2 slug flow area
cc kg/m
3 cake layer density
cbc kg/m
3 concentration of particles approaching the cake layer
cbm kg/m
3 concentration of particles entering the pores
C1 – parameter for Taylor bubble velocity
dp m particle diameter
dp m mean particle diameter of attaching particles
dcutoffp m cutoff particle diameter
d
cutoff
p m mean cutoff particle diameter averaged over membrane
length
d
∗
p m mean particle diameter averaged over cake layer
dslug m slug flow diameter
Fa N inertia force
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Fg N gravity force
Fp N pressure force
Fτ N friction force
FA N adhesion force
FN N normal force
F r N friction force
F rp N repelling force
F t N tangential force
F V dW N Van-der-Waals force
F y N net force orthogonal to membrane surface
gb m
−1 PSD density of bulk phase particles
gc m
−1 PSD density of particles approaching the cake layer
gc,p m
−1 particle specific PSD density of particles approaching the
cake layer
gm m
−1 PSD density of particles entering the pores
Gm – mass fraction of bulk phase particles entering the pores
J m/s flux
J m/s mean filtration flux averaged over membrane length
Jb m/s backwashing flux
Jf m/s filtration flux
kcutoff – cut-off parameter
k∞ – dimensionless inertia force
Kc m
2 specific cake layer resistance
K∗c m
2 mean specific cake layer resistance averaged over cake
layer
Kp m
−1 membrane specific constant
Lb m biofilm thickness
Lc m cake layer thickness
LL m length of liquid compartment of slug flow unit
Lslug m length of slug flow unit
LTB m length of Taylor bubble of slug flow unit
m – parameter describing coupling between surface and fric-
tion forces
mi kg mass of component i in the biofilm
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m˙i,J kg/s mass flow of component i to the biofilm
n – cross-linking degree biofilm
NEO – dimensionless surface force
neq – equilibrium cross-linking degree biofilm
n0 – initial cross-linking degree biofilm
Nf – dimensionless film viscosity
pf Pa permeate pressure
pi Pa pressure inside the module inlet
po Pa pressure outside the module inlet
pslug Pa feed pressure
p0 Pa pressure at the module top
∆p Pa transmembrane pressure difference (TMP)
∆pbio+pore Pa TMP due to biofouling and pore blocking
∆ppump Pa permeate pump pressure difference
Q m3/s air flow into module
Rb m
−1 biofilm resistance
Rc m
−1 cake layer resistance
Rcp m
−1 concentration polarization resistance
rd kg/s/m
2 detachment rate biofilm
Ri kg/s/m
3 reaction rate component i
Rm m
−1 membrane resistance
RMO,growth kg/s/m
3 growth rate microorganisms
Rp m
−1 pore blocking resistance
Rsc m
−1 scaling resistance
Rtotal m
−1 total resistance
Recs – Reynolds number slug flow
Ref – Reynolds number permeate
ReΓ – Reynolds number falling film
ti s discrete time
∆t s time interval
∆tb s length backwashing phase
∆tf s length filtration phase
ub m/s biofilm growth rate backwashing
uf m/s biofilm growth rate filtration
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uf,a m/s biofilm growth rate filtration (attachment)
uf,d m/s biofilm growth rate filtration (detachment)
UTBg m
3/s gas flow Taylor bubble
ULl m
3/s liquid flow
UTBl m
3/s falling film flow
vcs,g m/s mean gas velocity
vcs,l m/s mean liquid velocity
v∗TBcs,l – dimensionless mean falling film velocity
vcs,total m/s mean slug flow velocity
vf m/s permeate velocity
vTBg m/s gas velocity Taylor bubble
vLl m/s liquid velocity
vTBl m/s falling film velocity
vo m/s velocity within basin
v∞ m/s bubble velocity in resting fluid
Vb m
3 biofilm volume
Vm m
3 membrane volume
Wb – retained weight fraction bulk particle sizes
Wpore – retained weight fraction pore sizes
x – particle/pore size
y – coordinate perpendicular to membrane surface
z – axial coordinate parallel to membrane surface
α – ratio between the Taylor bubble and the liquid compart-
ment length
αb m/kg specific biofilm resistance
α∞ m/kg equilibrium specific biofilm resistance
γ – relative biofilm removal rate
δ m film thickness
δ∗ – dimensionless film thickness
ε – membrane porosity
εmax – maximum membrane porosity
ηl kg/s/m feed fluid viscosity
ηw kg/s/m water viscosity
κ∗ m2 mean permeability (cake layer)
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λf – friction coefficient permeate
λslug – friction coefficient slug flow
µ – friction coefficient
ρb kg/m
3 biofilm density
ρi kg/m
3 concentration of component i in the biofilm
ρi,c kg/m
3 concentration of component i in the cake layer
ρl kg/m
3 feed fluid density
τb s time constant backwashing
τf Pa shear stress permeate
τw Pa shear stress slug flow
τLw Pa shear stress in liquid compartment
τTBw Pa shear stress in Taylor bubble compartment
ω s−1 specific growth rate microorganisms
ωmax s
−1 maximum specific growth rate microorganisms
Ω – fraction of particles attaching to the cake layer
D.2 Model-based control of biological wastewater treat-
ment
In this section the nomenclature of the different control and estimation algorithms
for the biology is introduced.
D.2.1 Dynamic predictive scheduling
Table D.5 describes all variables of the dynamic predictive scheduling approach
introduced in Section 5.1. Table D.6 states the corresponding sub- and superscripts.
Variables related to the case study process model are given in Appendix D.1.1. Bold
variables indicate vectors or matrices.
Table D.5: Model parameters and variables of the dynamic predictive scheduling ap-
proach (Section 5.1).
d, d – disturbance
f, f – model equation
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g, g – inequality path constraint
h, h – inequality endpoint constraint
heq, heq – equality endpoint constraint
L – number of time intervals control horizon
M – number of stages
n – number of propositional logic constraints
N – number of strategies
p, p – model parameter
q, q – binary variable
t s time
∆t s time interval
u, u – model input
w – weighting parameter
x, x – differential state
y, y – performance output
Y, Y – Boolean variable
z, z – algebraic state
Γ – mapping function
ε s minimum stage length
φ – objective function
Ω – Boolean function
Table D.6: Sub- and superscripts of the dynamic predictive scheduling approach (Sec-
tion 5.1).
bp bypass strategy
crit critical value
f end time
i strategy index
j stage index
k discrete time index
0 start time
∗ active strategy
·ˆ optimal solution from DPS layer
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D.2.2 Non-linear model-predictive control
Table D.7 describes all variables of the non-linear model-predictive control approach
introduced in Section 5.2. Table D.8 states the corresponding sub- and superscripts.
Variables related to the case study process model are given in Appendix D.1.1. Bold
variables indicate vectors or matrices.
Table D.7: Model parameters and variables of the non-linear model-predictive control
approach (Section 5.2).
A – matrix linearized model
B – matrix linearized model
C – matrix linearized model
d, d – disturbance
D – matrix linearized model
f, f – model equation
N – number of time intervals control horizon
p, p – model parameter
Q – outputs weighting matrix
R – inputs weighting matrix
S – input steps weighting matrix
t s time
T – impulse response matrix
∆tc s time interval optimization horizon
∆tN s optimization horizon
u, u – model input
∆u, ∆u – step in model input
x, x – differential state
y, y – performance output
φ – objective function
Table D.8: Sub- and superscripts of the non-linear model-predictive control approach
(Section 5.2).
d deviation
j discrete time index
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min minimum
max maximum
0 start time
· discrete-time variable
·ˆ optimal solution from DPS layer
· optimal solution from NMPC layer
D.2.3 State and parameter estimation
Table D.9 describes all variables of the state and parameter estimation algorithms
introduced in Section 5.3. Table D.10 states the corresponding sub- and
superscripts. Variables related to the case study process model are given in
Appendix D.1.1. Bold variables indicate vectors or matrices.
Table D.9: Model parameters and variables of the state and parameter estimation al-
gorithms (Section 5.3).
c, c kg/m3 concentration
d, d – disturbance
E – number of time intervals moving horizon
f, f – model equation
F – number of time intervals full horizon
M – measurement matrix
n – number of differential states
nC – number of components
nR – number of reactions
p, p – model parameter
Q – process noise weighting matrix
r, r kg/m3/d reaction rate
R, R kg/m3/d reaction flux
S – stoichiometric matrix
t s time
T – measurement noise weighting matrix
∆te s time interval estimation horizon
∆tE s moving estimation horizon
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∆tF s full estimation horizon
u, u – model input
V m3 volume
V˙ m3/d inflow rate
x, x – differential state
y, y – measurable output
α – forgetting factor
µ, µ – process noise
ν – stoichiometric coefficient
υ, υ – measurement noise
Table D.10: Sub- and superscripts of the state and parameter estimation algorithms
(Section 5.3).
e parameters which are estimated
f parameters which are fixed
i component/differential state index
j reaction index
k discrete time index
in inflow
m measurable
s smoothed
0 start time
+ unknown reaction rates
∗ known reaction rates
·˜ measured value
· estimated value
D.3 Model-based control of membrane filtration
Table D.11 describes all variables of the model-based controller for membrane
filtration introduced in Chapter 6. Table D.12 states the corresponding sub- and
superscripts. Bold variables indicate vectors or matrices.
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Table D.11: Model parameters and variables of the model-based controller for mem-
brane filtration (Chapter 6).
a,a – element of the main axis of the confidence ellipsoid
A – membrane area
d, d – disturbance
Ec W power for air compressor
Ep W power for permeate pumps
Er – membrane replacement cost
f, f – model equation
g, g – inequality path constraint
h, h – inequality endpoint constraint
H – Hessian
J m/s flux
l – length of confidence ellipsoid axis
m – model parameter
n – model parameter
N – number of cycles estimation horizon
o – number of samples/parameters
p, p – model parameter
pa bar pressure difference across air compressor
δp, δp – parameter deviation
∆p Pa transmembrane pressure
q – uncertainty measure
Q m3/s air flow rate
R m−1 resistance
Rg J/K/mol gas constant
∆R m−1 reversible resistance
t s time
T K temperature
∆t s phase duration
u, u – model input
uc – cross-flow intensity
v – eigenvector
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va m
3/mol molar volume of air
x, x – differential state
y, y – measurable output
α – model parameter
β – model parameter
Γ – mapping function
γa – polytropic coefficient
ǫ – white noise
ε – indifference region parameter
η kg/s/m viscosity
ηA – efficiency factor air compressor
ηP – efficiency factor permeate pump
λ – eigenvalue
µ – backwashing reduction factor
ν – tuning parameter
ξ1 – tuning parameter
ξ2 s tuning parameter
τb s model parameter
φ – objective function
Table D.12: Sub- and superscripts of the model-based controller for membrane filtra-
tion (Chapter 6).
b backwashing
bc base control
e end time
f filtration
i parameter index
j parameter/phase index
k cycle index
l sample index
max maximum
net net flow
off aeration off
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on aeration on
p parameter
r long estimation horizon
s short estimation horizon
0 start time
* fixed value
∞ irreversible
·˜ – measured value
·ˆ – setpoint
· – estimated value
D.4 Distributed optimization
Table D.13 describes all variables required for the approaches on distributed
optimization and the related case study (Appendix C). Table D.14 states the
corresponding sub- and superscripts. Bold variables indicate vectors or matrices.
Table D.13: Model parameters and variables of the distributed optimization approach
and the related case study (Chapter 7).
f, f – model equation
G, G – constraint (Local View approach)
h, h – coupling constraint
H – mapping matrix
K – number of states
L – Lagrangian
m, m – interaction variable
N – number of units
O – number of interaction variables
Q – integration constant
r – relax factor
u, u – model input
V˙ – volume flow
x, x – algebraic state
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α – input variable
β – step length
γ – input variable
ε – error tolerance
λ, λ – Lagrangian multiplier
µ, µ – Lagrangian multiplier
φ – objective function
ϕ – objective function dual problem
Table D.14: Sub- and superscripts of the distributed optimization approach and the
related case study (Chapter 7).
B unit B
C unit C
i unit index
IBP IBP objective function
in inflow
IPP IPP objective function
j unit index
k running index
l iteration index
ECP ECP objective function
ECPr relaxed ECP objective function
M unit M
n running index
o running index
out outflow
0 fixed solution
∗ fixed solution
∗ ECP objective function (intermediate)
∗∗ ECP objective function (intermediate)
′ ECP objective function (intermediate)
·˜ coordinator input
·ˆ optimal solution
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